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This thesis is a comparative anaiysis of t k  versions of the bibliml stcxy found in 

2 Samuel 2 1 : 1- 14. In spite of evidence for diverse versions of Samuel, commentators and 

modern translations have assumeci that the Hebxew and Greek versions are geneticaily 

related and that textual problems can be solved by reconstructing d e r  stages of the 

capying pnress. Whiie some textual difficulties have bcai solved usiag the rwonstnictive 

method, other texaral divergeIICies resist being explainai as anns in the transmissional 

process and appear uistead to represent altemate versions. This dissertation argues that 

Codex Coisiinianus (M), Codex Vaticanus (B), and the Masoretic text (m) are three discrete 

versions of 2Sam. 2 1: 1-14 wtuch refiect diffaent theological and political intaests. 

The dissertation begins with a summary of the awareness of m n c e s  between 

the Greek and HcacW versions h m  the first century AD. to the pnseat and a 

rationale for interpreting manuscripts independently and compatively. Manuscripts M, m, 

and B of 2Sam. 2 1 : 1- 14 are transïated, analyzd, and in- independently and tben 

compared. 

The research shows that the three versions agree in their words and word or&r 

throughout most of the story. Where the v a s a i s  differ, some of the diffefences are the 

result of transmissional erron, conflations, and stylistic improvements, while others point 

to different Hebrew tex& 'Ihe d i f f a i a s ,  far from haphazsad, cluster amund political and 

theological issues: Saul's kingship, David's role in wiping out Saul's descendants, God's 
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role, the role of outsiders in Isaelite community. Each version addresses these theological 

and political issues h m  different perspectives. The dissertatian then explores ideollogical 

contexts within which each version of tbe story is at home. 

In the conclusion, the dissertation gives a brief analygs of the value and i~sults of 

the comparative method dong with unne implications of this study f a  textual criticism and 

the literary approach to the Bible. The dissertation coricludes that scholars should intapret 

the actuai versions and be careful about reconstructing a hypothetid oldest version where 

the data does not support it. 
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PREFACE 

This study is a comparative analysis of three versions of 2 Samuel 2 1: 1 - 14 as 

presented in manuscripts M, m, and B. Although I wiil ernploy textaitical methods, rny 

primary focus is neither histarid raicinstniciive n a  the establishment of sequence o f  the 

f m s  of this narrative in histoncai order. 1 have henneneutic umcedlls that go beyond 

textual and historicai in ta est^. The primary foais o f  this work is the inkrpmation o f  acnial 

texts and not the reconstruction of a hypothetical earliest text 'Ibis thesis seeb to identify, 

interpret and compare the thrœ versions of 2 Sam. 21: 1-14.1 hope to show that some of 

the differences between these versions cannot be resolved as ernrrs in the transmissional 

process but raher as differences in ideology. 
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CHAITER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Awareness of Differences Between the Greek and Hebrew Texts 
in the First Five Centuries A.D. 

It is well known that there are many points in the Greek manuscript tradition of the 

Old Testament that offer readings differing h m  the !Tl. Such differences were probably 

noticed very early, but two events of the first century A.D. brought them to the forefront: 

the birth of the Christian Church, and the destruction of Jerusaiem. These disagreements 

were noted by the second-century Christian apologist Justin Martyr,' who describes 

contemporary Jews questioning the veracity of the story about the ongin of the Septuagint2 

because the L X ~  had k e n  preserved and transrnitted p r i m d y  by Christians.3 Although 

dated to a later tirne, the Talmud captures the negative attitude of late first and second 

century rabbis: "It happened that five elders trmslated the Pentateuch into Greek for King 

Ptolemy. That day was as hard for Israel as the day the calf was made, because the 

Pentateuch could not be translated pr~per ly ."~ Justin Martyr and other early church fathers 

rirgued that the Jews delibemtely removed a number of passages which were favorable 

l ~ u s t i n  Martyr. Dialogue with Trypho, in Ante-Nicene Fathers, vol. 1 , Alexander Roberts 
and James Donaldson. eds. (Peabody: Hendrickon, 1994). 232-235.241; H. B. Swete. Introduction to the 
OId Testament in Greek (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1914; repr., Peabody. MA: Hendnckson 
Publishers. 19891, 30. 

II will use the tenns Septuapint (LXX) and Old Greek (OG) to  refer generally to the 
translation of al1 of the books of the Hebrew Bibie into Greek and to the oldest reconstructed version of the  
Greek Bible respectively. 

3 ~ m a n u e l  Tov, 'The  Septuagint." in Mikra. eds. Manin San Mülder and Hany Sysling 
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1988). 163. 

4~ov. "The Septuagint," 163. 
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towards Christianity.s Thus, though they di ffered in their explanations. Jews and 

Christians in the second century A.D. agreed that there were differences between the Greek 

manuscripts and m. 

Jews and Christians used different approaches to try to resolve the differences. 

Since the extant Greek texts during the second and third centuries A.D. were considered 

cormpt by certain Jews, severai attempts were made at revising the Lxx based on the 

received Hebrew Scripture. Three names are associated with these early improvements: 

Aquila. Theodotion, and S y r n m a c h u ~ . ~  Aquila, a Jewish proselyte from Pontus and 

student of Rabbi Akiba, completed a slavishly literal translation of the received Hebrew text 

in CU. A.D. 125.7 There were mixed reactions to a' by Jews and Christians. Jews, on the 

one hand, praised and tmsted a' using it widely until it was forbidden for use in the 

Synagogue by the Code of Justinian (A.D. 559.8 Early Church Fathers Irenaeus and 

Epiphanius, on the other hand, reacted negatively to Aquila's anti-Christian 

Symmachus, probably an Ebionite, provided a good Greek rendering of the received 

Hebrew text (a) probably in the latter part of the second century A.D.I0 Theodotion, 

probably a proselyte to Judaisrn from Ephesus, completed a free revision of the Greek 

5 s  wete, Jntro.. 479. 

61 will refer to the works of Aquilrt, Symmachus, and Theodotion as a'. a', 8'respectivcly. 

'TOV, "The Septuagint," 183-83; Swete. Intro., 3 1-32. 

8 ~ a n y  M. Orlinsky. "Current Progress and Problems in Septuagint Research." in The Studv 
of the Bible Todav and Tornorrow, ed. H. R. Willoughby (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1937; 
reprintcd in Studies in the Se~tuag in t :  O r i ~ i n s .  Recensions. and Intemretations. ed. Hamy M. Orlinsky 
(New York: KTAV, 1974). 1 1. 

9 ~ i d n e y  Jellicoe. T h e  Se~tuag in t  and Modem Study (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1968). 
77. 

' 9 o v .  "The Septuagint," 184. 



Bible dunng the latter part of the second century A.D.ll Faithful to the standard Hebrew, 

Theodotion's revision was better Greek style than Aquila.12 

Origen attempted to sohe the problem of differences ktween the Greek and 

Hebrew versions in a different way. In order to provide "a basis for discussions between 

Jews and Christians who needed to know the exact differences between each other's 

Bibles,"l3 Ongen created his Hexapla, six texts in parallel colurnns: Hebrew; a Greek 

transliteration; a' ; c f  ; Origen's revised Greek text; and 0'. Using O'as his primary text, he 

restored Hebrew word order and corrected supposed comptions. Where 0' had additions 

he marked them with an obelus. He supplied omissions from a', a', and 0' which he 

marked by an asrerisk. Where the LXX and the Hebrew seemed hopelessly at odds, he 

inc luded both versions w hich he  mrtrked appropriatel y. Origen' s revisions brought the 

Greek tcxt into conformity with the Hebrew text available to him, and also preserved the 

variant Greek texts rather than destroying them. Contemporaries Eusebius and Parnphilus 

published the fifth column of Ongen's Hexapla ca. A.D. 309 assurning he had restored the 

Old Greek. Origen's revision, however, did not resolve the problem of differences between 

the Greek and Hebrew versions for Christians. Jerome wrote about the different Greek 

texts in the latter part of the fourth century A.D.: 

Alexandna and Egypt attribute the authorship of their Old Testament to Hesychius. 
From Constantinople as far as Antioch the rendering of Lucian the Martyr holcis the 
field; whiIe the Palestinian provinces in between these adopt those codices which, 
themselves the production of Origen, were promulgated by Eusebius and 
Pamphilus. And so the whole world is in conflict with itself over this threefold 
variety of text. '4  

' ~ w e t e ,  Intro-. 43. 

I21bid. 

1 3 ~ o v ,  "The Septuagint." 185. 

14~e~licoe,  The Septuagint. LM. 



Because of differences between the Greek and Hebrew versions, Jerome (eu. A.D. 

345-420) was cornmissioned to revise the Old Latin version (t) since it had been translated 

frorn an old Greek version different from the received Hebrew text as eariy as the second 

century ~ D . 1 5  Jerome's revised Latin version, the Vulgate @), was never able to 

cornpletely replace the t ;'6 sacred texts are not easily replaced. 

Awareness of Differences Between the Hebrew and Greek Texts 
Since the Sixteenth Centurv 

From Jerome until the sixteenth century, not too much was made of the differences 

between the Hebrew and Greek texts, probably because of the dependence on the Latin 

versions in the western Christian church and because very few Christians were able to read 

Hebrew. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the creation of the polyglot texts 

highlighted once again the differences between the Hebrew and Greek texts. The 

Cornplutensian Polyglot, the first printed text of the complete Greek Old Testament, begun 

in A.D. 1503 by the Spanish Cardinal Francisco Ximenes and printed in A.D. 15 14- 15 17, 

contained the Hebrew in the first column, the Vulgate in the second column, and the Greek 

in the third column.17 Like the works of Origen and Jerome, the differences that emerged 

in the PoIyglots were frequently solved by correction toward the without explanation or 

interpretation of the Greek texts.18 

171bid.. 17 1; Eugene C. Ulrich, The Qumran Text of Samuel and Josephus. Harvard Semitic 
Monographs 19 (Missoula. MT: Scholars Press. 1978), 19. 



Diver~ent Readings in the Greek and Hebrew Texts of Samuel 

Although Ludovicus Cappellus observed problems with the Hebrew text of Samuel 

as early as A.D. 1634.19 the differences between the Hebrew and Greek texts of Samuel 

were first emphasized by Otto Thenius.20 In his cornmentary on Samuel (A.D. 1842). he 

attempted to systematically revise the m based on the m. Since Thenius's concIusions 

were sometimes arbitrary and subjective,21 Julius Wellhausen (A.D. 1871) was the fint to 

soccessfully establish the text of Samuel in a way that would withstand subsequent 

research and discovery.22 Thenius and Wellhausen both worked from the assumption that 

the Hebrew and Greek versions were genetically related and that one could solve textual 

problems by reconstnicting earlier stages of the copying process. 

While some tnnsrnissional prob!ems were solved by the reconstructive approach, at 

least two difficulties arose for those attempting to reconsrnict the Hebrew of Samuel based 

on the Greek manuscnpts. First, the Greek witnesses are diverse. Second, the extant Greek 

texts show evidence of early revisions. 

Thackeray's study is ri good example of an attempt to explain the diversity of texts 

and possible revisions found in the LXX texts of Samuel-Kings. He proposed that there are 

three main text-types of the Greek versions of Samuel-Kings: those represented by Codex 

Vaticanus (B), those represented by Codex Alexandrinus (A), and those represented by the 

Lucianic recension (_~) .~3  He argued that B is the best witness to the ûG in 1Sarn. 1:l- 

I9p. Kyle McCarter. 1 Samuel. AB 8 (Garden City: Doubleday & Company. Inc.. 1980), 5 .  

200tto Thenius. pie Bücher Samueh. Kurzgefasstes exegetisches Handbuch zum Alten 
Testament 3 (Leipzig: Weidrnann'sche Buchhandlung, 1842). 

Z i ~ c ~ a n e r ,  J Samuel, 5. 

72~ulius Wellhausen. Der Text der Bücher Samuelis untersucht. (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck 
und Ruprccht. 187 1) .  

2 3 ~ .  St. J. Thackeray, The Sepiua~int and Jewish Worship. a Study in On'pins. Schweich 



ZSarn. 1 1 : 1, although L seems to reflect a more logical conclusion to ~ a r n u e l . ~ ~  He 

described sections 1 Sam. 1 : 1 ff, 2Sam. 1 : 1 - 1 1 : 1 and 1Kgs. 2: 12-2 1 :43, designated a, gp, 

and n, as "homogeneous wholes, that is to Say, they are the work of three different 

translators."25 In contrast, sections 2Sa.m. 1 1:2 - 1Kgs. 2: 11 and 1Kgs. 22-2Kgs., which 

he designated py and y6, have a disünctly Iiteral translation style.26 Noticing characteristic 

similariûes between py and y6 and Theodotion, Thackeray concluded, ". . . the final 

portions of the Greek books of Kingdoms were probably appended some time in the first 

century B.C., and that the translator's style has much in cornmon with that afterwards 

adopted by Theodotion ."*7 The diversity and apparent revisions of the Lxx texts of 

Samuel-Kings resisted a simple explanation of their origin. Furthemore, it was uncertain 

whether the various L= texts represented alternate Hebrew texts or different Greek 

translations of the VorZage of nr untii the discovery of ancient manuscripts in the Judean 

Desen. 

In 1953, Frank Cross published a few fragments of an ancient Hebrew scroll of 

Samuel found in Cave IV at Qumran (4QSama) which dates about one hundred B.C.28 The 

s i ~ i  ficance of that discovery can bard1 y be overstated. 4QSama preserved a Hebrew text- 

type distinc tly different from rir and closely related to the presumed Hebrew Vorfage of the 

Lectures 1920 (London: Milford for the British Academy, 1923). 16. 

2 4 ~ .  Si. J. Thackeray. 'The Greek Translations of the Four Books of Kings," JTS 8 (1907): 
3G-t-366. 

7?hackeray gave 10 characteristics of this "translater*': the use of oi a6poi for 'the great 
men (5773. Y @ ) ;  ~~parivq for %i@: ~ O Y O ~ O V ~  for 7773;  the unique use of axdvo0~v:  rail for 03; 
K ~ I  p M a  for 528: the use of' H v i w  in only the sections of Kingdorns: ky.h ~ i p i  followed by a finite 
verb; absence of the historical perfect; Ibid.. 267-273. 

2 8 ~ .  M. Cross. "A New Qumran Biblical Fragment Related io the Original Hebrew 
Underlying the Septuagint." BASOR 132 (1953): 15-26. 



LXX. With the publication of these fragments, scholars had proof that a Hebrew text existed 

behind some of the variant Greek readings and that variant Hebrew versions existed in 

Palestine as Iate as the first century A.D. Two years later, Cross published fragments of 

another Samuel manuscript (4QSarnb)  from Qumran which antedated 4 Q S m a  by 

approximately two centuries.29 According to Cross, 4 ~ ~ a m ~  was much closer to the Lxx 

than to n1.3~ Before these discovenes, scholan could only speculate about dtemate 

Hebrew texts based on tentative reconstmctions from the differences in the m. Qumran 

MSS, however, did not solve the problem of diverse texts in Samuel; they only verified that 

a plunlity of Hebrew texts existed in Palestine between the third century B.C. and the first 

century A.D. and that the LXX was an excellent witness to an ancient Hebrew version at 

variance with 11i. 

The Simificance of This Studv 

In spite of evidence for diverse Greek and Hebrew versions of Samuel, the 

reconstmctive rnethod as proposed initially by Thenius and Wellhausen has continued to 

dorninate commentaries on Samuel to the present.31 The problem with the eclectic 

reconstnictive approach is that the diversity of the versions works against it. Furthemore, 

29~. M. Cross. .The Oldest Manuscripis from Qumrin." J!3L 7 4  (1955): 147-72. esp- 164. 

3 0 4 ~ ~ a m b  agrees with LXX against iR thirteen times; 4 ~ s a m ~  agrees with Ill against LXX 
four times; Cross. 'The Oldest Manuscripts." 172. 

' ~ h e n i u s .  Die Bücher; Wellhausen. Der Texi der Bücher Samuelis; August Klostermann. 
Die Rücher Samuelis (SZ III. Nordlingen, 1887); H.P. Smith, A Critical and Exe~eticaI Commentarv an 
the R m k s  of Samuel; ICC (Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 1899); Karl Budde. Die Bücher Samuel; Kurzer 
I-Iand-Commentar VI11 (Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr. 1902); Le P. Paul Dhorme, Les livres de Samuel; Etudcs 
Bibliques (Paris: J. Gabalda. 1910); S. R. Driver, Notes on  the Hebrew Text, 26 ed. (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1913); H. W. Hertzberg. J and II Samuel; OTL (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press. 1964); Hans 
Joachim Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis; Kornrnentrü. zum AIten Testamentliche VI11 (Gütersloch: Gerd 
Mohn, 1973); P. KyIe McCarter. 1 Samuel; AB 8; 11 Samuel; AB 9 (Garden City: Doubleday & Company, 
Inc.. 1980, 1983); Ralph Klein, 1 Samuel; WBC 10 (Waco: Word Biblical Cornmentriry, 1983); A.A. 
Anderson, 2 Samuel; WBC I l  (Dallas. TX: Word Books. 1989). 



a fixation on reconstructing an earliest text has led scholars at times to make textual 

decisions which were not based on plausible transmissional e~planations.3~ In a recent 

study, Walters has shown that critical cornmentaries and modem translations obscure the 

alternate versions of the story of Samuel's birth in iSam. I as represented in m and  B.^^ 

He concluded, 

The tex& of each, while not in perfect condition, can be given a reasonable and 
internally consistent reading which shows thern to be discrete narratives, each with 
its own interests and design. Modifications of either under the pattern of the other 
can on1 y produce a hybrid text witb no distinctive character at ail? 

A clear explanation of how these divergent readings came to exist is still beyond 

reach because of the indeterminate character of the evidence. The few MsS we have cover 

hundrcds of yem of transmission and use and the lines of transmission are scanty at best. 

Since there are textual divergencies which cannot be explained as errors in the 

transmissional process, perhaps it is best to interpret the actuaI texts WC have. If there are 

alternate versions of a biblical story in 1 Samuel, then they are worth exploring elsewhere. 

Preliminary studies by Walters indicate that divergent readings also exist in 2Sam. 

2 1 : 1 -14-35 TO my knowledge no one has interpreted and compared the different versions of 

32~n  1 Sam. 1 of the !R. in a discussion between Hannah and Elkanah regarding whether 
Hannah would cake Samuel to Shiloh. Hannah expressed her desire to wait until she had weaned him. 
ELkanah agreed and then said, "Only, may Yahweh fulfill word." Because there is no unfulfilled word of 
the Lord still rernaining in this story, Thenius, the ctitical commentators, and modem translations (NEB, 
NAB. JB). abandoned the dificult reading of the m. They opted for a reading said to be found in the LXX 
and 4QSama. "OnIy. may Yahweh fulfill vour word." The LXX and 4QSama actually read, "But rnay the 
Lord fulfill what has  one - out of vour mouth." While the proposeci ernendation reads better. ncither the !R 
nor the LXX can be derived easily from it. Thus, atrempts to create the "carliest" text, bas led to the 
crcation of an eclectic text which exists neither in the Greek nor the Hebrew. The created eclectic text, in 
iurn, suppresses the actual texts which d o  exist; Stanley D. Walters. "Hannah and Anna: The Greek and 
Hebrew Texts of I Samuel 1 ." JJ& 107 ( 1988). 408. 

35~tanley D. Walters. "Gibcon of Sad." ISO_T 52 (1991): 61-76; and, "Childless Michal. 
Mother of Five." In The Tablet and Scroll: Near Eastern Studies in Honor of William W. Hallo, eds. Mark 



the story in 2Sarn. 21: 1-14.1 intend to do that. 

Interpretation of Three Versions of 2 Samuel 2 1 : 1 - 14 

This study is a comparative anaiysis of three versions of the biblicd story found in 

2Sa.m. 21: 1-14. The primary focus of this dissertation is interpretation and not textuai 

reconstruction. Although text-criticism will be employed herein, 1 have hemeneutic 

concerns that go beyond textual and historical interests. 1 hope to show that M, m, and B 

present tfiree discrete versions of 2Sam. 21 : 1- 14, which refiect different theologicd and 

poli tical interests. This thesis seeks to translate, interpret and compare the alternate forms of 

this biblical story. 1 hope to show that some of the differences between these stones cannot 

be resolved as transmissional errors or as stylistic differences but rather by ideological 

interests. 

In Chapters 2-3,  and 4 ,1  wilI translate and interpret three actual texts of 2Sam. 

21:l-14, namely M, !il and B. 1 will start with M because it  is the simplest text, having the 

least number of textual probiems. I will argue that M's text, though similar in many ways to 

B and !Il, represents a distinct version of the story with different emphases than either B or 

rn . 

In Chapter 5,1 will compare M, rn, and B. My research will show that the versions 

agree throughout most of the story in their words and word order. Where they differ, some 

of the differences are the result of transmissional errors, conflations, and stylistic 

improvements, and others are the result of different Hebrew text(s). The differences, far 

from haphazard, cluster around political and theological issues: Saul's kingship, David's 

roIe in wiping out Saul's descendants, God's role, the role of outsiders in Israeiite 

community. Each version addresses these theological and political issues frorn different 

perspectives, pointing to different ideological contexts. M is harsh tcwards Saul and 

E. Cohen. et al. (Bethesda. MD: CDL Press, 1993): 290-296. 
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distinctly sympathetic towards proselytes and outsiders. m emphasizes Saul as a prophetic 

king and depreciates both the Davidic kingship and the role of outsiders. B is the harshest 

towards Saul and depreciates the role of outsiders. Based on the data, 1 explore possible 

settings within which each version of the story is at home. 

In Chapter 6.1 will summarize my conclusions and explore the implications that 

this study might have for future scholarly research. 

Definine Terrns 

For clarity, text, version, and story need to be defined- By text 1 always mean a 

specific wntten fonn as found in the Greek and Hebrew manuscnpts. By version 1 mean a 

discrete nanative form as reconstmcted from texts that are basically sirnilar to one another. 

By story 1 mean the bisic set of events as differentfy reported in the various versions. 



INTERPRETATION OF UNCIAL MANUSCRIFI' M'S 
VERSION OF 2 S A M U E L  2l : l - l4  

The Text of Ma 

iclhaoopai, K ~ L  ~6hoyiloa~e fiv dqpovopiav Kupiou; 4) K& &ovb ah@ oi 

u ~ a v i o o p ~ v  a6rov roc pfl Èorava~ a k o v  Ev navE bpi? 'Iapaijh. 6 )  Aore >jPv 

=Sec Appendix A for a facsimile of  Codex Coislinianus. 

b ~ n  verse 4. thc2d aorist indicative active 3d singular Èurrv in the fin< hand o f  M has been 
\vritten over as the 3d plunl ELKOV to agree with its third plural subject. 

11 



=ln verse 10. most MSS except Mns have Ë q  here. Parablepsis probably caused Ë q  to drop 
out in the unciaf period due to the similarity of ~ c E c T ~ Z A b l a n d  € CTA+AN . 



Translation of M and Notes' 

1) And there was a faminea in the time of ~av id ,b  for three years, year after year, and 

David sought the face of the Lord. The Lord said, "The guiltc [rests] upon Saul and upon 

his house because he killed the Gibeonites." 

a L MSS have kv rj yj (oczez) and kn'~ e v  yiiv (b),"in/upon the land" after 

Atpo~, "famine." It is impossible to know whether it is an interpolation or if it reflects a 

different Hebrew text with Xi7 Y'1W3.  In either case. it heightens the reîonance with 

2Sam. 24: 13. 

b Here, and in many other places, M shows word-for-word parallelisrn to the m. 

That is, taking into account both cornmon equivalents and word order, Codex Coislinianus 

seerns to go back to a Hebrew text similar in many ways to the m. The first part of verse 1 

is a good exarnple of whît is found throughout; M has K ~ L   VETO hp05 EV 

f i p é p a q  A~UE'LS following m's ~ $ 7  96'3 3;; '?'?. 1 will highlight only the places 

where hl is different from m. 

C In classical Greek, &&i(ia has the meanings "wrongdoing. unrighteousness" and 

"punishment of wrongdoing."* M seems to have a Hebrew different frorn in here since 

&&tKia is commonly opposite 11D in the Hebrew Bible, especially in Samuel,3 but never 

opposite D7 as the has here. Twice in Samuel, a6~hia  is a calque for Ilil (1Sarn. 20:8; 

25:24), taking on the rneaning "guilt," which i t  seems to have here but which it does not 

have in classicd Greek. 

l ~ h r o u ~ h o u t .  1 use lettered notes for iext and translation explanations and 1 use nurnbered 
footnotes for Scn prure reference tabula tions and secondary references. 

a 6 i ~ i a  occun 12 rimes in Samuel. 8 of which are opposite 1721': ISarn. 3: 13. 14; 20:8; 
2 5 2 3 ;  28:lO; 2Sam. 323; 14:32. 
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2) And David the king summoned the Gibeonites and spoke to them. Nowa the Gibeonites 

are not Israelites but are frorn Arnorite bloodb The Israelites swore an agreement with 

them, bute Saul had sought to strîke them in his zeal for the Israelites and ludahites. 

a Normally  ai is not disjunctive but here it reflects the disjunctive Hebrew 

construction waw + a non-verb. 

b c i i p a t q  is diffïcult here. In context, it should mean something like "race" or 

"blood descent." It can mean "blood relationship" in both c1assicaI4 and koine Greek (John 

1: 13), but the Hebrew equivalent 01 never has this sense. McCarter believes that atparog 

results from a primitive transmissional error in the Greek: the Hebrew in' was correctly 

rendered as A~ipparog, "rernnant," which was rniscopied very early as aiparoç.5 A few 

cursives actually have foms  of hipparos.6 

c Normally  ai is not adversative but here it follows the Hebrew which has waw. 

3) And David said to the Gibeonites, "What shall 1 do for ;[ou? And with what shall 1 

atone, that you may blessa the inheritance of the Lord?" 

a &Ghoyfjaar~ is the aorist irnperative, "bless ye! (Israel's inheritance)." The 

Greek imperative corresponds exactly to in's pie1 imperative with waw, "to express with 

grester energy the intention signified by the preceding verb."' 
U 

S ~ c ~ a r t e r ,  J I  Samuel, 437. 

7 ~ .  R. Driver, A Treatise on the Use of the Tenses in Hebrew. 3d ed. (Oxford: Clarendon, 
1892). scction 65. 
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4) The Gibeonites said to hirn, "We do not have [in mind] silver or gold regardinga Saul 

and regarding his house, nor do we have [in mind] a man to kill from al1 Israel." And he 

said, "What are you saying, that 1 might do it for you?'b 

a PET& // OU means "with, in connection with, regarding." 

b The sense of TL 6 p f i ~  A&TE K ~ I  iro~fioo hjiîv is clear enough but the syntax 

is Hebraic and awkward. M follows word-for-word m's O>? ~ i t ) K  WI-iiQ 
a-.- .. . \- . P.- 

with one slight variation: M and most Lxx MSs have uai before notf im and m has the 

minor disjunctive accent (riphha) on a'?n& \. . instead of a w m  on ;l@& . .- . Al1 the Greek 

MSS have attempted to smooth out the slight awkwardness of the Hebrew, "What are you 

saying, 1 will do for you?' Taking xotfiao as a future indicative, fi would be the object 

of both verbs, thus, "What do you say and what shall I do for you?" N has ri after M's 

 KU^ and before rcoyoo to produce, "What are you saying, and what shall 1 do for you?' 

Taking n o ~ j a o  as the aorist subjunctive 1st singular, the clearest English would be, ' ' W h  

are you saying, that 1 might do it for you?' L zmg has ~ ~ E T E  instead of A&E, "What do 

1 9  you want. . . 

5) And they said to the king, "The man who stmck usa and persecuted usb and plannedc to 

utrerly destroy us-- let us wipe him out from him having standin$ in al1 the temtory of 

Israel. 

a ~ V E T É Â E ~ F V  fipw certainly reflects III's X b . 8  When ?5> is followed by an 

accusative of person it usuaIly means, "to destroy, kill, wipe out."9 This seems too strong 

for the context, unless it means, "He killed [some of] us." How can the Gibeonites speak 

8 ~ ~ ~ ~ d i c o  OCCU~S 11  cimes in Samuel. 13 rimes oppositc 353: ISarn. 10:13; 13:10: 
15: 18; 20:7; 20:9; 20:33; 24: 17; 35: 17; 2Sam. 6: 18; 1 1 : 19; 13:36; 2 t :5 ;  22:38. 

9 ~ x .  33:s; Ezek. 22:3 1; Zech. 5:4; Ps- 119:87; Lam. 222; 2Chr. 8:s 



with David if they had k e n  killed? 1 have translated it here with a slightly attenuated 

rneaning, "he struck us," as in Jer. 5:3 where m v ~ & î v  // 353 does not irnply death. 

b K ~ L  ~Siu&v fi& would normally be opposite i3???111* . . but m does not have 

it. SIOKELV means, "to pursue, chase,"ll similar to 717 except 717 often includes the 

sense of hostile intent and c m  also be translated ' ' p e n e c ~ t e . " ~ ~  

c A@@Lv 11 3Vl7 is a standard locution to express intention and purpose; 

A O ~ ~ ~ E L V  wcurs 84 times in the LXX, usually opposite 30in (72 times), but never ;ln1 

which is m's word. The difference is not easily explained as a transmissional error. See the 

discussion below in the interpretation of the stories. 

roû fi Emotva~ i s  the articula infinitive with the negative and i s  an acceptable 

way to translate 3s:QnQ. !nls infinitive construct with 7t) .13 The masculine accusative 

singular personal pronoun a h o v  points to a 3d  singular suffix 9 which m does not have. 

The pronoun emphasizes Saul as the subject of the "standing" infinitive. 

6) Give us seven men from his sons, and we will make atonementa by means of  them to 

the Lord on the hillb of S a d ,  [men] chosenc of the Lord." And the king said, "1 wi I l  give." 

a For the verb é~qAampw. Brooke-McLean list ten additional variants, for a total 

of eleven. 1 understood them to be variant forms of two verbs, écqhia~ew and 

k~d&ncea0ai, in various spelling deviations, most of which involve the interchange of q 

and 1 o r  of indicative and subjunctive moods. Six of these, having the syllable -hi- and a 

pnmary ending, are forms of kcqhra@w: i<qhraaopev B; 6~Aiaaopev (ci3'w); 

' o ~ i ~ ~ ~ i ~  stands opposite 771 58 of 75 t ima in the OT. 

1 3 ~ e n .  16:2; 20:6: Ex. 14:s; Jdg. 9:41; !Sam. 7:8; 8:7; 15:26; 2526; 2Sam. 18:16; 1Kgs. 
2:27; 2Kgs. 5:20; 23:33. er al. 



E ~ d i a a o p ~ v  (mlmgl); B ~ q A i h a p w  (44); é Q x A t a a w p ~  (a); È ~ q A i a ~ o p a t  (n). TWO 

others, having the syllable -ha- and a secondary ending, are clearly forms of 

È$iham&&ai: kgihaaopûa (M[mgJb CA; E~ihaahp~0a (b-0). This leaves three forms 

having the syllable -Act- which I take to be forms of k~ ihao ic~oûar  but with primary 

endings, something ihat happens in Hellenistic Greek: È6i)Laoopw (gsvyaZ); É ~ ~ ~ O O ~ E V  

(fl*[uid]m[t~t]~t); qq)iaaop&v (M [ut]). The texts with forms of k ~ q ) i i a ~ a v .  "to hang in 

the sun," (BA aeP?m[mg~wx44 ) follow a Hebrew text like m which has a f o m  of Y'PTÏt 

(see also 2Sarn. 21:9, 13). M and other M S S I ~  which have forms of Ecdamceaûa~ and 

the t seem to follow a Hebrew text with 793, "to atone"; éCqA~a@iv stands opposite 

703 78 of 88 times and never opposite Si9?l;i. Thus, the difference between the verbs 1s 

not easily explained as a transmissional error in either Greek or Hebrew. 1 will discuss the 

force of this verb later in the interpretation of the story. 

b kv r@ Bouvq reflects the Hebrew ng?jl, is the same consonants but different 

vowel pointing as m's nF333, . . "ii: Gibeah." 

M and al1 Greek MSS except AX have the accusative plural adjective È K ~ K T o ~ Ç ,  

indicating that "chosen" refers to the Seven. m has the singular bound fonn 'i"3, 

indicriting that S a d  is "chosen of the Lord." 

7) The king spared Memphibosthe son of Jonathan, son of Saul, because of the oath of the 

Lord that was between them, between David and between Jonathan the son of Sad .  

l 5  kv T@ P i j v ~  occurs 8 times in the LXX. 7 of which are opposite forms of ;??335 
( 1 Sam. 7: 1; 22:6; 23: 19; 26: 1.3; 2Sarn. 6:3; Hos. 10:9) and once Sqgl . . (1Sam. 13:3). 



8) The king took the two sons of Respha daughter of Aia, Saul's concubine, whom she 

bore to Saul," Ennonthi and Memphibosihe, and the five sons of ~ e r o m , b  daughter of 

Sad, whom she bore to Esdriel son of Berzellai, the Mooulathite. 

a The defini te article before personal narnes is common in Greek. '6 Sometimes 

they are anaphoristic but other times they are colloquial. They seem to be stylistic here. 

b M and cursive mansucnpt g oddly write Mepop instead of M~pop; the 

interchange of p and fl is a comrnon cursive error, but not expected in the uncial hand. 

Many Greek MsS ( ~ i z ~ '  reiI236) have forms of Merab as the mother of the five sons, while 

a number have forms of Michai (AE3hvx~mqstymzm~) in apparent intemal conflict with the 

larger narrative. 1 discuss this issue below in the interpretation of m. 

9) He handed them over to the Gibeonites, and they hung hem in the suna on the mountain 

before the Lord; the Seven fell there togethermb They were killed in the fint days of the 

harvest, at the beginning of the barley harvest.c 

a By etymology, the verb kcqXta<etv appears to mean "to make/put (-6-) out(side) 

(EK-) in the sun (fikrq)." UJ give no other instances except the passive in the 

lexicographer Hesychius. The rendering, "to hang in the Sun as a form of torture," is 

plausible, although the idea of hanging probably cornes from reading attributed to 

Symmachus, a v a ~ p e ~ a a o p e v  "to hang up." Aquila gives &vamj@qm "impale." 

Verse 14 refers to the slain men as Tov fiAiaaûÉwov, using the simple rather than the 

compound fonn, a verb known to have the meanings "bake, bask, expose in the sun."17 It 

is not clear whether death came by exposure or whether exposure followed death. 

1 6 ~ .  Blass. A. Debninner, and Robert W. Funk, A Greek Grrirnmar of the New Testament 
and Other Earlv Christian Litenture (Chicago: The Univerity of Chicago Press, 1961). 135-136. 



b oi kma reflect m's qere' D F P ~ W .  . . W s  3d plural suffix is implied. B has the 

more litenl rendering of the qere' with oi h ~ à  a 6 d .  

C ~ a z à  70 ako stands opposite 7n' also in 1Sam. 1 1 : l l .  

d M and some other MSS (ABN d i )  have the kv qpkpaq 9ep~opo6 kv np&oy, a 

literal rendering of m's a'l@N?l ?'ri? 'Q-3. M(mg) and L have kv fijdpai~ @Wv. 

Brock argued persuasively that &m5v represents a transliteration of the old Canaanite 

month of Ziv.18 Ziv coincided with the second month of the Iater Jewish calender, late 

April or early May, the time of the barley harvest. If Brock is correct, M'S margin probably 

reflects an old Hebrew text with 11 'QS3. 

10) And Respha daughter of Aia, took sackcloth and spread it outa for herself upon the 

rock, at the beginning of the barley harvest [until] the waters of God droppedb upon them 

out of heaven. She did not let the birds of the skyC settle upon them by day nor the beasts 

of the field by night. 

a M'S O~Éarpwa~v means "to spread (a bed)" 19 but M's margin has kq@v "fixed, 

stretched (Le. a tent)"" agreeing with m's 7293, offering a different description of what 

Rizpah did with the sackcloth. We take this up below. 

b ma@v means "to drop, let fall, fa11 in drops, drip, tnckle"" and refen to "rain" 

three rimes: once opposite ln2 (Ex. 9:33) and twice opposite 7 D 3  (Jdg. 5:4; Ps. 67:9). In 

each case, rain, or lack thereof, is the result of divine intervention. Thus. M'S g m u v  

was probably opposite m's 7nl and the min that came is understood to be an act of G d .  

I8s. P. Brock. "An Unrecognised Occurrence of the Month Name Z W  [2  Sam. XXI 91." 
23 119731, 100-103. 
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,à m w à  706 o8pavou and rà Bqpia TOU hpoû reflect m 's D:&#- 7% 
and 8%- \-.- T RS' respectively since the Hebrew constmct noun never takes the definite 

article. The same pattern occurs later in this verse and fifteen times in vv. 1 1-14. 

11) And it was reported to David, al1 that Respha daughter of Aia, Saul's concubine, had 

done. 

12) And David went and took the bones of Saul and the bones of Jonathan his son from the 

men of Jabesh Gilead, who had stolen them from the wall of Baithsan after the Philistines 

had hung them there at the timea the Philistines struck d o m  Saul in Gilboa. 

a The relative pronoun 6 which occurs in al1 Greek MsS except after kv fipipa is 

stylistic; The relative pronoun occurs elsewhere in the LXX where it is absent in the 

Hebrew.22 

13) And he brought up from there the bones of Saul and the bones of Jonathan his son, and 

he  gathered up the bones of those who had been hanged in the Sun. 

14) They buried the bones of Sad and the bones of Jonathan his son, and the bones of 

those having k e n  exposed to the suri." in the land of Benjamin, in the sideb of the tombc 

of Kish his father. They did al1 that the king cornmanded, and God hearkenedd to the land 

after these things. 

a The m does not have a text opposite M's phrase K ~ L  ?a 6orâ ?Wv 

ilAiaa0évrov. Al1 L M  MSS except L have the rare verb jhiacw, "bake in the Sun, bask 

- - - - 

2 2 ~ z r a  6:9; Psa. 17: 1 ; Eccl. 12:3; Song 8:8; Jer. 7:22; i 1:4; Ezek. 36:33; 38: 18. 



in the Sun. fer~nent."~3 L, uses the aforementioned verb. kcqha<o. "hang in the sun''24 to 

describe the bones. B does not mention ta i>m& "the bones," at d l ,  probably for stylistic 

reasons. 

b Ali L n  M s s  misread the place narne  ha, "in Zela" as N TQ 

(~k),  "in the side." This probably occured because the LXX translater was unaware of 

the uncornmon place name p h ,  mentioned only in losh. 18:28, and because irAEupa 

stands opposite y??; elsewhere.25 

c M probably improved the Greek style here by using the genitive case 706 ra@ou, 

instead of the dative case which is expected by 73P3 . . - as in B's kv r@ raw. 

d Èna~oUw means "to listen to. obey. hear" and where it is opposite ÏnY2, as 

here, it  carries with it the sense of  God responding to e n ~ e n t y . ~ ~  It refers to God "listening 

to the land" only here and in 2Sarn. 2425. 

2 5 ~ e n .  2:2 1. 22; Nurn. 16: 13; 2Snm. 16: 13; 1Kgs. 6:8. 15; 2Kgs. 7:3; Ezra 41 :5. 7. 8.9 
(2 times) 



Interpretation of M 

The story opens by reporting a prolonged famine and David's devout prayer in 

response to it. David does not request an oracle or seek a cause of the country's distress.27 

He "seeks the Lord's face," exactly as 2Chr. 7:14 calls on God's people to do under 

si mi lar ci rcumstances: 

When 1 shut up the heavens so that there is no rain . . . if my people who 
are called by my name humble themselves, pray, seek rny face, and turn 
from their wicked ways, then 1 wili hear from heaven, and will forgive their 
sin and heal their land.28 

The divine word that cornes to David is specific and clear, "Guilt [rests] upon Sad 

and upon his house because he killed the Gibeonites-" When did Saul kill the Gibeonites? 

Neither this story nor the larger narrative have any such episode. 

The divine word implies the biblical understanding that guilt for shedding innocent 

blood affects al1 Israelites and must be atoned for (Dt. 19: 11- 13; 21 : 1-9). The divine word 

also assumes that famine is a natural consequence for failing to atone for the slain, simiiar 

to the curses for disobeying the Lord and his commands as described in Dt. 2823-24, "The 

sky over your head shall be bronze, and the earth under you iron. The Lord will change the 

rain of your land into powder, and only dust shall corne down upon you from the sky until 

you are destroyed." 

In response to the divine word, David brings the Gibeonites in for talks. At this 

point, the narrative breaks with two clauses of background information, refemng to the 

Gibeonites' ethnic difference from Israel-they are related by blood to the old Amorite 

27~n L_ David seeks a prophetic word; K ~ L  pqpa ErTjm AauEI6 napà Kvpio~. "And David 
sought a word from the Lord." The difference between L and the rest of the Greek MSS is not the result of 
an error in the tnnsmissional process. I, eithcr follows a different Hebrew text with 717 727 d?3'7 
-*-$- 
I I 11 i nKn or it was an intentional change for emphasis. 

2 8 ~ 1 1  biblical quotu will be from the NRSV unless otherwise staied. 



stock--and to Israel's treaty with them. Josh. 9 describes how the Gibeonites resorted to a 

ruse to acquire the treaty that spared them destruction at the time of the Israelite settlernent. 

Even after their uickery was discovered, the Israelites would not violate the treaty by 

attacking the Gibeonites, because the wrath of God would corne on those who did so 

(Josh. 9: 19-20). 

The story then describes Saul's motive in striking the Gibeonites, resulting in the 

violation of the treaty; he did it kv z@ <qk660!~ a6rov T O ~  u i o c ~  '10pafi)i K ~ I  

'IoGGa, "in his zeal for the sons of Israel and Judah." k~ plus the articula infinitive 

expresses Saul's state of king zealous, just as M's 3 followed by the piel infinitive 

constmct HM?. kv r@ cqk6ba~  occurs oniy in Num. 25: 11 and 2Kgs. 10: 16, both of 

which are contexts where those zealous for the Lord kill Israelites who worshipped other 

go&. Saui stri kes the Gibeonites because of his zeal for the "Israelites and Judahites." 

David asks the Gibeonites what he might do for them and how he wil1 "atone." The 

meaning of "atone" in the context is ambiguous. Normally atonement means "to expiate an 

offense" against God. As such, it is almost exclusively the work of p r i e ~ t s ~ ~  and is 

associated with bioodshed, usually of animals but sometimes of humans (Num. 25: 13; 

35:33). Atonement, however, can also mean "to appease," what Jacob attempted to do by 

sending flocks and herds to his estranged brother Esau upon his return to the land of 

Canaan (Gen. 3221). The Gibeonites seem to be aware of the ambiguity of what David 

means by "atone" as 1 will discuss below. 

David goes on to command the Gibeonites to "bless the inheritance of the Lord." 

"To bless" means to articulate best wishes.30 The phrase "inheritance of the Lord' can be 

2 9 k ~ ~ a o i t o p a ~  11 793 is alrnost exclusively uscd in referencs to a priest making atonement 
on behalf o f  another Isnelite or the people as a whole. In Leviticus. the pair kcdaoicoga~ Il 723 is used 
46 times. exclusively of priests making atonement, with one exception where Moses is askeâ to make 
atonement (Lev. 8: 15); and. Moses too is from a Levitical family. 
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in ferred from usage elsewhere. God's "inheritance" in the Pentateuch is associated with 

both the land (Ex. 15:17) and the people (Ex. 3 4 9 ) .  The expression dqpovopia 

mpiou // ;iW d 7 ~ 3  occue four other timeç in the Hebrew Bible, three of which are in 

Samuel (1Sam. 26: 19; 2Sa.m. 14: 16; 20: 19). In these passages, dqpovopia mpiou 

refers to the entire way of Iife distinctive to a group of people who are Iinked by ties of 

blood and common loyalty to the Lord. For example, in 1 Sam. 26: 19, David said to Saul 

after sparing his life, "They (men) have driven me out today from my share in the heritage 

of rhe Lord, saying, 'Go, serve other gods.'" The social linkage is very suong, and 

religious trust in Israel's God is an essential factor. Exclusion from the Lord's heritage 

brings isolation and vulnerability while inclusion in the Lord's hentage brings social 

cohesion and support. Thus, to "bless the Lord's heritage," means to accept Israel' s whole 

culture, including the people, the land, and the God who creates it. By this language, David 

invites the Gibeonites to affirrn their cornmitment to Israelite tradition, not just to be a 

people in a pnvileged treaty relationship. Thus, David offers them some form of restitution 

for the wrongs Saul did against them, with the understanding that they will enter fully into 

Israelite life, culture, and faith. 

In the palaver that follows (vv. 4-6), David urges the Gibeonites to say what 

restitution they want. Aware of the ambiguity of David's word "atone," they hint at either a 

financial or a corporal settlement- Their reference to killing "a man from al1 Isnel" attracts 

attention in this context, since the Gibeonites subsequently kill Saul's sons. Do the 

Gibeonites consider Saul an Israelite? Perhaps M'S story hints at what the Chronicler subtly 

alleges by Saul's genealogy, that Saul was not from native Israelite but from Canaanite 

stock. Saul is the only person in Chronicles whose ancestry does not go back to one of 

Jacob's twelve sons, but rather to the founders of a place, "GibeonW-- a non-Israelite city at 



that.3' Recall that, when the tribes of Israel approached David a t  Hebron to become king, 

they included the appeal, "We are your own flesh and b l o o d  (2Sam. 5:1). Thus Saul-an 

ethnic outsider by some views-unjustiy and unrighteously attempts to kill off other 

outsiders, but instead receives the loss of his own posterity. 

Whether David is expected to know the subtlety af the request by the Gibeonites or  

not, he asks the Gibeonites, "What are you saying, that 1 might d o  it for you?" In response 

the Gibeonites stack up charges against Saul without ever mentioning his name; he  is the 

man who stmck hem, pursued them, and planned to utterly destroy thern. Saul is depicted 

as an aggressive, persistent, and calculating destroyer of the Gibeonites. By specifically 

using the word "pursued, the Gibeonites expose Saul's thoughts about the them; 

elsewhere in Samuel, only enemies are "pursued."3~ And so, Saul "plans" to utterly 

destroy the Gibeonites just as he does his perceived enemies elsewhere in the namative 

(1Sam. 1825). 

The Gibeonites state that they wish for the death of seven of Saul's descendants. 

Then, of first importance, as in al1 LXX MSS, the object of the withering verb "wipe out" is 

Saul. Saul is long dead. Thus, the desire to "wipe him out" refers to the destnictior? of his 

offspring, and to his disappearance from Israel's memory. The dischronological location of 

this story within the larger narrative of Samuel also serves the same purpose, to suppress 

Saul in Israel's memory. Although this story may have once stood with the other conflict 

stories between the houses of Saul and David (2Sam. 2-4,9),33 its location in the final four 

31Waltcrs, "Sad of Gibeon," 75. 

3 3 ~ h e  position of 2Sam. 21 after ch. 20 is noi sequential. Although 2Sam. 21: 1 docs not 
indicate at which point in David's reign the famine occurred. the content of =am. 21:l-14 best fits 
chronologically before 2Sam. 9: 1 and 16:7-8. 2Sarn. 9:l States. "1s there anyone left in the house of 
Saul ...T In 2Sam. 16:7-8 Shimei shouted while he cursed. "Out! Out! Murderer! Scoundrel! The Lord has 
averigcd on al1 of you the blood of the house of Saul. in whose place you have reigncd; and the Lord has 
given the kingdom into the hand of your son Absalom. See, disaster has overtaken you; for you are a man 
of blood" (NRSV). Furthermore. its context near the end of 2 Samuel internipts the so-called "Succession 



chapters of Samuel, where David and SauI are contrasted and where David is viewed in 

messianic terms (2Sam. 2215 1; 23: l), serves effectively to obscure Saul in Israel's 

mernory. 

The phrase "in al1 the territory of Israel" is an expression distinctive of the Former 

Prophetsp occumng in contexts where thoroughness and inclusiveness are important. 

Here the phrase emphasizes the thoroughness with which the Gibeonites wish to wipe out 

And so, the Gibeonites command David and the Israelites to give them seven sons. 

The directness of the Gibeonites is shocking. How are subservient non-Israelites able to 

command an Israelite king and the Israelites? The manuscript tradition is mixed on this. In 

MSS NA and 4QSma (mm?} the Gibeonites address David directly (2d person), over 

against most of the variants, which are passive or indefinite showing the Gibeonites more 

cautious and discreet. k and TJ have the 3d plural passive 80oro8qoav and ?3n9. "Let them 

be given"; the qere ' (lm') and ketiv of (f nJ') ! ï ~  are 3d singular passives. "Let there be 

given." B ~ X  have the indefinite 3d singular active impentive &ro, "Let him (someone) 

give." 1 will comment on this befow. Nonetheless, in M the Gibeonites do command David 

and the Israelites. 

Perhaps their boldness is acceptable because of their expressed purpose, to "make 

atonement by them to the Lord." Atonement in the context certainly means "to expiate an 

offense" against Israel's God. This is shocking. Can non-lsraelites atone? The Gibeonite 

Narrative" (Leonard Rost. The Succession to the Throne of David. tr. by Michriel D. Rutter and David M. 
Gunn;  Sheffield: The Almond Press, 1982.) Far frorn a haphazard "appcndix", the six elements of the final 
four chapters form an intentional chiastic structure at the end of Samuel (2Sam. 21: 1-14 and 24: 1-25; 
2 1 : 15-22 and 23:8-39; 22: 1-5 1 and 23:l-7); cf. R. A. Carlson, David t h e  Chosen King (Uppsala: Almquist 
& Wikselt. 1964). 194-259; Brevard S. Childs. Introduction to the Old Testament as  Scri~ture 
( Philadelphiri: Fortress. 1979). 273-75; Gerald S heppard, Wisdom As a Herrneneutical Constnict (New 
York: Walter de Gruyter. 1980). 144-58; Walter Brueggemann, "An Appendix of Deconstruction?" CBO 50 
( 1988): 383-397. 

34~dg. 1929; 1 Sam. 1 1:3. 7; 27: 1; 2Sam. 215; 1 Kgs 1:3; 2Kgs 10:32; K h r .  21: 12. The 
phrase is a plus in 1Chr. 2 1 : 12 compared to its parallel in 2Sam. 24: 13. 
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request hints at what is stated explicitly in Num. 35:33, that land polluted by rnurder c m  be 

expiated only by the killing of the murderer, "You shall not pollute the land in which you 

live; for blooci pollutes the land, and no expiation c m  be made for the land, for the blood 

that is shed in it, except by the blood of the one who shed it (Num. 35:33). The death of 

the sons can expiate the land because the guilt rests upon Saul and upon his house. The 

Gibeonites can comrnand Israelites, even King David, to give the Seven because their 

executions are not a cmde l a  talionis retribution but an attempt to satisfy God so that the 

land may be cleansed. 

The location of the killing is to be kv r@ f b 6 v q  Zaoùh, "on the hiIl of Saul," 

presumably the "hill" associated with Saul elsewhere in Samuel (1Sarn- 10: 10; 23:19; 

26: 1). The Hebrew consonants opposite Èv :va fbuvq~, which m points differently, 

associates this place with Gibeah. This association connects the executions both with 

Saul's initial charisrnatic introduction into the kingship, and with certain of his hostile 

military operations. We return later to those texts that read "Gibeon" here. 

Far from acting on their own authority in selecting the Seven, the Gibeonites invoke 

God's agency; the sons are to be "chosen of the Lord." The Gibeonites may dernand the 

sons, but it is the Lord who chooses. It is wise strategically for them to keep the burden of 

these deaths off thernselves, and they intimate the use of some form of selection involving 

God's direction (such ris the lot). 

After this David says, "1 will give." It is the King's only word or act of assent in 

the whole proposai leading to the deaths of the Seven. The Gibeonites command David to 

give, the sons wili be chosen by the Lord, and David promises to give. Thus, the decision 

to wipe out Saut's clan was clearly the Gibeonites' and not David's. In this way, David 

remains at some slight distance from the violence and is able to keep his oath with Saul not 

to cut off Saul's descendants or wipe out Saul's name (1Sam. 24:22-23). 



In çelecting the seven men to be executed, David also keeps his sacred oath to 

Jonathan (1Sarn. 20: 14-17) by sparing the royal son Mephibosheth; he delivers to the 

Gibeonites seven other male offspring of Saul. The mother of the first two sons is Rizpah, 

specifically described here as the concubine of Saul. Rizpah's sons are named: Ermonthi 

and Mephibosthe. The name of the second mother is Merab. Saul's daughter and the wife 

of Esdnel son of Barzillai of Meholah (1Sarn. 18: 19), and her sons are left anonymous. 

Listing Rizpah first gives her unexpected prominence in the story. As a concubine, Rizpah 

is a wuman of lesser social statu than Merab. Furthemore, she has a politicized sexual 

history, having been accused of sleeping with Saul's general, Abner, after Saul's death 

(2Sam. 3:7). Merab, on the other hand, is one of Saul's daughters who was once promised 

to David for a wife (ISam. 18:17) but was given to Adriel the Meholathite (1Sa.m. 

18: 1 9).s5 And yet her sons are not named. 

David fulfills his promise to give and the Gibeonites execute the Seven by hanging 

them in the Sun "before the Lord", that is, as offerings intended to expiate Saul's sin that 

has brought on the famine. The executions are "on the hiil"; again, the story is vague about 

the topography, but the expression is syntactically definite, and the presumption is that it 

refers to the "hill of Saul" / "Gibeah of Sad" as in 2Sam. 21:6. 

A chronological note places the executions at the beginning of the barley harvest but 

is intemipted by an account of Rizpah's response to the executions. She expresses her grief 

3 5 ~  has a lacma from ISam. 1427-25:32. The MSS are split about Merab's history. B 
d m s  not have 1 Sam. 18: 17- 19 whereas A many cursive MSS and lll describe Saul promising to give 
Merab IO David. B. having escaped the systematic hexaplaric revisions, is usually considered the best 
rcprcscntative of the OG in 1Sam. 1-2Sam. 11[10] where it is not conupt. Where B is defcctive. MN+ are 
oftcn of great value for establishing it; (Sebastian Brock, The Recensions o f  the Septuaeint Version of 1 
Samuel [Torino: Silvio Zamorani. 1996. 3061). Because of M's lacima, the value o f  B is difficult to 
establish here. The minus in B might be the result of an attempt to rernove apparent contradictions 
(Stephen Pisano, S.J. Additions o r  Omissions in the Bmks of Samuel [Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, 19W]. 78-86) and therefore less original (Wellhausen, p i e  Text der Bücher Samuelis, IOlff; 
McCaner. I Samuel, 308-309; NAB, NRSV) o r  it might be more original (Thenius. Die Bücher, 68; 
Driver. Notes, 150; RSV; NEB; m). Furthemore, becriuse of the lacuna, it is impossible to know whether 
M's "Merorn" is internally congruent with its narrative. 



by her use of sackcloth.36 M's text States that Rizpah "spread"37 sackcloth (as a bed) for 

hersetf upon the rock. M's margin agrees with B and ! ï~  which describe Rizpah as 

"suetching" sackcloth (as a tent) to the rock. Lying on sackcloth, although unusual, is an 

extravagant act of mouming.3s 

By repetition of the words "in the beginning of the harvest," the story returns to the 

passage of time. Rizpah's vigil begins with the barley harvest and lasts until "the waters of 

God poured down upon thern ou t  of heaven;" the famine ended when Rizpah's action 

moved God to send min. By the time the barley is ripe, rainfall is not expect nor wanted; 

the weather is normally dry from the barley harvest until the early rains corne in the 

autumn. The expression, "God's waters," seerns ta imply unusual and divine rainfall. 

Thus, the story links the end of the drought and famine with Rizpah's materna1 piety and 

her heroic vigil. 

Rizpah did not allow the bodies to be exposed to birds and beasts of prey. Her 

actions have two effects on the story. First, exposure of bodies to birds and beasts of prey 

is a biblical curse upon ap0states.3~ Rizpah prevents this curse from king carried out on 

Saul's descendants. Saul rnay have disobeyed the prophet Samuel and k e n  rejected as 

king, but he was not an apostate. Second, the report of her actions has a direct effect upon 

David, propelling him into action. The nmt ive  recalls that the Philistines, after they had 

killed Saul and his sons on Mt. Gilboa, dishonored their bodies by impaling them on the 

36~ackcloth is a rough cloth wom by moumers on the occasion of someone's death (Gen. 
37:33; 4225; '>Sam. 3:3 1) and for personal or other social disasters (Joel 1:s. 18; 1s. 15~3;  Jer. 4%; 6%; 
38:37; 49:3; Est. 4: 1-4). Sometimes sackcloth was worn [O express contrition for disasters predicted by the 
prophcric word (1Kgs. 21:27; Jon. 35-6.  8) and rnay also have penitential associations (Dan. 9:3; Nch. 
9: 1 )- 

38~ying  on sackcloth m u r s  also in Est. 4:) during a time of the threai of national disaster. 

3 9 ~ t .  2826; Jer. 7:33; 15:3; 16:4; 19:7; 3420 
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wall of Bethshan (1Sam. 3 1: 10-12). In a nighttime raid, the residents of Jabesh-Gilead- 

who owed the well-king of their city to Saul (1Sarn. 1 1: 1-1 l)-captured the bodies for 

their own city, where they burned the bodies, interred the bones, and fasted for seven days 

(1Sam. 31: 13). David was prornpted by Rizpah's actions to take those bones from the 

Jabesh-Gileadites. 

The opening lines of this story located the cause of the famine in guilt over Saul's 

zealous Israelite chauvinism. Saul and Jonathan did not receive proper burial at the tlme of 

their deaths. For a king to remain unburied or to remain outside his expected resting place 

was a particula. dishonor, noted in Chronicles for Jehoram (2Chr. 2I:20), Joash (2Chr. 

24:25), and Ahaz (2Chr. 2827). Jason was later simi lady dishonored (2Macc. 5: 10). The 

narrative is concemed that this not be tme of Saul.* 

David brought the bones of Saul and Jonathan back across the Jordan for burial in 

the tornb of Kish, Saul's father. He also gathered up the bones of the Seven, and haa them 

buried also in the ancestrd tomb. 

Furthemore, David's b u d  of the bnes is full of symbolic importance. both 

because burials were not ordinarily to be disturbed, and because buna1 in a proper location 

is a forrn of honor (Gen. 4929-50: 14; Josh. 24:32); on the other hand, not being properly 

buned was considered punishment from God (IKgs. 13:21-22). The only other instance of 

moving bones in the Bible is the transport of Joseph's bones when Israel went out of 

Egypt. Thus, David's action is rich in the overtones of hope and restoration. 

The story closes by asserting that God hearkened to the cry of the land after ihey 

had done everything the king had cornmanded. It is clear from this that the famine-- 

associated somehow with divine displeasure--was due to more than Saul's violence but 

40~al ters ,  "Childless Michal." 293. 
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also arose from David's neglect of the bones of Saul and Jonathan. The completion of the 

burial brings hope and potential restoration for the people and the land. 



INTERPRETATION OF THE MASORETIC TEXT'S 
VERSION OF 2 SAMUEL 21:l-14 

The Text of ma 

'il 43 

a See Appendix B for a facsimile of Leningrad Codex B 19*. 

The keiiv ('?) allows the statement to be made by one man. where the qere ' ( 7 b )  reguires 
it to be made on behalf of al1 of them. Bostrorn writes, "Q(ere'] hzis the plur. to correspond with the latter 
part of the verse. where we read 12? IW!. The whole speech of the Gibeonites could have been put either 
in the sinp. o r  plur. with propriety. The sing. would thcn have been considered as  representing the 
statement of an individual voicing the sentiment of the mass. It is probable chat in this verse some 
nurhorities had ' 3  1.8 in both places. and othen i 2 f )  1.c In order to  preserve both rhese readings 0r.e 1.8 
'5  and 7 3 2  Iq& were kept in the text:.' Otto B6strorn. Alternative Readings in the Hebrew of the Bmks of 
Snrnucl (Rock Island. III: Augustana. 191 8). 56. 

The qere' Inq shows that is a mixture of two forms of InJ:  the niphal irnperfect 3d 
masculine singular In?' and the qal passive 3d masculine singular ln'. Both the ketiv and qere' are 
trnnslared virtually the same, "Let there be given." 4QSama has the plural onn27. "You shd l  givc". 



ci The qere' 0i7~=@. . . "srven of thern" was probably a n  explanatory 
c!'Tvac "seven times." to make bettcr sense in the context. 

gloss for the ketii.. 

The initial consonant is absent in the keriv of ZR whereas the qere' has the initial consonant 
3. Loss of 2 is probably the result of a mnsrnissional error. although H. P. Smith argues that n5iiii is 
perfectly intelligible as the accusative of circurnstance, without the preposition; (Henry Preserved Smith. A 
CriticaI and Exegetical Cornmentri- on the Books of Samuel [Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 18991,376.) 

~ h e  qereS?nQ Zr??>. "And these died" preserves a different division of the sarnc letters and 
hence an alternaiive reading for the keth ? ~ Q ; I  9-i. "And they were put to dath." 

g The qere' D'P~?B . . Mf?@ preserves a different division of the sarne Ictters but the rneaning 
is the same. 



Translation and Notes of m 

1) And there was a famine in the days of David for three years, year after year, and David 

sought the face of the Lord- The Lord said, 'To Saul and to the house of blood,a because 

he  killed the Gibeonites." 

aAlthough the expression O'P'?? ri-J does not occur elsewhere. similar 

expressions do: D9)3?5 and D'13.q TV.' Judging from these similar expressions. 

the phrase "house of b I d  would mean something like "murderous house." 

2) And the king sumrnoned the Gibeonites and he spoke to hem?  Now the Gibeonites are 

not Israelites but from the remainderb of the A m ~ r i t e s . ~  The Israelites had swom an 

agreementd with them. but Saul sought to strikee them in his zeal for the Isnelites and 

Judahites. 

a The phrase 0 z - 5 ~  A-.- I Q & ~ ! ,  . J nomally followed by direct discourse. is interrupied 

by two disjunctive clauses providing parenthetical information about the Gibeonites. 

7.'. . - can imply "inferiority in number or qua1 ity."3 

The t e m  "Amorites" is used both specifically of one tribe among others which 

inhabited CanaanV4 and generally for the inhabitants of Canaan prior to the Israeli te~.~ The 

latter seems to be implied hem. 

I2~rirn.  16:ï. 8; Ps. 55; 26:9; 5523; 59:2; 139:19; Prov. 29:LO 

?~er. 19:I; Ezek. 22:2; 23:6, 9; Nah. 3: 1 

~ B D B  451b 

j ~ e n .  10: 16; Ex. 33:2 

5 ~ e n .  48:22: Josh. 24: 15 
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d The nif'al 'iP)@! followed by 5 plus a person, without a specific referent to 
J . .  

what one is swearing, means "to swear allegiance t ~ . " ~  

333 cm mean either "to strike, ba t "  o r  "to stn ke, to kill." The context seems to 

dernand the latter meaning. 

3 )  And David said to the Gibeonites, "What can 1 do for you? And with what will 1 atone, 

that you may blessa the inheritanceb of the Lord?'' 

a 1?379, the piel imperative with a waw preforrnative is unusuai in a narrative 

sequence to express result. The only other place the specific form ?>fi?? occun, it is in 

sequence with another imperative, "Lift up your hands ... and bless the L o r d  (Ps. 1342). 

It occurs similarly in Neh. 9:s without the rvaw, "Stand up and bless the Lord your God" 

(Z77'T. 7373 7D'ip).  The convened perfect DFi3ia'i - - (Ex. 1232) or  the imperfect 

(Num. 6 2 3 )  would be smoother; thus, B'S K ~ L  EU)~O~GETE.  GK $ 1  loi cites 
-r . 

parallels where imperati ves with a rvarv in an interrogative sentence express "a consequence 

which is to be expected with certainty." Everywhere else the plural pie1 imperative i?Ï3 

occurs, "God", "the Lord" o r  "His name" is the object.7 1 will retum to this in the 

interpretation. 

b Elsewhere when 3 2 ~ ~  "inheritance" occurs as a bound form with "Lord or 

synonyms for "the L o r d ,  it refers either to the people of Israelg o r  to the land of p rorn i~e .~  

As already mentioned, the phrase, "inheritance of the Lord" refers to the entire way of life 

6 ~ o s h .  9:15. 18. 19. 20; 2Kgs. 2524: 1s. 19: 18: Jer. 40:9; Ezek. 16:s; ZChr. 15:14 

7 ~ d g .  5:2.9; 2Sarn. 21:3; Ps. 66:8, 27; 962;  100:4; I03:20. 2 1 .  22; 134: 1, 2; 135: 19. 20; 
Neh. 9:s; 1Chr. 2920 
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distinctive to the Israelites which includes not only the land but also a cornmon loyalty to 

God and God's people. 

4) The Gibeonites said to him, "We do not have [in mindla siIver or gold regarding Saul 

and regarding his house, nor do we have [in mind] to kill a man in IsraeI." And he said, 

"What are you saying? 1 will do [it] for you." 

a 19& followed by 9 probably expresses obligation. 

5) And they said to the king, 'The man who assaulted usa b and who devised against usC 

[SO that] we were wiped outd from having standinge in al1 the temtory of Isnel. 

a As already rnentioned, the basic meaning of 753 is "to cornplete, finish."'O This 

sense, however, is too strong for the context. McCmer has called it "impossible and 

obviously defective."~~ Anderson translates it, "who (nearly) annihilated us."12 The 

Gibeoniies clearly were not wiped out since they speak with David. It seems best to give it 

an attenuated meaning here, as in Jer. 5 3 :  nl7p :Je.! oq9$3 li5!-~57 DQk 8Q9>7 
??ii'3, "You have stmck them, Sut they sensed no pain; You have consumed them. but 

they would accept no discipline." 

All L x ~  MSS have forms of K ~ L  ES~OCEV fipâs reflecting a Hebrew ?337?1? . . 

but !n does not have it. Although haplogmphy due to either homoioteleuton or 

hornoioarchton might explain the loss since 93$?Î!" . . is after 7393 and before %x!, the 

cumulative affect of this minus with other differences between the IR and the wu< versions, 

points to ideological and theological interests rather than transmissional error. 

l O~ee  page 1 5 ,  

I I ~ c l a r t e r .  JJ SarnueL. 438. 

12~nderson, 2 Samuel. 246-247. 



The piel form of iip? means "to liken, compare" or "to think, intend." The 

translation takes up the latter rneaning, although followed by 5 plus the substantive 

does not occur elsewhere. Judges 205 is not a parallel, as argued by Driver and Budde, 

since 5 inuoduces an infinitive, not a pronoun or a noun.13 The afnuclt on 'i32 and the 

apodosis of the sentence seern to expect an infinitive like '13'1~@35. Wellhausen proposed 

stages in the cents decay -- 72tn&7 becarne 7 3 7 ~ 1 ~ i 3 5 ,  which later became 135 

Q 9 13 1?2v3~~ -- but he does not explain how scribal lapses can account for the changes. As is. 

;34;1?3? riT T is awkward but readable. It should be tnnslated something like, "the one who 

devised against us." 

m's vocalization of the consonants i 2 ~ 1 3 @ 3 ,  as a nif'al perfect 1st common plural 

3 -0 
id IQ@,  - .  required a translation "we were wiped out." According to m, the subject of the 

verb is clearfy the Gibeonites but the parataxis is so  sharp that the meaning of the sentence 

is awkward, 'The man who assaulted us, and who planned against us--we were wiped out 

frorn having standing anywhere in Israel--let seven sons be given to us." If ' I 3 f ~ e i 3  were 

insread vocalized as the hif'il imperfect 1st common plural with a 3d plural suffix Wi~@l,  4- - 

the sentence would read more smoothly, "The man who assaulted us, and who planned 

against us, let us wipe him out from having standing . . ." Also, the atnaclz that stands on 

the previous word 93?, "against us", would be exactly right, since the words that follow in 

the second half of the sentence are the natural apodosis of the first half. This is exactly the 

meaning of the LXX'S a @ a v i ~ o p w .  Thus, m provides an awkward and different way of 

reading the story than the LXX. We will pick this up below in the interpretation. 

3s' occurs only in the hithpa'el and means "to station oneself, to take one's 

stand." BDB 426b suggests "having a place or  position." 

I 3~ r i ve r .  u. 350; Budde. p i e  Bücher S b ,  307. 

14wellhausen. Die Text der Bucher Samuelis, 209. 



6) Let seven mena from his sons be given to us and we will hang themb to the LordC in 

~ ibeahd  of Saul, chosene of the Lord. And the king said, "1 will give." 

ab9@!& %îen," excludes children and may have in view descendents of Saul who 

have attained a particular age or status in the community. in Josh. 9: 14, it was "the men" 

(o'@~H) T -. who believed the deceptive tale of the Gibeonites who seemed to have a quasi- 

legal status. 

b The meaning of ~'i3l7pi;il is uncertain. The hifbil of DP' occurs only in Num. 

25:4 where it refers to a type of execution which involves exposure in the sun (7% . . 

;i@;?). 1s 

Although the NRSV translates >!;19i "before the L o r d  echoing v. 9 where the 

hmgings are reported ; l j ~ l  735, a locative sense of 5 would be unusual and not well 

îttested. ~ t 7 7  and T@ KUPIF probably imply a verb of offering or bringing "tolfor the 

Lord."l6 As such, the request of the Gibeonites was cultic and agrees with the story's 

emphasis on G o d s  involvement in the needs of the land. 

d Gibeah was the location where Saul was seized by the Spint (1Sam. 105-13). the 

place of Saul's home (1Sam. 10:26). and occurs elsewhere as "Gibeah of SauI."17 

"chosen" is a singular bound f o m  modifying "Saul." Although it is 

syntacticnily possible that 7YJ3 refen io the singular place name. "Gibeah," 7'nS A .  in the 

Hebrew Scripture always refers to people and never a place.'* Thus, in m, Saul is "chosen 

of the Lord" and not the Seven as in the LXX. 

1 5 ~ c ~ a r t e r  and Driver provide a full discussion o f  the possible definitions and conclude that 
the meaning is uncenain; McCarter, II Samuel, 442; Driver, Notes, 35 1. 

182sarn. 216; 1s. 421; 4320; 4514; 65:9, 15, 22; Ps. 89:4; 105:6. 43; Ps. 106:s. 23; 
IChr. 1 6 1 3  



7) The king spareda Mephibosheth, son of Jonathan, son of Sad,  because of the oath of 

the Lord which was between them, between David and between Jonathan, son of Saul. 

a 5~ 5?3n rneans 30 have compassion on" and "to spare." A passage like Dt. 

13:6-10 ad& support to a specific association of 5?3n with covenant obligation: 

If anyone secretly entices you ... saying, " k t  us go worship other F s , "  
...y ou must not yield to or heed any such persons. Show them no pity or 
compassion and do not shield them. But you shall surely kill them; your 
own hand shall be first against them to execute hem, and afterwards the 
hand of d l  the people. 

8) The king took the two sons of Rizpah, the daughter of Aia, whom she bore to Saul, 

Armoni and Mephibosheih and the five sons of Michal, daughter of Sad, whom she bore 

to Adriel son of Banillai, the Meholathite. 

9) He handed them over to the Gibeonites, and they hung them on the mountain before the 

Lord: and they fell seven-folda together. ~ h e ~ b  were killed in the first days of the harvest. 

rit the bcginning of the barley harvest. 

a The keriv u'l?llt#, "seven-fold"l9 is different from the LXX texts which reflect 

ln's qere', ~ ~ & 7 a @  . . O-seven of them." @SIl@ - .  makes more sense in the context but 

p'??2=@ resonates with Lev. 26 which describes God's judgment upon covennnt 

breakers, as 1 will take up below. 

of the !II 's yere ' is the dernonstrative pronoun but functions like an adjective 

and means "these very seven. . ." 

10) And Rizpah, the daughter of Aia, took sackcloth and she stretched ita for herself tob the 

rock frorn the beginningC of the harvest until water poured forth upon them from the 



heavens! She did not let the birds of the heavens settle upon them by day and the beasts of 

the field by night-e 

a 303 nomaily rneans "to stretch out, extend," often in reference to pitching a 

tent.20 but never to the spreading out of a cloth. The hiphil of PX9 is the nonnal verb used 

for "spreading out" sackcloth2' and &?r) for spreading out garments." 

b Although 55 is sornetimes used where 5~ is expected in a notation in 

the rnargin of m alerts the reader to two other occurrences oh'l~:-5& 1s. 3029 and 

5 1 : 1, the significance of which 1 will explore in m's interpretation. 

;?$'? does not occur elsewhere with the preposition 10. j?J here ernphasizes the 

beginning of the time in which Rizpah began to shw away the birds and the beas t~?~  

d The time when the famine ended is arnbiguous. The phrase Dlg-ym! 
07'j3, "until water poured out upon them" may indicate that the famine lasted until the 

fdl rains came (SeptJOct.). This would be a long tirne for Rizpah's vigil, through the 

year's hottest season. If the rain fell earlier, it wouId be understooc! as a divine action. 

CExposure of corpses, to be eaten by the birds and wild animals, is associated with 

public humiliation25 and di vine punishment.26 

23 lsarn. 234;  3: 12; 5:4,6; 6: 15; 14:34; 16: 13, 23; 17:3, 5 1; 18: 10; 19:9. 16, 20. 25; 
2213; 27:IO; SSam. 2 9 ;  6:3; 8:7; 2023; 24:4; Driver. Notes. 101. 

2 4 ~ o n a l d  J. Williams. Hebrew Svntax: An Outline. 2d ed. (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1976). 53 16. 

Z51~am. 14:44. 16; Ps. 79:2 

2 6 ~ t .  28:26; 1Kgs. 164; 21:21; Jer. 7:33; 16:4; 19:7; 34:20: Ezek. 295;  32A0 
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11) And it was reported to David what Rizpah, daughter of Aia, concubine of SauI, had 

done. 

12) And David went and took the bones of Saul and the bones of Jonathan his son from the 

citizens of Jabesh-Gilead, who had stolen them from the city square at Bethshan where the 

Philistines hung them on the day the Philistines stmck down Sad in Gilboa. 

13) And he brought back from there the bones of Saul and the bones of Jonathan his son, 

and they gathered up the bones of those who had k e n  hung. 

14) They buned the bones of Sad and of Jonathan his son in the land of Benjamin, in 

Zelrta in the tomb of Kish his father. They did al1 that the king commanded, and God 

hearkened to the land &ter these things.b 

a The place narne ~f 3, "Zela" occurs elsewhere only in Josh. 1828. 

b 1>-'>llB, "after these things," is unusual at the end of the story since these 

words normally open a narrative.27 This is one of the story's links with 2 Samuel 24, 

which also ends in the same way. 



The story opens just as does M by reporting the prolonged famine and David's 

"seeking the Lord's face." The P at the end of this phrase separates David's seeking from 

the oracle that follows, confirming that for the Masoretes "seeking the Lord's face" was not 

associated with "seeking an oracle" as McCarter assumes.28 "Seeking the Lord's face" is a 

general expression of piety associated with prayer, humility, and repentance,z9 and is 

expected of God's people during times of danger or 

The divine word chat cornes to David points to Saul, but is laconic and oracular: "lt 

has to do with Saul and (his) house of blood, because he kiIIed the Gibeonites." Although 

the oracle mentions only the violence against the Gibeonites, otherwise unknown, the 

expression "house of blood tacitly draws in not only al1 we know of Saul's violent 

behavior but also of his family and cohorts. Saul attempted twice to pin David to the wall 

with his spear (lSarn. 18:ll; 19:10); he told his son Jonathan to kill David (ISam. 19:l); 

h e  instructed his aide Doeg to kill the priests of Nob who fed David when he was fleeing 

from Saul (iSam. 2218); he pursued David to kill him (1Sam. 23-24,26). 

Responding to the divine word, David brings the Gibeonites in for trilks. At this 

point, the narrative breaks by two clauses of background information, referring to the 

Gibeonites' ethnic difference from IsraeL-they are what "remains" of the old Amorite 

stock--and to Israel's treaty with them (Josh. 9), which Saul's zeatous patnotism had 

violateci. David says that he wishes to "atone" for that old wrong, using a verb-forrn that 

z8~c~ar ter .  II Samuel. 440. 

292~hr. 7:14 

30e.g. Hos. 5: 15; Ps. 27:s; IO5:4= 1Chr. IO: 1 1 
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occurs elsewhere only in Ex. 3230; if we may suppose a cross-reference, David is a 

mediator like Moses. 

David commands the Gibeonites to "bless the inheritance of the Lord." The pie1 

imperative 2d person plural with the waw prefomative 'i37??11 "bless," is unusual in a 

narrative sequence. The converted perfect On3Ta'l . . (Ex. 12:32) or the imperfect Di3m 
- I r .  

(Num. 6:23) wouId be more normal. As well, where the irnperative form hm a waw 

prefomative, it is in sequence with another imprative. Furthemore, the plural imperative 

3373 always has the "Lord", "God" or "His narne" as its object,'l and, as such, has cultic 

associations. For example, in Ps. 134: 2 the psalmist elicits worship, "Lift up your holy 

han& and bless the Lord" (ZiZ'-ns Y>??? mli;? D>Ï'-iK@). - - Sirnilarly, wonhip is 

evoked in Neh. 95, "Stand up and bless the Lord  (8!;I'-n* '1373 Y r '1)31i$). Thus, 

David's command evokes worship from the Gibeonites. That is, David offers some form 

of expiation in exchange for which the outsiders will worship and embrace Israelite culture 

(land and people). 

In vv. 4-6, David forces the Gibeonites to Say what they want, although in the end 

he promises to give it to them. They hint at both a financial and a corporal settlement, but 

David does not propose anything. He is not involved in fomulating the final solution, and, 

thus, remains at some slight distance from its violent irnplementation. 

The Gibeonite charge against Saul is ciifficult in ail texts, and ri1 shows evidence of 

having been revised from an alternative Hebrew version. See the critical and explanatory 

notes for details. rn says chat Saul "assaulted and "devised against" the Gibeonites. When 

did SauI assault the Gibeonites? What did Saul devise against the Gibeonites? The Hebrew 

l  dg 5:2.9; Ps. 66:s. 27; 96:2; 100:4; 103:20. 2 1. 22; 134: 1, 2; 135: 19. 20; Neh. 9 5 ;  
IChr. 2920. 



story does not tell.32 m's story simply States it to be fact. Thus, the Gibeonite accusation in 

rn focuses prirnarily on Saul's plans and intent rather than his actions. 

m's 'i33~@ - .  , "we were wiped out," ia syntactically awkward and differs from d l  

Greek forms of the text which have, "let us wipe him out." m's key action, "wipe out," 

refers to the Gibeonites who claim that Saul sought their misfortune and plotted against 

them, to keep them from having standing anywhere in Israel. Perhaps !R's story was 

created out of a text that read the way M reads, but the tradent refused to accept that the 

Gibeonites should have asked to wipe out Saul. By altering only the vocalization of the 

consonants, this tradent reversed the direction of the action "wipe out." At the very least, m 

provides a double reading, putting the more unusual reading in the text so that it will not be 

lost. In the final analysis, the Gibeonites never request to "wipe out" Saul and his family, 

they merely state that they were "wiped out." As such, the here is more favorable to 

Saul in that it depicts the Gibeonites k i n g  less violent toward him. 

The Gibeonites ask that seven of Saul's descendants "be given." This is different 

from hl's reading where the Gibeonites comrnand David and the Israelites (2d plural) to 

"give." Compared to M, the Gibeonites are less demanding of David's involvement in the 

giving. This allows David to distance himself from the giving should h e  so  choose. 

The Gibeonites say they will execute "the Seven" ;ii?lqf? "to the Lord." This 

implies that the executions have cultic and expiatory significance and, as such, would have 

a propitiatory effect on the Lord. 

One of the distinguishing features of m's story occurs in vs. 6, as the Gibeonites 

specify "Gibeah of Saul" as the location for the executions. No Greek MS reads the place 

name rafiaa, "Gibeah" here, although some MSS have forrns of kv ra'apahv, "in 

32~ot ing  a sirnilar argument by Anthony Campbell ('The Reported Story: Midway Between 
Oral Performance and Lirerary An.'* Serneki 46 (19891.77-85). Walters suggested that 7 2 3  rnight have been 
an nbbrevintion 3-5 'Io [--1 US,'' which allowed the rtory-teller to supply his own verb. Walters. 'The 
Gibeonitc Charge." 12. 
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Gibeon" and others have kv T@ $ouv@, "on the hill," assurning a Hebrew iW~3q.  . . Saul 

is associated closely with Gibeah in Samuel; it is not only the place of Saul's empowerment 

by the Spirit of the Lord and his subsequent prophesying (1Sam. 10:lO-11) but also the 

location of Saul's home (1Sam. 11:4; 15:34). The location of the sacrifice in Gibeah may 

have served to remind m's hearers that Saul was associated with the prophetic movement 

and, as such, was an ideal king before his disobedience. 

Finally, the Gibeonites refer to Saul as "chosen of the Lord." The expression has 

long attracted the attention of scholars since it seems unlikely the Gibeonites would refer in 

this favorable way to their bitter e n e r n ~ . ~ ~  The conventional emendation to Y=, "on the 

mountain,"3-l- has no manuxript support whatever, and moreover weakens the overall pro- 

Saul tenor of the story. The narrative incongniity may be gnnted, but the story shows the 

Gibeonites as already conciliatory and accepting, even as they ask for retributive justice. 

The description of Sad as "chosen" establishes him as part of God's people. Though in 

some ways a friilure as a king, he was Israel's first king. Saul still deserves to be described 

as "chosen of the Lord." 

As in M. David spares the royal son Mephibosheth, showing himself respectful of 

his sacred oath to Jonathan (1Sam. 20: 14- 17)- and he delivers seven other male offspring 

of Saul to the Gibeonites. The mother of the two named sons, Armoni and Mephibosheth, 

i s Rizpah. ut and B agree against other Greek MSs that the mother of the five anonymous 

grandsons of Saul is Saul's daughter Michal and not Merab. According to the intemal 

cvidence Michal is the wrong n m e  for the mother of the five. In 1Sam. 18: 19, it  is Merab 

and not Michal who m;inied Adriel of Meholah. Furthemore. 2Sam. 6 2 3  refers to Michal 

33~henius .  Die Bücher Sarnuels. 230. 

3 j ~ h e n i u s .  Die Bücher Samuels. 230; Wellhausen, p i e  Text der Bucher SamueIis, 209; 
Driver. Notes, 35 1-352; McCarter. II Samuel, 438; Anderson, 2 Samuel. 247. 



dying childless. Although the dissonance has been heard and solved in different ways.35 

the fact remains that m and B agree that Michal is the mother. How c m  the story have 

meaning with Michal as the mother? Walters suggests that Michal replaced Merab as the 

mother of the five eariy in the Hebrew tradition to explain why a Jewish mother could be so 

neglectful in her grief. Walters summarizes his conclusions: 

If Saul had a daughter capable of this kind of  neglect, it was Michal. She is 
the daughter who was never a mother. She had not had children, because, 
from her window she despised the king in his moment of religious ecstasy, 
and then went out  to meet and shrill against him. If Merab had been there, 
we know that she would have grieved. But if it were Michal ... well, from 
her we wouidn't expect any better.36 

The Gibeonites execute the Seven "before the Lord" (?y?!' . &7), ,--: that is, as 

offerings intended to  expiate Saul's sin that has brought on the famine. The executions are 

"on the mountain": the story is vague about the topography, but the expression is 

syntactically definite. 

!R alone States "they fell seven-fold together*' (13: D'FQ@).  What does it mean 

that the sons fell "seven-fold"? Although the qere' reads 0mf13@, . . "the seven of themt, the 

kvritten text with "seven-fold resonates with Lev. 26 where the Lord warns the Isnelites 

that he will punish them "seven-fold" if they break his covenant and are di~obedient.3~ 

Other similarities between 2Sam. 21 and Lev. 26 are striking. For the disobedient, God 

3 5 ~ ~  reads, "five sons of Merab, whom Michal Saul's daughter raised." The Babylonian 
Talmud (Sanhedrin 519b) elaboratcs. " W u  it then Michal who bore them? Surely it was nther Merab who 
bore them! But Merab bore and Michal brought them up; therefore thcy were called by her name. This 
teaches thee thst whoever brings up an orphan in his home. Scriptures ascribes it to him as though he had 
begotten him." Modern critical commentators have ali agrced chu: Michal is a copying mistake; Walters. 
"Childless Michal", 291 n. 8. 

3 6 ~ a l t e r s .  "Childless Michal", 294. 

3 7 ~ e v .  26: 18. 21. 21. 28. Although the exact word 0'nq7@ is not used in Lev. 26. the 
meaning is sirnilar- 26:18 reads. "And 1 will continue to punish you sevenfold for your sins" ("03Q7 
~ 2 q ~ i 3 ~ 5 9  &?=@ ~7@7) .  26:21 reads. ''1 will continue to plague you sevenfold for your 
siAs" 9~3217 O ~ ~ ~ K B ~ S  Pa@ ZJQ); 26:24 resds. '' I myself vil1 strike you sevenfold for 
your sinr** (~>~l'jkZ3~-5* Lt=@ ' j?$-~$~2n& qn3?1): 26:28 reads. "1 in turn will punish p u  myself 
sevenfold for i ou r  sin<* (~>'&tn-$q !l=@ ' ~ ~ - 7 e  b2ne . .  . 'nlQV1). 
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says the "skies will be like bronze" (Lev. 26: 19), but, for those who confess their sins and 

the sins of their fathers, God will remember the land (Lev. 26:40,42). If such a connection 

c m  be made, the Seven play a typical or figura1 role in the m. That is, they become the 

embodiment of the disobedient and covenant law breakers. As such, they reap the 

punishment which God said would corne upon such. 

A chronologicai note places the executions at the beginning of barley harvest, but is 

interrupted by an account of Rizpah's response to the executions. She expresses her grief 

by her use of sackcloth. m's verb agrees with B and M's rnargin which have k q & v  

here, and describes Rizpah "stretching" the sackcloth, that is, "pitching a tent," IR'S 

reading is different from M'S text which describes Rizpah "spreading a b e d  (6~Émpwa~v) 

with the sackclorh. Considered literally, Ws "sackcloth tent" reading provides shelter for 

Rizpah from the summer Sun and anticipates perhaps a long waiting period. 

The m narrative describes Rizpah pitching a tent "to the rock" ('i'il?-%), 

undoubtedly a reference to God. Elsewhere in Samuel, al1 references to "rock" ('199) 

except one refer <O God.38 In 1Sam. 2 2 .  Hannah says, "There is no Holy One like the 

Lord, no one besides you; there is no rock like Our God." In 2Sam- 22, God is referred to 

as ''rock" four times. In >Sam. 22:2-3: David States. 'The Lord is my rock (y%), my 

fonress, and my deliverer, my God, my rock (173). . ." In 2Sam. 2232, David says, 

"For who is Gd, but the LORD? And who is a rock, except our God?" And again in 

2Sam. 2247, ''The LORD Iives! Blessed be my rock, and exalted be my God, t he  rock of 

my salvation. . ." Finally, in 2Sam. 23:3, David refers to God as "rock" in his oracle, "The 

God of Israel has spoken, the rock of Israel has said to me. . ." Thus, in her heroic vigil, 

Rizprih also takes her grief to God, the rock of Israel. 

381n 1Sarn. 24:2. the plural form of773 is p r t  of a place name. 



Furthemore, the use of the preposi tion 5~ before 733- is not expected; 5~ 
"upon" would be more usual (see the critical note on %hSl). m has glossed the words 

"..--5R 
i .. with the notation that they occur three times. For the following reasons, 1 argue 

that the gloss is henneneuticd in nature. The other two passages in which 7'13;?-<J~ 

occurs are Isaiah 30:29 and 51:l. In the context of 1s. 30, Israel is reminded that the 

appropriate response to divine judgment because of disobedience (v. 12) is repentance (v. 

15). The passage describes the Lord longing to be gracious and compassionate to his 

people (v. 18). He will restore His people: 'Truly, O people in Zion, inhabitants of 

Jerusalem, you shall weep no more. He  will surely be gracious to  you at the sound of your 

cry; when he hears it, he will answer you." Part of restoration will include the sending of 

rain (v. 23)  and the estabiishment of a new world order in which God's people will sing 

and rejoice as on the night of the holy festival, as when people go up to the mountain of the 

Lord, to rhe rock of Israel (v. 29). In Isaiah 51, those who would pursue righteousness 

and seek the Lord are commanded to "look to the rock from which you were hewn. . . look 

to Abraham, your father, and Sarah, who gave you birth" (v. 1). The Lord promises to 

bnng comfort and to have compassion (vv. 3, 12) and to make deserts like Eden. Again, 

salvation and deliverance corne from the Lord (v. 6). Furthermore, it is the Lord who visits 

wrath on His people (v. 17), an evidence of which is famine (v. 19). There is h o p ,  

however, because the Lord will ai some point also stay His wrath (v. 22). The marginal 

cross referencc associates these oracles with the Rizpah story, bringing alongside it the 

prophetic emphases on disobedience, penitence. and restoration. As  such, Rizpah is no 

longer a sad but a heroic figure in the story, cast in the role of an intercessor for Israel who 

looks to God "the rock" for deliverance and restoration. Furthermore, the connection with 

Isaiah 30 and 51 clexly draws the story out into a figura1 reading. 1 will take this up below 

in the comparative chapter. 
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By repetition of the words "from the beginning of harvest," the story retums to the 

passage of time. m's story is unclear about the length of time before the coming of the min; 

it simply States that Rizpah's vigil las& from the beginning of the barley harvest "until 

water poured upon them from the sky." If no supernaturd intervention is implied, it refers 

to the early rains of autumn, some five or six months later. If so, it is unpleasant to imagine 

Rizpah's vigil continuing through the surnmer, during which decomposition would 

certainly have reduced the corpses to mere bones, but the story shortly refers to "the bones 

of those who had been hung" (v. 13). 

As mentioned already in M's interpretation. Rizpah's vigil has another effect, in that 

exposure of bodies to birds and beasts of prey is a bibfical curse upon apostates? Rizpah 

prevents this curse from k ing  canied out on Saul's descendants. In this way, the story 

gently prompts its readers to entertain positibe thoughts about Saul; Saul may have ken 

disobedient to SamueI's orders, but he was not an apostate. 

The story takes a new departure when Rizpah's actions were reported to David. !R 

describes Rizpah as Saut's bbconcubine" for the first time, heightening the social disparity 

between David and Rizpah. Rizpah is a social outsider, yet her actions remind David, the 

king, of his neglect of the bodies of Saul and Jonathan, which still lie across the Jordan in 

Jabesh-Gilead. The description of Rizpah as "concubine" has two effects on the story. 

First, it emphasizes that an outsider is capable of proper actions during a time of divine 

judgment and hope fm restoration. Second, it  may cast a slightly negative light on David; it 

took the righteous actions of a concubine to prompt King David to provide proper burial for 

Saul in the land of Israel. 

David acts immediately to get the bones of SauI and Jonathan from the citizens of 

Jabesh Gilead who had them because they had buried them after Saul's death (1Sam. 

30: 1 1-14; 2Sam. 24). m and M differ here about the location from which the men of 

3 9 ~ ~ .  28:26; Ser. 7:33; 15:3; 16:4; 19:7; 3420 



Jabesh-Gilead stole the bones; m and some LXx MSs (BA) describe the men of Jabesh 

stealing the bones "from the public square" (3e7Q) of Beth Shan, whereas M and other 

M S S  (NL TJ) and the story as told in 1Sam. 3 1: 12 describe them steding the bones "from 

the wall" (nQ?l772) of the same town. 

David brought up the bones of Saul and Jonathan and placed them in Saul's 

ancestral burial location. The bones of those who had been hung were gathered up at the 

same tirne, but m's story does not report their actuai burial. Perhaps m's text sees S a d  and 

the Seven differently. The deaths of Saul and Jonathan were noble, taking place on the field 

of battle against Israel's enemies the Philistines. The Seven were victims of judgment 

because of Saul's murderous house. As such, exposure would serve as part of the penalty. 

The story closes by asserting God hearkened to the cry of the land when--and only 

w hem-they had done everything the king had comanded. The famine--associated 

somehow with divine displeasure-was due to more than Saul's violence, but also arose 

from David's neglect of the bones of Saul and Jonathan. 



INTERPRETATION OF UNCIAL MANUSCRIPT B'S 
VERSION OF 2 SAMUEL 21:l-14 

a See Appendix C for ri facsimile of Codex Vaticanus. 

We may postdate a hapIography of the underiined letters: 6ià ro a h o v  B u v k o ~  
0avCc.r~ &pCcTwv mp'i 06 k&v&oa&v. 



ui>sofi~ év X E L ~ L  ?&v rafkxov&i?6iv, K ~ L  BcqAiacav a i n o ù ~  kv r@ 6 p e ~  Evavn 

Kupiou.  ai Eneaav oi Enrà aiiroi k n i  ro  acre- K&L athoi 6E B0avarcb0qaav Èv 

fipépay Bepiapoû kv xpcbroi~, N apxij &ptapoG ~pit3cûv. 10) K ~ L  i A a $ n ,  

' P m ~ a  Buyaqp ~ i à  rov ~ U K K O V  K ~ L  i3q@v aU@ n p o ~  e v  n k p a v  kv & p ~ f j  

eep~apoû ~ p 1 0 ô v  Ëy Eorac~v  En* a h o ù 5  G h p  SK roû oGpavo6. KUL OUK 

%WK&V s& nerervà ro6 oùpavoû ~ a r a n a û c r a i  kn* a i n o ù ~  i p é p a ~  K ~ L  ?a eqpia 

soû irlpoO v u m o ~ .  11) ~ c i i  cinqyykhq t@ A U ~ E ' L ~  h a  Enoiaev 'Peaqù Buyaqp  

Ai& ndiaKfl Zao6;l  ai ÈFA6ûqaav, K ~ ' L  ~at6Aaflev a6soÙç Aàv u i o ~  'Io& 

EK rov ànoyovwv s6v  yiyavrov. 12) rai Exopm50q A~UE'LS rai Elafkv sa borâ  

ZaouÂ K ~ L  rà 6arâ 'lova8àv roû uioû aùzo6 nupa  r h v  &v6pôv uiGv 'Ia(3€iç 

TuhuaS.  di édmyav  a U r o ù ~  ÈK î ç  i c A a T ~ i a ~  BuiB[aav],~ o n  E a q o a v  u i i roù~  

é ~ ~ î  oi dAo@Aoi Èv ,ipÉpu j B r a r u ~ u v  oi ahAo$uAoi sov Z a o ù l  kv lMf3oU~. 

13) KUL a v l j v q ~ & v  ~ K E ~ ~ E V  T& o a r â  Zao6)r K ~ L  sa barâ 'Iova8av roc uioû 

uUroU. K& w v f i y a y ~ v  TU 8 6 ~ 6  rGv iGqAiaapÉv~v. 14) K ~ L  E 0 a ~ u v  ru 6atû 

CuoUh K ~ L  r& iiorâ 'Iovu(iuv tofi uioû aùso6 ~a'i ~ 6 v  tjhiao0Évsov rWvd EV yfj 

Only B reads Baie while the rest of the LXX MSS have forms of Baiûoav following ln's 
lc'ii'=. The apocopated form suggesis that B copied from an exernplar that had a lrrcuna or another defect 
hcre. and the scribe did not know the correct speiling. 1 have adopted the sjxlling Baieaav which is 
rsflccted in M rell. 

. ô v  after jhiaaeivrov which occurs only in B is probably the result o f  dittography 





Translation of B 

1) And there was a famine in the time of David for three years, year after year, and David 

sought the face of the Lord." The Lord said, "Guilt [rests] upon Saui and upon his house 

because he [killed with bloody violence],b because he killed the Gibeonites." 

a B prefers the definite article before Kupiou as it does elsewhere when it is 

opposite the anarthrous tetragrarnrnaton ;i!;i' in constxuct relationship.' 

B's text is garbled. If it is correct to assume the above mentioned haplography, 

then B's text reads 61a ro ainov Oavarooai  Oavarq a ipa tov  nepi 06 

E0avaromv. As such it was tnply conflate. 6rà ro aUrov Bavcinmat and nqi i  06 

È8uv&roa~v are two different ways of expressing "because he killed." a i p a m v  surely 

derives from 0'97- Although McCater  is probably correct to see behind 0avarq  

cfipurwv a misreading of O'Di n'3,z B'S text can still be translated. There are other 

parallels for a i p a m v  as a plural genitive. &vijp aipazwv means sornething like 

"murderer" or "bloodthirsty"3 and noAt5 a ipa tov  means something like "city of 

bloodshed" or "bloody city."4 It is reasonable, therefore, to translate Bavaty aipckov as 

"bloody death" or "bloody violence." 

1Srrm. 6:11. 12. 15, 17; 13:12; 21:l; 22:17, 21 

2 ~ c ~ a n e r ,  11 Samuel, 437. 

3 2 ~ a m .  16:7, 8; Ps. 5:7; 5424; 58:3; 138:19; Prov. 29:lO 

4 ~ a h .  3: 1; Ezek. 222;  2 4 5  



2) And David the king surnrnoned the Gibeonites and spoke to them. Now the Gibeonites 

are not Israelites buta are from Amonte blood- The Israelites swore an agreement with 

them, but Saul had sought to strike them in his zeal for the Israelites and Judahites. 

a Although M's &A' fi is the normal way to translate the strong adversative,5 B'S 

on d W  ij is also opposite O8 '3.6 About the latter, Conybeare comrnents. "The range 

of literature, within which this combination of particles is found, is very lirnited, king 

almost confined to the four books of Kingdoms. It looks therefore as if we had here a mere 

device of translation, not any recognized usage of iater G~-eek.''~ 

3) And David said to the Gibeonites, "What shall 1 do for you? And how rnight 1 atone," 

so that you will blessb the inheritance of the Lord?" 

a B is the only Greek Ms which has the aorist subjunctive ÈCi(;ihaoopai. Al1 other 

LXX MSS have the future indicative Ècihacropa~. Both foms are acceptable opposite X's 

~$3~.8 The preceding 1st penon singular verb notfpo can either be a hiture indicative 

or an aonst subjunctive. The scn be probably wrote the second verb éed&owpa~  in line 

with how he understood rroiijoo. As such, È~ihuoopui is here formai and elegant and 

may indicate less certainty that David will do anything once the Gibeonites answer his 

question. 

5 ~ e n .  28:17; Ex. 12:9; Lev. 21:2. 14; Num. 14:30; 26:37; Dt. 10: 12; 125 .  14. 18; 16:6; 
Josh. 14:4; 17:3; 1Sarn. 8:19; ?Sam. 123; 1929; IKgs. 17:12; 22:8. 31, et al. 

6 ~ ~ a m .  21:s. 7; 30: 17. 22; ?,Sam. 13:33; 1Kgs. 18118; 2Kgs. 42 ;  5:15; 1023; 13:6; 
17:36. 39; 2323; 2Chr. 2:s; Eccl. 5: 10 

7 ~ .  C. Conybeare and St. George Stock, Selections frnm the SeDiuapint (Boston: Ginn and 
Company. 1905; repr. A Grammar of S e p w n t  Gre& (Grand Rapids: Zondervan PubIishing Housc, 
1980). l m .  

8 ~ h e  future berhanopai ir opposite in Gen. 32:20 and the subjunctive È~rhuooput 
is opposite 7g25 in Ex. 3230.  
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b If B'S future indicative active 2d plural Ei,hoyiio~~~ implies a different Hebrew 

than W s  imperative î3.qi it was probably 0m3717.9 - .  It is also possible that B preferred 

the future indicative because the impentive seemed awkward in the context. 

4) And the Gibeonites said to him "We do not have [in mind] silver or goid regarding Saul 

and regarding his house; nor do  we have [in mind] a man to kill in Israel. And he said, 

"What are you saying, that 1 might do it for you?" 

5) And they said to the king, 'The man made up his mind against us" and persecuted us-- 

the one who deceivedb to unerly destroy us--let us wipe him out frorn having standing in 

al1 the temtory of Israel. 

a o u v t ~ A ~ î v  in classical Greek usually means "to bring to an end, complete." 

Where it  stands opposite 353. it c m  also mean "to kill, destroy."lO Both meanings seern 

too strong here, and in the interpretion of bot11 M and rn I adopt the somewhat attenuated 

rneaning "strike." The Hebrew 7% can also mean, "to decide, determine," as an 

intransitiveIl and transitive.12 Now. only in B. the verb is construed with hi, a rare 

construction paralleleci (only in B) in 1 Samuel 20:34, where Jonathan is described as 

grieving for David because Saul "resolved himself against him."l3 1 adopt a similar 

translation for 13 here. 

9 ~ c ~ a r t e r ,  II Samuel. 438. 

1°1sarn. 15: 18; 2Sam. 2238; 1 Kgs 22: 1 1 ; 2Chr. 1 S: IO; 2023; PL 1 l8:S7: Hos. l3:2; 1s. 
1 :28; Jer. 11:12, 15; Ezek. 5: 12; 6: 12; 7: 15; 13:14 

I I LSarn. 20:7. 9. 33; 25: 17; Est. 7:7 

I3~ccaner,  I Samuel. 340. 
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b mxpMoyi~opa~ usually stands opposite 313'1 and means "to deceive."l4 

6) Let someone givea us  seven men from his sons so that we might hang them in the sunb 

to the Lord in Gibeon of Saul, [men] chosen of the Lord." And the king said, "1 will give." 

a The 3d person singular imperative &TO can be read as an imperative of 

permission or a command, "Let him give." 1 have used the indefinite pronoun "someone" 

because the subject is unciear. 

b B'S rendering of kcq)ci&aopw a6soY as %O that we rnight hang them in the 

sun," is plausible, given the verb's components, "out" and "sun." 

7) The king spared Memphibosthe son of Jonathan, son of S a d ,  because of the oath of the 

Lord which was between them, between David and between Jonathan, son of Saul. 

8) And the king took the two sons of Rizpah daughter of Aia, whom she bore to Saul, 

Ermonoi and Memphibosthe, and the five sons of Michal," daughter of Saul, whom she 

bore to Serei son of Berzelli, the Mooulathite. 

a B has M q d ,  irnitating in's rather than the LXX'S usual form of the narne 

of Saul's daughter, MEhxoA. Also, B does not have the definite article before the proper 

name as MSS M N  d i  do. This shows that B foilows closely the in or to the tradition that has 

informed !il's distinctive telling of the story.15 

J n a p ~ ~ o y i ~ ~ p a ~  occun 10 times in the LXX. 6 times opposite ni97 (Gen. 29:25: Josh. 
922 ;  ISarn. 19:17; 28:12; 2Sarn. 19:27; Lam. L:19). once opposite 75f7 (Gen. 29:25). and three tirncs 
opporiie 5% in MS A (Jdg. 16:lO. L3. 15) 

1 5 ~ c ~ a n e r .  II Samuel. 439. 
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9) He handed them over to the Gibeonites, and they hung them in the Sun on the mountain 

before the Lord; the seven themselvesa fell t ~ ~ e t h e r . ~  And theyC were killed in the first 

days of the harvest, at the beginning of the barley harvest. 

a ai>.ronr is translated as the intensive pronoun and stands opposite the 3d plural 

suffix on m's qere' B~SYYW. . . 

fi d & ~ 6  is a standard locution for ' l f7' .16 

C The identical pronoun a6ro'~ here reflects m's qere' ;i?T and means ''these 

very." 

10) And Rizpah the daughter of Aiah, took sackcloth and she stretched [it] for herself to the 

rock at the beginning of the barley harvest until water fell upon them from the heavens. She 

did not let the birds of the sky settle upon them by day nor the beasts of the field by night. 

11) And it was reported to David what Rizpah daughter of Aia, concubine of Saul. had 

done. a And they were unloosed and Dan, son of loa, of the descendants of the  giants, 

took them-a 

a-a At this point, B alone has a plus of thirteen words: K ~ L  E&h6f3qaav. ~ c i i  

K U T ~ A U ~ E V  a 6 r o y  Aàv 11\05 ' I o à  k~ rOv anoyovov rWv ylyavrov. McCarter 

cxplriins the words-which, in the Lucianic story stand earlier in the narrative--as a marginal 

gloss rnisplaced from 2Sam. 21 : 15 ff..17 a passage that describes David's wars and 

heroes. 

162sarn. 10: 15; Ezra 4:3; Ps. 2 2 ;  3:9; 48:3. 1 1; 61: IO; 73:6. 8; 97:8; t 32: 1 ;  Mic. 2: 12 

I 7 ~ c ~ r i r t e r  suggested the clause may have derived frorn a marginal correction o f  the conupi 
text of vv. 15-16 which found its way into the text at this point because the tradent had 71s. "birds" in 
rnind: McCaner, II Samuel. 440,443. 
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12) And David went and took the bones of Saul and the bones of Jonathan his son from the 

men of the Jabesti Gileadites who had stolen them from the city square at Baithsan, for the 

Philistines placed them there at the time the Philistines struck Saul in Gilboa. 

13) He brought back from there the bones of Saul and the bones of Jonathan his son, and 

h e  gathered the bones of those who had been hanged in the Sun. 

14) And they buried the bones of Sad and the bones of Jonathan his son, and of those 

having been hanged in the sun,a in the land of Benjamin, in the side, in the tornbb of Kish 

his father. They did al1 that the king cornmanded, and God hearkened to land after these 

things. 

a M and most LXX MSS have K ~ L  ra bars rciiv ijhiaaûCNrwv, "and the bones of 

those having been exposed to the sun," and B has K ~ L  rov fiAiaa8ntrov without TU 

omâ. B's  meaning is essentially the same as M'S alrhough M is more explicit about the 

bones. As already mentioned, m does not mention the burial of the Seven at all. 

B's  kv fi i[)Cn>pu kv r@ ?a@@, "in the side, in the tomb is a literal but 

nwkward rendering of m's consonants 17p3 S Y k .  B's reading is awkward because it 

has two prepositional phrases with locative datives together. As already mentioned, this 

occurred when the LXX translater misread the place name "Zela" as "in the side." 



Intemretation of B 

Because B'S story is quite similar to M and m, 1 will comment here primarily on the 

places where it is different from one or both. The story opens identically to the stories in DZ 

and M, by reporting the prolonged famine and David's "seeking the Lord's face." The 

divine word that cornes in B is conflate, with the clause "because he killed the Gibeonites" 

king given in two different forms, neither k ing  a satisfactory rendering of the Hebrew 

attested in m. The main clause of the oracle specificdly uses the language of liability for 

sin, naming as the cause of the guilt Saul's campaign against the Gibeonites. B portrays 

Srid as excessively violent. Between the two references to Saul's killing the Gibeonites, 

stands the statement, because he killed "with b l d y  violence." 

David surnmons the Gibeonites for talks and proposes some form of propitiation. 

The aorist subjunctive éedaaopcr~ indicates that David was uncertain of his ability to 

atone. È5lhaoopai occun elsewhere only in Ex. 32:30 where Moses proposes to make 

propitiation for the people of Isnei after they made the golden calf. In the context, Moses 

functions like a priest, and if  we can assume a connection, David may be cast in the priestly 

function here similar to Moses. 

David's desire to atone is followed by the future indicative 2d plural &hoyiio&~e, 

"[so that] you will bless" the inheritance of the Lord. ~ h o y i i m r ~  occurs elsewhere in the 

LXX only in Num. 6:23 where the Lord through Moses gave Aaron a blessing for the 

Israelites. He said, 'This is how you rvill bless them" and the Aaronic blessing follows. If 

we rnight see a connection, the Gibeonites are called upon by David to function Iike the 

priests who "bless" the Lord's people. Here they are called to bless "the Lord's 

inheritance," which means to accept Israel's whole culture, including their God who creates 

it.18 

' %ee comrnents on the interpretation of M. pp. 23-24. 
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Negotiations ensue between David and the Gibeonites. The Gibeonites bring three 

charges against Saul in v. 5: he "made up his mind against us"; "he persecuted us"; "he 

deceived to utterly destroy us." The charge, Saul "made up his mind against us," uses 

vocabulary found elsewhere only in 1Sarn. 20:33-34, in which Saul even took up his spear 

against Jonathan, proving to Jonathan that Saul had "settled upon" evil against David, 

having "made up his mind" to kill him. The parailel draws into the story Saul's readiness to 

kill both David and Jonathan. Thus, the charge that Saul "persecuted" them, reiterates 

Saul's intent to destroy.19 

The Gibeonites' description of Saul as one "who deceived" (OS napeAo.oyiaaro), 

sets up strong ironic resonances between this and other biblical stories. First, when the 

Israelites entered the land of Canaan, it was the ancestors of the Gibeonites who deceived 

the Israeiites into making an agreement with them; Joshua said, "Why did you deceive 

me/us?-'; ri nap~Aoyiaaa0é FE / i3.K Eb9Q7 ZF? (Josh. 922). Those whose 

ancestors deceived the Israeiites to avoid king utterly destroyed are hardly in a position to 

cornplain about Saul's deception. Second, Saul's own daughter, Michal, deceived him by 

helping David flee when Saul's men were attempting to kill him. Saul demanded of Michal. 

"Why have you deceived me?'.; ri xup~Aoyiao p& / '?n9p7 7?3 7 ~ 9  (1Sam. 

19: 17). Li ke father, li k e  daughter. Third, Saul himself deceived the necromancer at Endor; 

She cried out, "Why have you deceived me?"; ri i r a p e h ~ y h o  pa / '!n9QÎ ;i?$i ( ISarn. 

38: 12). SauI, who was upset with his daughter Michal for deceiving him about David, feels 

frce also to dcceive. Thus, the mention of Saul's alleged deception is ironic and draws in 

what we know of Saul's deception elsewhere. 

The Gibeonites demand that "someone give" them seven sons of Saul so that they 

mighi impale them in the Sun to the Lord. The Gibeonites, though speaking to David, do 

1 9 k % ~ ~ ~ ~  usually stands o p p s i t e  717. AS such. it  carries with it the intent to destroy 
(?Sam. 18: 16; 20:7. 10, 13; 3238;  24: 13). 



not demand that David do the giving, oniy that someone give. B y implication, the 

Gibeonites allow David to be somewhat distanced from the giving if he so desires. 

Furthemore, the Gibeonites propose that the Seven be executed "in Gibeon of 

Saul." While the Hebrew book of Samuel makes no connection between S a d  and Gibeon, 

Chronicles mentions twice that Saul's ancestors were from Gibe~n.~O If Waiters is correct, 

that the Chronicler links Saul to the ancient Canamite city of Gibeon rather than one of 

Jacob's twelve sons,21 then the reference to Saul "of Gibeon" is perhaps an inference of 

the i llegitimacy of Saul's kingship (Dt. 17: 1S)? 

As in M, the Gibeonites invoke God's agency in selecting the Seven: the sons are to 

be "chosen of the Lord." Though the Gibeonites are demanding the death of the sons, the 

Lord will make the final decision as to who will die. 

The story continues with the sparing of Mephibosheth, the selection of the Seven 

victims, thcir execution, Rizpah's vigil, and the report of her actions reaching David. We 

may accept the presumption that the large plus at verse 11 in B is rnisplaced, although an 

attempt to read the story intelligibly with the plus present might be attempted. David heard 

what Rizpah had done, but, in the meantime, the Seven expired, or feli from their place of 

execution, and Dan, the son of Ioa, removed the bones. This could have k e n  thought to 

explain where the bones were when David finally got around to having them gathered up 

(v. 13). In any case, David retrieved the bones of Saul and Jonathan, and had them buried. 

As the story moves to its close, the story reports that the bones of those who had 

been hung were piaced in the tomb of Saul's farnily, dong with the bones of Saul and 

Z o ~ ~ h r .  829-33 and 9:35-39 mention Sad's  grcat-grandfather was Jeiel, "the father of 
Gibeon ." 

Z1~tanley  D. Walters. "Saul of Gibeon." JSOT 52 (199 1 ) :  61-76. esp. 71. 

22~he ther  S a d  ever made his hwdquûriers in Gibeon. as hypothesized by Blenkinsopp. is 
irrelevant to the theological force of the narrative; Joseph Blenkensopp. "Did Saul Make Gibeon His 
Capital," 24 (1974): 1-7. 
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Jonathan. The completion of the burial brings hope and potential restoration for the people 

and the land; God hearkened to the cry of the land afier they had done everything the king 

had comanded.  As in the other stories, it is clear that the famine--associated somehow 

with divine displeasure--was due to more than Sad's violence, but dso arose from David's 

neglect of the bones of  Saul and Jonathan and the burial of the Seven. 



CHAPTER 5 

A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE M, nt, AND B 
VERSIONS OF 2 SAMUEL 2 1: 1 - 14 

In traducti on 

Having translated and interpreted M, !Il. and B independently, 1 will now compare 

each version of the story, descrïbing the theological and political interests which can be 

inferred frorn each. A cornparison of these versions will show there is a story common to 

al1 three. A contmst of the three versions will show that the differences cm be explained as 

transmissional errors, stylistic differences and improvemen ts, and as different Hebrew 

texts. Some of the Hebrew differences have to do with pointing and others are consonantal. 

Having anal yzed the si milarities and differences, 1 will show that the significant differences 

cluster around certain theological and political issues. 1 hope to show that the three texts 

represent three specific versions of the general story that address the theological and 

political issues from somewhat different perspectives. Having explored the theological and 

poIitica1 emphases of each of the three versions, 1 will specuiate about ideological contexts 

within which each story was embraced. 

1. A Summarv of the Sirnilarities Amonc M. m. and B 

MSS M, 111, and B agree throughout most of the story: M'S and B's words agree 

with !Ir's words 93% and 94% respectively; M and B agree together with 111's words 88% 

of the time. Where M and B agree with !II's words, they always follows m's word order 

except for a simple transposition in verse IO in B. 



II. The Storv Common to M. IR. and B 

The story common to M, m, and B is summarized as follows. A prolonged famine 

leads David to seek the Lord's face. A divine word associates the famine with Saul's 

partisan violence against the Gi beonites, and David seeks their reconciliation with Israel. 

When the Gibeonites ask for the death of seven of Saut's descendants, David gives two 

sons by Rizpah and five of Saul's grandsons, and they are killed. After the deaths, one of 

the mothers, Rizpah, Saul's concubine, keeps vigil over the dead bodies to prevent their 

violation until rain falls. David, hearing of Rizpah's actions, brings back from Transjordan 

the bones of Saul and Jonathan and has them buried in Saul's farnily grave. After this, Goci 

listens to the land. 

m. A Summarv of the Differences between M. m. and B 

There are four types of differences between the three versions: (1) transmissional 

errors and conflations, (2) stylistic differences, (3) those which reflect different Hebrew 

pointing, and (4) those which reflect different Hebrew consonants. These differences are 

summarized qualitatively below. 1 will refer to each variant by the verse number and Iine 

letter from the Cornparison of Manuscripts C h a d  

A- Transmissional Errors. Conflations and Glosses 

le.-lg. B'S 9 a v h p  uiparov reflects D9n? n9D, a possible misreading for Ili's R9J 

0 9 ~  77. 

Ig.4 h. Haplognphy has caused the underlined letters to drop out in B; 61ù ro acsov 

e a v & m ~  eavaro aipckov nepi 06 Uav&toaev. ~f ûavarq aiparov 

implies D'ni n7n, "death of bloods," B is triply conflate. 

l ~ e e  Appcndix D. 
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2d. Most LXX MSS misread AIMATOC for AIMATOC. 

4a. In the first hand, M has the 3d singular &m which has been wntten over as the 3d 

plural &ov to agee with its third plural subject. 

9f. In m, the initial consonant is absent in the keriv, whereas the qere' has the initial 

consonant 3. Loss of 3 is probably the result of a transmissional error. 

10e. M's kn' a6ioGç 56ara &OU may reflect a conflation of two Hebrew texts: one with 

P?'% and the other with ~1'35~. 

IOe. Ë q  has dropped out in M in the uncial pend  due to homoioamhton; ESEEZTAZAN 

became ECTAZAN. 

1 Ic. and the hexaplaric MSS have the large displacement K ~ L  Etd6&laav, K ~ I  

~arkhafkv a h o k  Aav u i o ~  'Ioa~ ÈK rdv ckoyovwv r a v  yryavov probably 

reflecting the Hebrew 09HD73 'Th ai#' 13 17 OS@? 7BD97. 

1Ze. B alone reads Bai0 while the rest of the LXX MSS have forms of Buieaav following 

!n's lVfi'2. B probably copied from an exemplar that had a lacma or other defect 

here, and the scribe did not know the correct spelling. 

14c. Simple dittognphy caused the plus r 6 v  after >iAiaa0kv~mv in B. 

B. Stvlistic Differences and Irn~rovements 

lc. B's definite article before Kupiou is a stylistic preference of B when it is opposite 

-*œ' 
r I J I  1 .  in constmct relationship. 

2a. LXX MsS except L have the plus Aau6~6 after 6 BaadEUs which iir does not have, 

clarifying the subject of the sentence as David and not Saul. 

2d. M'S MA' fi and B'S on nM' ij are both ways to translate III's DK '3. 

3c. B has the formal and elegant aonst subjunctive k~ih&cwpat opposite III's 7925. 
whereas the rest of the LXX MSS have the future indicative k5ihaoopai. 



3d. B'S future indicative active 2d p l u d  Ei>Aoyijo&~& was probably an attempt to smooth 

out the awkwardness of the imperative forms Ei>kMaas& and ' 1 3 3 9  which 

occur in M N reil and m. 

4e. M B and most W: MSS have uai before notfiao and m has the minor disjunctive 

accent (tiphhu), calling for a slight pause, instead of a ~ v a ~ v .  Al1 the Greek MSS 

have attempted to smooth out the slight awkwardness of the Hebrew, "What are 

you saying, 1 will do for y o u ? ' ~  and B's Vorlage probably added  ai to 

subordinate the verb rrotjao to the question. making ri the object of both verbs. 

5b. The absence of the relative pronoun % after 6 &vijp in B, where i t  occurs in M N rell 

and !n, is probably stylistic. 

5b. B's a u v & ~ M ~ a ~ v  kQ1 fi p â ~  and M's o u v n 6 A ~ a ~ v  jpw both seem to reflect m's 

?$3. B's éQ1 rnay have been added to create stylistic resonance with 1Sam. 20:34. 

8c-8f. The addition of definite articles before the proper names Saul, Ermonthi, 

Mephibosthe, Merom, and Esdriel is common Greek style. 

9c. B'S k k ~  TO a6~o and M'S  ma 'CO 01670 are both standard locutions for ln's In$. 

9d. M's aiiro'~ 66È and ~ ' s  ~àt a6r6t are common Greek expressions opposite ??;-il or 

D n l .  B's K ~ L  aboi 6.E could be a stylistic improvement or conflation. 

12g. The relative pronoun 6 which occurs in al1 Greek MSS except L is a stylistic plus. 

14b. !n's minus of ninSv-n$ before Jonathan is probably an attempt to avoid 

monotonous repeti tion. 

14c. B does not have ra  8otâ. 

14d. As already mentioned. al1 W MSS misread the place narne Y$?;?, "in Zela" as kv fl 

xheup@ (~h~). "in the side." This makes for an awkward rendering of in's 

'13~3. . . .  B takes both as datives, kv @ d m p â  kv r@ rat)@. "in the side, in the 

tomb." M and other LXX MSS have improved the Greek style by using the geni tive 



case for the second phrase, kv T@ d m p â  706 ?&@ou, "in the side of the tomb 

of." 

C. The Same Hebrew Consonants with Different Vowel Pointing 

5f. The L m  has &@av~aopw a w v  reflecting i3_?'?2@2, "let us wipe him out" rather 

than m's 93772@1, . . "we were destroyed." 

6d. in's Wl3;3, - - "in Gibeah" reflects the same Hebrew consonants as M N reii which have 

kv T@ $ o h p  (nSl=lj), "on the mountain." 

9c. M'S oi hrà and  B's o'i h a  aijro't reflect IR'S qere' B'lIl@, . - "the seven of them," 

but m 's ketiv has P~ll7t4'. "seven-fold." 

12g. LXX MSS have kv rdpoûe, without the definite article reflecting l@753, . . whereas x 

has fr'=jj3. t e  

14d. Lxx Mss have i v  ?f~ d m p â  reflecting ~ h .  while m has the place name Y?-3. 

"in Ela ."  

D. Different Hebrew Consonants 

if. LXx MsS have UGtKia, "wrongdoing" reflecting a Hebrew with Ili?, "iniquity. guilt", 

which does not have. 

5c. AI1 LXX MSS have f o m s  of  ai EOLO&V f i p â ~  reflecting a Hebrew 73?9;!': which m 
* * 

does not have. 

5d. M has ihoyimxro, "planned," reflecting 3@n. B has napéAoyioaro, "deceived," 

reflecting and m has ?IF?, "devised." 

5e. LXX MSS have é~oha8p~6aac  f i ~ â ~ .  "to utterly destroy us", reflecting the Hebrew 

ïfm9>>?* - .  o r  927'~@7', . . and not Ws verbless 3 2 2 .  

5g. Al1 LXX Mss ,  except L, have the personal pronoun &6v after the articular infinitive, 

whereas. the in does not have a pronoun. 
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6d. B and some LXX MSS have kv iktfktov refiecting l l U l J 3 ,  . . "in Gibeon," instead of 

in's nSlX3. #- - . "in Gibeah." M'S kv r@ fb6vq  reflects IR'S consonants nu333 but 

di fferent vowel pointing. 

6e. Al1 Greek M s s  except the hexaplaric have ÈI~EK?O& Kupiou, "(men) chosen of the 

Lord," reflecting 713' Ar . '-'na wher~as m has ;q!;lj' . Ï'n3, J .  "(Sad) chosen of the 

Lord." 

10d. M N B A x rell have kv d p ~ Q ,  "in the beginning" and L TJ reflect m's ~ $ ? T Q ,  "frorn 

the beginning." 

14b. Al1 LXX ~ s s  except L have  ai ?à 6mâ 'Iovaûàv reflecting ~n31;lf r T  . nia-sj-nw, x - - .  

"and the bones of Jonathan." k and TJ reflect m's TnJiF). T T "and Jonathan." 

14c. Al1 LXX MSS describe the burial of the bones of the Seven but rn never does. M and 

most LXX MSS have K ~ L  r a  bosâ rôv $taa8&rov, "and the bones of those 

having k e n  exposed to the sun." B describes their burid but not their bones, K ~ L  

rôv  jAtad3kvrov. 

IV. Theolo~ical and Political Issues Raised By the Differences in M. !ï~. and B 

1 will surnmarize below the theological and political issues raised by the differences 

in the versions. The summay will show that the di fferences cluster around the roles and 

responsibilities of key persons of the story: Saul, David, the Lord, and the outsiders (the 

Gi beonites, Rizpah, the mother of five, and the seven sons). 

.4. Differences Regarding Saul in the Versions 

Sud and Gttilr 

The LXX texts al1 agree that "guilt" rests squarely on Sad and on his house because 

Saul killed the Gibeonites. The conflated words of 13 are the strongest words against Saul; 

Saul killed with "bloody violence." rn by comparïson, is less negative. rn never describes 
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Saul in terrns of "guilt." Instead, m has a broader focus for the reason of the famine; it has 

to do with Saul and his violent house. That is, Saul is not alone in the  indictment; it has to 

do also with his violent family. 

Tlle Gibeonite Charge 

When David calls the Gibeonites in for talks, the Gibeonites charge Saul with 

wrongdoing. The charge is different in al1 three versions. M'S version is straightforward: 

the Gibeonites Say, 'The man who stmck us and pursued us and planned to utterly destroy 

us ..." In B, the Gibeonites Say, "The man made up his mind against us and pursued us-the 

one who deceived to utterly destroy us ..." m's version is less negative, describing Saul as 

"The man who stmck us and who devised against us ..." As such, M and B want SauI to be 

wiped out but m does not allow it. 

The Locariori of the KilINtgs 

The location of the killing of the Seven also presents different views of Saul. M's 

location is neuiral toward Saul; the Seven are killed "on the hiil of Saul." Which hiIl is this? 

Presumably the hiIl of Saul's home in Gibeah but the reader is not told. The m indicates the 

killings took place in Gibeah of Saul. Saul's connection with Gibeah is positive. Gibeah is 

Saul's home, the location of his Spirit empowerrnent and his subsequent prophesying. It 

reminds the reader that the beginning of Saul's kingship was quite positive. In contrast, B 

states the location of the killings was in "Gibeon of Saul." Saul's connection with Gibeon 

is negative. If we are correct to assume a connection with Saul's genealogy in Chronicles,z 

Saul's ancestors were not Israelite but Canaanite. As such, B'S description "Gibeon of 

Saul" raises questions about the legitimacy of Saul's kingship since the Torah states that an 

Israelite king must be an Israelite. 

2 ~ a l t e r s ,  "Gibeon of Saul," 6 1-76. 



Sard is Chosen of the Lord in .T 

In m, the Gibeonites refers to Saul as "chosen of the Lord," whereas, the LxX texts 

describe the sons as "chosen of the Lord." Put in the negative, Saul is not chosen of the 

Lord in the Lxx and the sons are not chosen of the Lord in the m. 

B. Di fferences Reearding David in the Versions 

David's 111 if iative 

Al1 three versions describe David seeking the Lord's face at the beginning of the 

story. After the Lord tells David of Saul's wrong against the Gibeonites, a11 versions 

describe David asking the Gibeonites how he might atone for the deaths. The three versions 

differ in the Gibeonite verbs of request. In M, the Gibeonites command David and the 

Israelites (2d plural) to give seven sons of Saut, ca lhg  for his direct action. rn and B have 

impersonal expressions, "let someone give us seven sons" and "let be given to us seven 

sons," allowing David the opportunity of k ing distanced from the giving of the sons; but 

he chooses othewise. Thus, in M'S story David is obedient and cooperative, whereas, in ur 

and B, David takes initiative in the killings. 

As part of their request, the Gibeonites ask to kill seven of Saul's sons. In M and B, 

the Gibeonites describe the Seven as "chosen of the Lord", whereas, m describes Saul as 

"chosen of the Lord." The subject of the "chosen" has a direct effect on how God, David, 

Saul, and the Gibeonites are portrayed in the story. As it  relates to David, iR describes Saul 

as "chosen of the Lord," and thus infers that David chose the Seven. M and B, on the other 

hand, present the Seven as chosen of the Lord, and portray David as cooperative and 

passive in choosing the Seven. 

Al1 versions agree that David spared Jonathan's son Mephibosheth because of his 

oath with Jonathan and that the name of the mother of the two sons was Rizpah. In M the 
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name of the mother of the five is Merom (Merab), whereas m and B agree her n m e  is 

Michal. M's Merab is consistent with the larger Samuel narrative which describes Merab 

king manied to Adriel the Meholathite (1Sam. 18: 19)- m and B are incongruent with the 

rest of the Samuel narrative since Michal, David's wife (iSarn. 2527) was given to Paltiel 

(1Sam. 25:44; 2Sam. 3:15) and not Adriel, and since Michal was supposed to have died 

childless (2Sarn. 6:23). m and B do not resolve these tensions. Furthermore, by this time in 

the narrative, Michal has again become David's wife. Thus, in m and B, David gave his 

wife's sons to be killed. David takes more initiative in m by choosing the sons, whereas in 

B the sons are chosen of the Lord. 

After the death of the sons, the mother of the two sons, Rizpah, keeps vigil over the 

bodies, making sure they are not eaten by the birds and the beasts. Ail versions agree the 

report of Rizpah's actions influenced David to bury the bones of Saul and Jonathan in their 

ancestral tornb. M had already descri bed Rizpah as a co~cubine in verse 8 but 117 and B do 

not mention it until verse 11. The appearance of her social status for the first time in verse 

11 has a slight surprise effect in in and B, emphasizing the social disparity between Rizpah 

and David. In al1 versions, the actions of a concubine inspired, perhaps sharned, King 

David to action. Cornpared to David, Rizpah's actions are more commendable. 

Al1 versions agree David went down and took the bones of Saul and Jonathan from 

the Jabcsh Gileadites and brought them up from there. The LXx states that "he (David) 

gathered the bones of those who had k e n  hung in the sun," making David solely 

responsible for the gathering of the bones of the Seven. The m states "they" gathered the 

bones of the seven, not necessarily implying David's involvement in the gathering. 

Furthermore, the L X ~  also indicates they buried the bones of Saul, Jonathan and the Seven 

in the land of Benjamin while in does not mention the bunal of the bones of the Seven. The 

absence of David's gathering the bones of the Seven and the lack of burial of the Seven 

reveals an emphasis of m: Saul's bones need burial but the burial of the others is not 
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important. The LXX, on the other hand, emphasizes the importance of both sets of bones 

k i n g  buried. What happens to the bones of the Seven is an important part of the LXX 

stories. 

ni also emphasizes the importance of David's action regarding Saul's bones; God 

did not listen to the land until David made sure Saul's bones were properly buried. By 

implication, Saul's actions against the Gibeonites necessitated the offering up of his seven 

sons, but David was equally wrong in his failure to bury G d ' s  chosen king in the land. 

The m, on the other hand, emphasizes the equal treatment of both sets of the deceased: al1 

the boncs are buned in Saul's patriarchal tomb in Benjamin. Thus, the ï-xx emphasizes the 

need for proper burial of the deceased. 

C. The Di fferences Reearding God in the Versions 

Does God Declare Saul GuiIty? 

As mentioned, al1 versions k g i n  with David seeking the Lord's face. The Lord 

speaks only once in the story, to David, in answer to his seeking. The Lord tells David that 

the reason for the famine has to do with Saul's killing the Gibeonites. The L n  and the 

differ in the Lord's description of Sad .  In the LXx Mss ,  the Lord pronounces gui lt upon 

Saul and upon his house, whereas in ln, the Lord's pronouncement is broader; "it has to do 

with S a d  and his house of blood." The LxX statement about Saul's guilt in the mouth of 

the Lord is direct and implies a response is necessary to right Saul's wrong. The broader 

statement in rn does not indicate directly the Lord's opposition to Saul and his house. 
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Who is the Lord's Chosen ? 

In a11 versions, David calls in the Gibeonites and expresses his desire to expiate the 

wrong. The theological assumption is that the deaths need to be atoned. The Gibeonites 

appear to be aware of this problem and ask for seven sons of Sad that they niight hang 

them up, "to the Lord." In their request, the Gibeonites ask to kill the sons, the location of 

which is different in the t h e  versions: "on the hill of Saul" (M), "in Gibeah of SauI" (m), 

and "in Gibeon of Saul." The phrase "chosen of the Lord that follows refers to the Seven 

in the L m ,  whereas, in the tn it refers to Saul. This difference has direct bearing on the 

theology of each story. In the Lxx, the Gibeonites say the Lord chooses the Seven, 

whereas, in the m the Lord chooses Saut. Thus, the Lord is involved in the killings in the 

LXX but in the m he is not. 

Does God Answer the Prayer of O~irsiders? 

The Gibeonites kill the Seven "before the Lord  but the famine does not end, 

implying the expiation is not fully complete. In response, Rizpah grieves and, in M, makes 

ri sackcloth bed upon the rock. B and !R describe Rizpah stretching sackcloth for herself "to 

the rock." As already mentioned, 741i;?-%, "to the rock," is undoubtedly a reference to 

God. m has glossed these words with the notation they occur three tirnes; the other two 

occurrences are Isaiah 30:29 and 51: 1. The marginal cross reference brings alongside this 

story the prophetic emphases of disobedience, penitence, and restoration. The phrase "to 

the rock" reminds the reader of the hope for God's people during ti mes of national crisis 

when they, like Rizpah, turn to God. The connection with the prophetic passages moves 

the story toward a figura1 reading; Rizpah is not only a grieving mother but a heroic figure, 

cast in the role of an intercessor for Israel who looks to God "the rock for deliverance and 

rcstontion. As well, rrt and B remjnd the reader of the Lord's grace and compassion for 

those who repent. 
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In al1 stories, Rizpah refused to let the wild animals and the birds feast on the dead 

bodies for a season of time. M implies divine intervention, describing her staying there until 

"the waters of God dropped upon them out of heaven." B and m do not imply divine 

intervention and are ambiguous about the length of time before the rain came; Rizpah 

defends the bodies until "water dropped upon them out of the heavens." Thus, % and rn 

leave open the possibility that Rizpah waited until the autumn rains which came six months 

later. If this is the case, the Lord did not answer Rizpah's prayer for a long time. 

D. The Differences Regardin2 the Social Outsiders in the Versions 

The Gibeonites 

Al1 versions agree that the Lord said the famine came upon Israel because Sad 

killed the Gibeonites. The reader is reminded that Gibeonites were not Israelites. m 

describes them as '>&? Ïn7)3, . . "from the rernains of the Amontes," and M and B 

describe them é~ toû ciiparos roi3 'Apoppaiou, "from Amorite blood." 

What Do the Gibeonites Say About Sad? 

Following the Gibeonite charge, the LXX and rn differ in who was wiped out. In the 

LXX, the Gibeonites request to "wipe out Sad," whereas, in the m they Say, "We were 

wiped out." As a result, the antecedent of the following phrase, "from having standing in 

al1 the temtory of Isnel," is Sad in the LXX and the Gibeonites in m. In the LXX, the 

Gibeonites desire to wipe out Sad from having standing in Israel and in the m the 

Gibeonites say they were wiped out from having standing. The comparison heightens the 

emphasis of each story. By comparison, in the LXX, the Gibeonites are victims who seek 

retnbution for the wrong committed against them and in the m the Gibeonites are only the 

victims and they never request to wipe out Sad. 
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Horv Do rlze Gibeonites Request the Seven Sons From David? 

The Gibeonites request seven of Sad's  sons so they might kill them to the Lord. 

The verb of request is different in al1 three versions. M has the 2d plural command.  TE, 

"Give." m has Imr , a mixture of two forms of lm: the nifbal imperfect 3d masculine 

singular ln!' and the qal passive 3d masculine singular 1':. Both of these forms are 

translated virtuall y the same, "Let there be given." B has the 3d person singular imperative 

8 o ~ w ,  "Let someone give." In M, the social outsiders are powerful; they command a king 

to give and he gives. In and B, the Gibeonites neither command nor require David's 

involvement in the giving of the sons but in both versions David gives them anyway. 

Do rhe Gibeonites Wish to Atone? 

Pertiaps the Gibeonites are able to command David in M because of their declared 

purpose. They Say, "we will atone by them to the Lord." This request implies that it is 

possible for the Gibeonites to atone and that the Lord will accept the deaths for such. The 

Gibeonites have a different purpose in !n and B. They never ask to atone but to kill. While 

"to the Lord" may impiy a verb of offering or bringing, their purpose is less overtly cultic; 

they desire to kill the sons for retribution. By cornparison, the Gibeonites are pious in M'S 

description and vindictive in ln and B. 

\/'lten is Rizpah 's Social Stutrts Revealed? 

The social outsider Rizpah is mentioned first in verse 8 as the mother of five sons 

who  were to be killed. M indicates her social status at that point; she is "the concubine of 

Saui." !Il and B, however, do not mention her status until verse I l .  Mentioning her social 

status for the first time in verse 1 1 has a surprise effect on the story. The juxtaposition of 

the concubine with the king heightens the social disparity, enhancing the force of Rizpah's 
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role; it was a concubine that prompted David to provide proper buriai for Saul and 

Jonathan. 

Rizpah: Grieving Mother or Pious Heroic Figure? 

After the  Gibeonites kill the Seven, the famine does not end. In M, Rizpah makes a 

sackcloth bed upon the rock upon which to lie and grieve. In B and m, Rizpah stretches 

something like a sackcloth tent for herseIf to the rock. As  already mentioned, m 's words 

7711--%, "to the rock," are undoubtedly a reference to God. Thus, in m and B, Rizpah, 

the concubine, is more than a grieving mother; she is a pious and heroic figure who seeks 

the Lord in a time of cnsis. 

Horv Long Does Ripa11 Wait ? 

Rizpah fends off the wild animals and the birds for a season of time. In M, she 

stays until God intervenes and drops water out of heaven, whereas, in B and ! ï ~  she stays 

unti l water dropped o n  them out of heaven. In M, Rizpah gets a response from G d ;  God 

sends water from heaven. In !n and B, however, there is n o  clear indication that God is 

involved. As a result, Rizpah appears differently in the versions. In M, God responds by 

sending His water on the land as a result of the actions of a grieving rnother. In B and m, 

Rizpah is a pious, enduring, grieving mother who seeks the Lord. Although min eventually 

cornes to the land, the Lord does not answer her prayer directly and promptly. 

Do rlze Severl Fai! Together or Seven fold? 

All three versions agree the seven sons from Saul's farnily were hlled. M, B, and 

iii's qere'agree "the Seven fell there together." Zn's ketiv States the Seven fell "sevenfold." 

The former makes sense in the context but the latter attracts the attention of the reader. What 

does it mean they fell "seven-fold?As already mentioned, this reading resonates with 
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other places in Hebrew Scripture where G d ' s  judgment cornes upon covenant breakers. If 

such a connection can be made, the Seven play a typical or figura1 role, the ernbodirnent of 

the cursed. As such, they reap divine punishment. 

Frorn Wzom and From Where Did David Retrieve rhe Bones? 

After the Seven were killed, they were left exposed for a season of time. After 

heaing about Rizpah's actions, David acquired the bones of Saul and Jonathan from the 

Jabesh Gileadites. The three versions differ on the persons from whom David took the 

bones and the location from which the Jabesh Gileadites stole the bones. M describes David 

taking the bones from the "men of Jabesh Gilead from the wall of Baithsan after the 

Philistines had hung them there." In B he takes them from the "men of the sons of Jabesh 

Gilead who stole thern from the city square at Baith[san], for the Philistines placed them 

there." In nr he takes them from the "rulers of Jabesh Gilead who stole them from the city 

square at Bethshan wttere the Philistines hung them." M agrees with the story as told in 

1Sam. 3 1 but m disagrees with it. B allows for another alternative; the Philistines first hung 

them on the wall and then later piaced them in the city square. The significance of this is yet 

to be determined. 

Were the Bones ofrhe Severt Buried? 

The three versions agree David brought up the bones of Saul and Jonathan from 

Baithsan but they differ on who gathered the bones of the Seven. The LXX describes David 

doing it and the m indicates that more than one person did it. All three stot-ies agee "they 

buried the bones of Saul and Jonathan in Saul's famify tomb, but the L X ~  and the Ln differ 

about the burial of the Seven. The Lxx describes the Seven k i n g  buried with the bones of 

Sad and Jonathan in the farnily tomb. M States that "the bones" of the Seven were buried, 

impIying a length of time after the deaths in which the bodies would decay leaving only the 
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bones. Perhaps Rizpah no longer fended off the birds and the beasts from the bodies after 

G d  sent rain. Perhaps G d ' s  rain did not fa11 for a long time. M does not tell. The reader 

is only told that "the bones" of the Seven are buried with Saul's. Although B does not 

mention the bones of the Seven in verse 14, it does mention the gathering of them in verse 

13. Thus, B agrees with M'S burial of the bones with Sad's. m. on the other hand, never 

mentions the burial of the Seven. Thus, the burial of Saul's and Jonathan's bones are 

important for nt but the burial of the Seven is not. 

Was the Motlter of the Five Suris Merab or Michal? 

The stones disagree about the narne of the mother of the five sons. M cdls her 

"Merom" a form of "Merab" and m and B cal1 her "Michal." M'S Merab is congruent with 

what is known about her elsewhere; Merab was the wife of Esdriel son of BarzilIai, the 

Meholathite (1Sam. 18:19). Also, since Michai is supposed to have died childless (2Sam. 

6:23) ,  how can she be the mother of five? In al1 stories, Rizpah fended off the wild animals 

and birds of prey from the bodies, while the mother of five, Merab or Michal, did not. This 

does not reflect positively on the mother of five. How can a mother who loses five sons 

care less than one who loses two? The disparity in the sociai status of Rizpah and the 

mother of five, heightens the actions of Rizpah and the lack thereof by Menb or Michal. A 

concubine is a pious hero and a king's daughter is apathetic! The emphasis on social 

disp"ty is even greater in !R and B where Michal is the mother since by this time in the 

narrative she is also the wife of King David. By inference, the story with Michal may also 

reflect negatively on David. In political terms, David allowed his step sons to be killed. In 

!il, David is aggressive; he chooses them to be killed. David eliminates any possibility of 

Michal's children becoming hein to his throne. Thus, by contrasting Rizpah with Merrib, 

M portrayed Merab as a neglectful mother. B portrays Michal, King David's wife, as the 
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neglectful mother. m portrays both Michal and David negatively since David chose 

Michal's sons for the killings. 

V. Theoloeical and Political Interests of M. m. and B 

Having compared the three versions of the story and highlighted the theological and 

political interests raised by the stones, 1 will now surnmarize the theological and political 

interests of each story. 

A. T h e  Theoloeical and Political Tnterests of M 

God is an Active Participant in tlie Story 

God is actively involved in M'S version of the story. When David seeks the Lord's 

face, the Lord tells him that guilt for the famine rests upon Saul; Gcd answers when people 

seek His face dunng times of crisis, Sauf's guilt requires atonement which comes by killing 

seven of Saul's descendants. In M, God chooses the Seven and the Gibeonites kill them on 

the mountain before the Lord. The concubine Rizpah makes a bed of sackcloth on a rock 

and defends the bodies from the wild beasts and birds of prey until God intervenes: "waters 

of God fell upon them out of heaven." When David sees ail that Rizpah did he buries the 

bones of Saut and Jonathan and the bones of the Seven in the patriarchal tomb and the 

reader is told, "God !istened to the land after these things." 

S u d  is a Guiiy Aggressive King 

In M, Süul incurred "guilt" upon himself and his family because he killed the 

Gibeonites. T h e  Gibeonites describe Saul's wrong specifically; Saul assauited them, 

pursued them, and planned to wipe them out- By doing this, Saul broke an old covenant 

which the Israelites had made with the Gibeonites, thus bnnging the curse for such on the 
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Israelites. This wrong caused a famine in the land and the killing of seven of his 

descendants. 

David is a Pious, Zmocent and Cooperalive King 

David's piety shows forth throughout the story. He seeks the Lord's face during 

this tirne of national crisis. He calls the Gibeonites in and expresses his &sire to atone and 

comrnands the Gibeonites to bless the inheritance of the Lord. Later David is described as 

keeping his oath with Jonathan when h e  spared Jonathan's son Mephibosheth. 

Throughout, David is cooperative but politically distant from the deaths of the sons. 

He cooperates by expressing his willingness to give the Gibeonites that which they are 

demanding. The Gibeonites command David and the Israelites to give them seven of Saul's 

sons so they might kili them. David gives the sons but it is the Lord who chooses the sons. 

David acts again when he h e m  al1 Rizpah did in protecting the bodies from the 

birds and the beasts. He responds by gathenng and bringing up the bones of Saul and 

Jonathan from Bethshan dong with those of the Seven. Then, he has the bones of them al1 

buried in Saul's patriarchal tomb. After the burials the story ends with God hearkening to 

the land. 

Oit~siders Carr Be Pious 

M portrays social outsiders as pious in several ways. Although the Gibeonites were 

clearly wronged by Saul, their stated purpose for killing the Seven is "to atone." Also, the 

Gibconites' role in the death of the Seven is ancillary since the Seven are "chosen of the 

Lord." Furtherrnore, the social outsider Rizpah mourns, prompting God to action; she 

makes a bed of sackcloth and defends the bodies until the "waters of God dropped from 

heaven." 
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Outsiders Cm Have Power Cher the Israelites as God's Insrruments of Judgment 

The Gibeonites appear quite powerful in their dialogue with King David. Though 

their stated request is to atone, in their charge against Saul, they seek retribution, "He 

reasoned to wipe us out. Let us wipe him (Saul) out from having standing in al1 Israel." 

They even command King David and the Israelites to give hem seven sons so they can kill 

them, and David gives. It is as though the Gibeonites have al1 the power and David is at 

their beck. 

B. The Theological and Political Interests of m 

God is Distant From the Erecutions 

The theological emphasis of m can be seen as much in what is not stated as in what 

is stated. After David seeks the Lord's face, the Lord gives a broad and cryptic statement 

about the reason for the famine, "It has to do with Saul and his house of blood." Unlike the 

LXX, !R does not describe Saul as guilty. Furthemore, the Gibeonites request that seven 

sons be given to them, but never describes them as "chosen of the Lord." It is Sad who 

is "chosen of the Lord-" Thus, by inference, it  is David who chooses the Seven and the 

Lord is distant from the executions. 

When Rizpah makes a sackcloth tent "to the rock," that is, to the Lord, !R is 

ambiguous about God's response. The rain that falls is not "the waters of God out of 

heaven" but "water from the heavens." Furthermore, the reader is not told how long 

Rizpah waited for the min. It leaves open the possibility that she stayed until the seasonal 

min fell five or six months later. The Lord Iistens to the land only after David buries the 

fallen King Saul while the burial of the Seven is not important in m. 
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S a d  is rhe Lord's Chosen and an Ideal King 

By comparison with the L=, tn is much more positive about Sad. Again, the view 

of Sad espoused by m is seen as rnuch in what is not stated as in what is stated. For 

instance, Saul is never described as guilty. Furthemore, the Gibeonites never say Saul 

pursued/persecuted them. Sad only "devised" against them. The Gibeonites never ssy, 

"Let us wipe out Saul" but rather describe thernselves as the ones who were wiped out. 

m's positive reflection on Sad  can dso be seen in the location of the killings. The 

Gibeonites ask for seven sons of Saul so that ihey rnight kill them "in Gibeah of Saul, 

chosen of the Lord." Gibeah was the location of Saul's home, the place where the Spirit 

empowered him, changed heart and subsequent prophesying. Though shocking in the 

mouths of the Gibeonites, this location reminds the reader that Saul was the Lord's chosen, 

a king anointed by a prophet, and as such associated with the prophetic movement. 

The way m distinguishes between the bones of the Seven and those of Saul and 

Jonathan also reflects positively on Saul. m 's ketiv describes the Seven falling "seven-fold" 

probably associating them with the accursed. As already mentioned, a description of the 

Sevcn falling "seven-fold" resonates with Lev. 26 where the Lord w m s  he will punish 

covenant breakers "seven-fold" (vs. 18). For the covenant breakers, the Lord will make the 

skies to be like bronze, (vs. 19) multiply their afflictions "seven times" (vs. 21), and afflict 

them for their sins "seven times" over (vs. 24). If such a connection can be made, the 

Seven are associated with the accursed falling "seven-fold." This explains why the bones 

of the Seven are never buried and the bones of Sad are, Saul is not like the accursed. In 

fact, the sole reason for the Lord's hearkening to the land is David's burial of Saul's and 

Jonathan's bones. Saul is the Lord's chosen, a prophetically anointed king, who deserved 

proper buri al. 



David Takes Initiative in the Death of the Seven Whicii is Not Required and is Negleclfitl 
fur Not Bitrying Sad 

By cornparison, David is viewed less positively in m than in the m. Although 

David is described in some positive ways (he prays, wishes to atone), !R portrays him as an 

active and willfuI participant in the klling of the Seven. He is involved in the choosing of 

the Seven when it is not required. They said, "Let seven of his sons be given to us." 

Anyone could have given them but David said, "1 will give." That is, David had the 

opportunity to distance himself from the killings but he chose the opposite. 

m's singular consuuct Tng, making Saul the antecedent of "chosen" in verse 6, 

also points to an emphasis in m on David's involvement in the killings. Since Saul is the  

"chosen," implies that David chose the Seven. Which of Saul's sons did David choose? 

He chose two sons from the concubine Rizpah and five sons from Michal. By this time in 

the narrative, Michd is David's wife. According to the Samuel narrative, Michai was 

manied ro David, given to Paltiel by Saul, and then given back to David. The details of the 

narrative in Samuel resist Michal as the mother, since she does not bear children, at lest by 

David. Read as is, although incongruent with the larger narrative, David chose the sons of 

his estranged wife to die. This can hardly be positive toward David, especially when he is 

an active participant in the choosing. 

Afterwards, it was reported to David how Rizpah, the mother of the two, kept the 

the birds and the beasts from eating the corpses. This report prompted David to provide 

proper burial for Sad in his patriarchal tomb. Rizpah's social status, a concubine of Saul, 

is mcntioned for the first time in the story. The contnst is shocking; a concubine prompts a 

king to action. Why did he not bury Saul's bones earlier? Why does a concubine need to 

inspire a king? This is shameful to David. 1s a king a great leader who has to be shamed by 

a concubine to do what the law requires? 

The end of the story drives home the less positive commentary about David. The 

bones of Saul and Jonathan are buried in Saul's ancestral tomb but the rn never mentions 
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the bunal of the Seven. Thus, the sole reason for God's hearkening to the land is David's 

action to bury the bones of Sad, and it has nothing to do with the burial of the Seven. Put 

differently, David's negIect of burying Saul's and Jonathan's bones kept God from 

iistening to the land. By implication, David was as complicious as Saul for the divine curse 

on Israel's land. 

Outsiders Can Serve as Pious Heroic Figures in Israel 

After the death of the Seven, Rizpah stretches her sackcloth "to the rock", that is, to 

God. As such, she exemplifies what Israel should do during times of crisis. rn notes the 

words "to the rock" occur three times, and it is possible to regard the phrase as 

hemeneutic. The contexts of the other two references flsaiah 3099; 5 1 : 1) remind the 

reader that God longs to be gracious and compassionate to his people, to restore them if 

they witl repent when divine judgment cornes. Rizpah's stretching her sackcloth "to the 

rock," pushes the reader to look beyond the story to view her as a figure of hope. Rizpah 

embodies what Israel should do dunng times of divine judgment. And, her social status as 

a concubine reminds the reader that even those with low sociai status can inspire recalcitrant 

Israelites, even kings, to make decisions that will lead to the restoration of G d ' s  people 

and their land. As such, Rizpati is 3 figure of hope in m's story. 

O~itsiders Do Not Atorle 

The Gibeonites' stated purpose for the Seven in !R is retribution; they seek "to 

impale them to the Lord." Although there are cultic implications in that request, they do not 

say they wish to atone as in M and other LXX texts. Atonement by outsiders is not possible 

in 111 . 



Outsiders Are Not Aggressive Towards Kings Even Wzen 73ey Are Functioning as 
I~isinunents of Divine Judgment 

In contrast to the L n ,  the Gibeonites in m are less aggressive and more positive 

about Saul in their interaction with David. Again, more is seen by what the Gibeonites do 

not Say than by what they Say. In nt, the Gibeonites never Say, "Let US wipe out Saul." 

Instead, they Say, "We were wiped out." The Gibeonites never comrnand David to "give" 

seven sons of Saul. They use 'Uh.p_ third person passive, "Let seven sons be given." They 

cal1 Saul and not the Seven "çhosen of the Lord." These differences provide a cumulative 

effect on the story. The Gibeonites, though instruments of divine judgment, are not 

aggressi ve in their request for retri bution against Saul. 

C .  The Theoiooical and Political Interests of B 

Sm1 's Kirzgsh ip Was Quite Negative and Zllegitirt iate 

Of the three versions, B is the most negative toward Saul and his family. Like al1 

LXX MSS, B describes Saul as guilty because he killed the Gibeonites. B's triple conflation 

includes a harsh statement: Saul "killed with bloody violence." Later in the story, the 

Gibeonites describe Saul as the man who "made up his mind against them." The same 

words are used only in 1Sam. 20:34 where Jonathan grieves because Saul had made up his 

mind to try to ? d l  David. As such, it reminds the reader of Saul's pattern to attempt to 

destroy his perceived foes, even persons who are part of God's people--David and the 

Gibeonites. In that way, Saul shows himself to be an enemy of G d  and God's people. 

Li ke the other LXX MSS, B describes Sad pursuing the Gibeonites, but B done 

describes Saul as one who "deceived." As dreüdy mentioned, this sets up ironic resonance 

with other biblical stories: the Gibeonite deception in Joshua 9; Michal's deception when 

she helped David flee from Saul in 1Sarn. 19; Saul's deception of the necromancer at Endor 

in 1Sam. 28. To be called a deceiver is negative for Saul. 
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As a result, the Gibeonites request that someone give seven sons of Saul so they 

c m  hl1 them "in Gibeon of Saul." Saul's connection with Gibeon may connote that Saul's 

kingship was illegitimate. According to the Chronicler, Saul's genealogy is not linked to 

one of the twelve tribes of Israel. Saul's great-grandfather was "the father of Gibeon" and 

not from one of Jacob's twelve sons- As such, the Gibeonites were from the same town as 

Saul ' s ancestors. Whether Sad evcr made his headquarters in Gi beon, as hypothesized by 

Blenkinsopp, is irrelevant to the theological force of the namative.3 If Saul's ancestry was 

Canaanite and not Israelite, he did not fit the criteria for an Israelite king as prescribed in 

Dt. 17: 15, "Do not pIace a foreigner over you, one who is not a brother Israelite." As such, 

"Saul of Gibeon" probably hints at Saul's illegitimacy as a king. By contrat, the tribes of 

Israel couId say of David that he was their own flesh and blood (2Sam. 5: 1). 

If the above mentioned assumptions are correct, B'S version presents Sad as a 

violent killer. an enemy at times of God and God's people, a deceiver, and a illegitirnate 

king. B'S version ends like the rest of the L a  versions, with Saul's and Jonathan's bones 

being buried in Saul's father's tomb. Though Saul, his family, and his kingship are quite 

negative, he still desemes to receive proper bufisil in his ancestral tomb. 

David is a Piorts, Inriocertt arid Cooperative King 

B'S description of David is almost the same 3s M'S. He is pious. He seeks the Lord 

during a time of national crisis. The Lord tells David that Saul's guilt is the reason for the 

famine. He expresses his desire to atone. He keeps his oath by sparing Jonathan's son 

Mcphibosheth. Throughout, David is a king who seeks the Lord. 

As in M, David cooperates with the Gibeonite request to kill the sons by giving the 

Scven. Though the Gibeonites did not require David's involvement in the giving-they 

said, "Let someone giveW--David steps forward to give the sons. David's giving indicates 

3~lenkensopp, "Did S a d  Make G i k o n  His Capital." 1-7. 
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cooperation and is not a breach of David's oath not to wipe out Saul's sons since the sons 

are "chosen of the Lord." David responds when he h e m  about Rizpah's heroic acts by 

gathering and bringing up the h n e s  of Saul and Jonathan and those of the Seven. David 

has al1 of them buried in Saul's patrïarchal tomb and the story ends with God hearkening to 

the land. 

God was Actively Involved in the Killing cf the Seven 

B's portraya1 of God is similar to M'S. God answers David when he seeks the Lord- 

Goci's pronouncement of guilt upon Saul and his murderous house is more negative to Saul 

than any other version. As in the rest of the L n ,  David gives the Seven sons but the Lord 

chooses them. As such, the Lord is actively involved in the killing of the Seven. 

God Does not Respond Prontptly to Riqalr's Grief 

The Lord does not respond to Rizpah's grief by sending the "waters of God out of 

heaven" as in M. The rain that falls upon hem is only "water from the sky" and that only 

after- a length of time. The story is silent about God's involvement in sending the rain. 

Also, in al1 MSS, the "bones" were gathered (vs. 13). This assumes enough time lapsed for 

the bodies to decompose. Furthemore, God hearkens to the land only after David has al1 

the bones of Saul and Jonathan and the Seven brought up and buried in their ancestral 

tomb. Thus, in B the Lord responds to David's action but not to Rizpah's grief. 

God Chose to Wipe Oltt Michal's Sons (At2 Outsider's Sons) 

As in ln, the name of the mother of five is Michal. As already mentioned, according 

to the Samuel narrative, Michal is the wrong mother; Michal did not have children and 

Merab was the wife of Adriel the Meholathite. Interpreted as is, the story is quite negative 

toward Michal. It was God and not David who chooses Michal's sons to be killed. 



Social Outsiders Cm Prompt God's People to Action 

Like the rn, B portrays Rizpah crying out to the Lord after the death of her sons but 

the Lord does not answer her for a long time. She sketches her sackcloth "to the rock," but 

the rain that eventually cornes is only water from the sky and not the "water of God." 

Nonetheless, Rizpah's pious acts do have their effect. David hears of Rizpah's actions and 

he is prompted to bury al1 the bones. B and nt mention for the first time that Rizpah is a 

concubine of Saul. This detail ciraws attention to the social disparity between Rizpah and 

David; a concubine prompts a king to take action. Thus, the piety of social outsiders may 

not cause God to act, but it c m  prompt God's people, even a king, to act which in tum can 

bnng about God's blessing. 

Oritsiders Can Be Vindictive As Instntmerzts of Divirze Judgrner i t  

After the Gibeonites described Sriul's wrongdoing, they ask for seven sons of Sad 

so they might hang them out in the Sun to the Lord. Their request seems to be a desire for 

retribution. They want revenge and they get it. 

VI. Ideological Contexts of M. m. and B 

We turn our attention now to the ideological contexts of each version of the story. 

By ideology I mean the "representation of reality, that through which reality is experienced 

and mediated."j 1 will look for the cluster of ideas, beliefs, social needs, and aspirations 

within which each story is at home. 1 hope to show that M'S ideologiçal context was 

sympathetic towards proselytes and outsiders, that ril's emphasized the prophetic 

movement and depreciated Davidic kingship and the role of outsiders, and that B shares an 

ideologicd context similar to the Chronicler. 

4 ~ .  D. H. Mayes. "Deuteronomistic Ideology and the Theology of the Old Testament." 
JSOT 82, ( 1999): 6 1 .  



A. The Ideolooical Context of M 

Synzpatlzetic Torvard Proselytes and Outsiders 

The core story and many of the distinct features of M point to an ideologicd context 

sympathetic toward proselytes. Proselytes are secure in their position in Israel because their 

agreement to become part of God's people is binding for ail generations. T h e  such 

agreements are mentioned in 2Sam. 21: 1-14; two are explicit and one is implied: the 

Israelite treaty with the Gibeonites (2Sarn. 21:2; Josh. 9); David's covenant with 

Jonathan's family (2Sarn. 21:7; 1Sam. 20:14-17); and David's oath to Saul not to wipe out 

Saul's name (ISam. 24:22-23). Saul broke an old agreement between the Israelites and the 

Gibeonites and as a result incumd divine punishment on his family and Israel. A famine 

ravaged the land of Israel and the Gibeonites are allowed to kiil seven of Sad's sons whom 

the Lord chooses. Thus, proselytes have God on their side when they become part of 

God's people. 

Proselytes c m  seek retribution from those who attempt to destroy their position 

within Israel. When David calls in the Gibeonites to discuss how he might atone for Saul's 

wrong, the Gibeonites describe Saul's wrong. Then, they seek retribution and are allowed 

to have it. They say Saul wiped them out and because of that wish to wipe him out. They 

can even cornmand King David and the Israelites to give (2d plural) them seven sons. 

Proselytes can also share in the atoning process like others within Israel. The 

Gibeonites, like David, express their desire to atone; David wants to atone (2Sam. 21:3) as 

do the Gibeonites. They are also able to command a king and the Israelites to give what is 

nccessary--seven sons--to bnng about the atonement. Furthemore, the Gibeonites invoke 

God's involvement and express their cooperation in the atoning process by saying the 

Scven would be "chosen of the Lord." In this way, atonement cornes when al1 of God's 

people--David, the Gibeonites, Rizpah--cooperate with God in the atoning process. 
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Outsiders in the communi ty, even those rightfully executed, are protected by Jewish 

law against improper treatment. Although God sends rain after Rizpah mourns on 

sackcloth, He does not listen to the land until David buries al1 the bones-the bones of Saul, 

Jonathan and the Seven-in their ancestral tomb. This assumes an awareness of Dt. 2122- 

23 which explicitly States that unburied bones defile the Iand: 

When someone is convicted of a crime punishable by death and is executed, 
and you hang him on a tree, his corpse must not remain al1 night upon the 
tree; you shall bury him that same day, for anyone hung on a tree is under 
G d ' s  curse. You must not defile the land that the Lord your God is giving 
you for possession. 

The land is defiled, not because of the killings, but because the bodies are left unburied 

after the day they expired. Israel cannot enjoy G d ' s  blessing on the land if they mistreat 

outsiders. 

Thus, M'S version is sympathetic to proselytes and outsiders in that it illustrates the 

security of their position in the cornrnunity, their power to seek retribution against those 

who try to destroy rhem, equal participation in the atonement process, and equal protection 

under the law. 

B. The Ideo1op;ical Context of rn 

Interest ir r Sud's Conrzection with the Proplretic Maventent 

One of the distinctive characteristics of is the connection between Saul and the 

prophetic movement; m is the only version that connects Saul with Gibeah. As already 

mentioned, Gibeah was the location of Saul's empowering by Goci's Spirit, his subsequent 

prophesying, and his changed heart. As already indicated, !Il has a much more positive 

view of Saui than the LXX versions: Saul is r,ever described as guilty; he never pursues the 

Gibeonites; the Gibeonites never ask to wipe Saul out but instead cal1 Saul the Lord's 

chosen; the burial of Saul's bones at the end of the story was the sole reason for the Lord 
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listening to the land. m's positive portraya1 of Saul coupled with Saul's connection with the 

prophetic movement. provides a window into m's ideological context. m's ideological 

context probably looked to the prophetic movement for its ideals and as such saw Saul as 

an ided Israelite king. 

The interest in the prophetic movement is also seen in the marginal gloss regarding 

Rizpah's use of sackcloth; she stretched the sackcloth to herself "to the rock." I have 

already argued that m 's note, which indicates the words '%O the rock" occur three times, is 

hermeneutic. 'To the rock occurs twice in Isaiah (30:29; 51: 1) where God is described 

longing to restore his people if they will repent. The passages read alongside 2Sam. 2 1: 1- 

14, present a vision of hope for Goci's people through the prophetic message. 

From these connections with the prophetic, it can be infened that prophetic 

kingship and the prophetic movement were important to ZR 's ideological context. Sad was 

probably seen as an ideal king because of his connections with the prophetic movement and 

Rizpah was an ideal Israelite woman who embodied the essence of what Israel should do 

during times of national crisis according to the prophetic word in Isaiah. 

Davidic Kirzgslzip rvas Depreciated 

in portrays David in a less positive way than the LXX. In ln, David is intentionally 

involved in killing the Seven; David gives the Seven when he could have distanced himself 

from the killings and he chooses five sons from his estranged wife Michal to die. Though 

Rizpah grieves and seeks the Lord, the narrative does not describe God answering her. m 

emphasizes the length of time of her vigil, "from the beginning of the hawest until water 

dropped upon [hem from the sky." Her vigil can be understood as having no effect on t h e  

Lord, but it did have an effect on David. Rizpah's actions shamed David into burying the 

bones of Saul and Jonathan. God hearkened because David burïed Saul's and Jonathan's 

bones. One of the distinct characteristics of m's ideology is the absence of the burial of the 
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Seven at the end of the story. This is positive for Saul but negative for David. Saul's bones 

are distinguished from those of the Seven. Saul, the Lord's chosen, a king associated with 

the prophetic movement, deserves to be buried, whereas, the Seven who were killed 

because of Saul's wrong against the Gibeonites are not buned. David's neglect in burying 

Saul and Jonathan emphasizes David's failure. The sole reason for God's not hearkening to 

the land had to do with David and had nothing to do with Rizpah's vigil or the bunal of the 

Seven. It can be inferred from this that Saul's kingship was important to m's ideological 

context and that David's was depreciated. 

Violence Against Saul's Sons By the Gibeonites is Not Allorved 

m is different from the ~ X X  regarding the responsibility for the killing of the Seven. 

The LxX is clear that Saul is responsible for the famine because of his killing the 

Gibeonites. The Gibeonites describe Saul's violence against them and then ask to wipe out 

Saul from having standing in Israel. Their request for the seven sons involves the  Lord's 

choosing and therefore implies that God condones their deaths. The m tells a different story 

in this regard. m 's ideological context does not allow the Gibeonites to seek retribution 

against Saul's farnily. As well, the Gibeonite charge against Saul is less violent in N ;  Saul 

stmck them and devised against them but he did not wipe them out. Furthemore, 111's 

awkwnrd 73?13fD? . . in verse 5 does no< allow the Gibeonites to request to wipe out Sad. 

Also, nt's singular bound form T c 3  modifies Sad and not the Seven indicating the  

Lord's choosing Saul and not the Seven. Thus, in  m, the Lord is distant from the killings 

and at no point is violence (verbal or physical) condoned against Saul by the Gibeonites. It 

may be inferred from this that the ideological context of M did not allow violence by non- 

Jews against Jews even for retribution. 
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Depreciariorr of the Role of Outsiders 

After the Seven were killed, m describes Rizpah taking sackcloth and stretching it to 

the rock--to God. m implies a long time for Rizpah's vigil, from the beginning of the barley 

harvest until water dropped from the sky. As already mentioned, if the rain that came was 

the autumn rains, then Rizpah watctied over the bodies for five or six months and the only 

rain which carne was probably the seasonal rains. Thus, m reflects an ideological context 

in which social outsiders may influence Israeli tes to action but they c a n o t  rnove God's 

heart . 

The Impo~ance of Congntiv rvirlr che Toralz 

Comprtred to the WCX, m's statement about the reason for the famine is broad and 

vague: "It has to do with Saul and his murderous house because h e  killed the Gibeonites." 

!Il's "murderous house" evokes more than Saul's own violence; it also extends the 

responsibility to include those around him, such as Doeg's killing the priests of Nob 

(ISam. 22: 18) or even beyond his death to his general Abner's murder of Asahel (2Sam. 

2 2 3 ) .  Why does it matter that Saul's sons are implicated along with S a d  for the reason for 

the famine? Perhaps it has to do with a perceived contradiction with Dt. 24: 16 which 

spccifically States, "Parents shall not be put to death for their children, nor shall children be 

put to death for their parents; only for their own crimes may persons be put to death." As m 

reads, Saul's sons do not die for Saul's crime; they die for their own. Whether it can be 

proved that 111's Vorlage changed the text to comply with the law in Deuteronomy or not is 

inconsequential for our purposes. Hl's version does comply with the law and can be read 

without an apparent contradiction. Thus, it may be inferred from this reading that congniity 

with the Torah was important in 111's ideological context. 



C. The IdeologicaI Context of B 

Biblical Stones Can in fonn Other Biblical Srones 

B'S version has several verbal connections with other biblical stories. Some of these 

connections portray Saul as a violent and illegitimate king who brought disaster on Israel. 

Another portrays David potentiall y as a Moses-type figure. The cumulative effect of these 

verbal connections pushes the reader to interpret the story within the larger context of 

Hebrew Scnpture. It may be inferred that B'S ideological context valued this type of 

interpretation. 1 will explore these connections below. 

Illegitimute Kingship Brings Violence and Disasrer On Israel 

Of the three versions, B alone describes the Gibeonites requesting to kill the Seven 

in "Gibeon of Saul." As already noted, Saul's association with Gibeon reminds the reader 

that SauI's genealogy is not Israelite but Canaanite (1Chr. 829-33; 9:35-39). As such, and 

if we can assume an awareness of the qualifications of an Israelite king from Dt. 17: 14-15, 

this connection with Gibeon suggests that Saul is an illegitimate king: 

When you have corne into the land that the Lord your God is giving you, and have 
tuken possession of it and settled in it, and you Say, "1 will set a king over me, like 
al1 the nations that are around me," you may indeed set over you a king whom the 
Lord your God will choose. One of your own community you may set as king over 
you; you are not permitted to put a foreigner over you, who is not of your own 
comrnunity. 

In verse 5, the Gibeonites charge that "Saul made up his mind against us," using a 

phrase that is found elsewhere only in 1Sam. 20:33-34. The parallel draws into the story 

Saul's violence and readiness to kill. In 1Sam. 20, David had fled from Saul after Saul 

attempted to kill him. In a clandestine meeting, David and Jonathan discuss David's safety. 

Together they pledge themselves to protect David and Jonathan's family. Jonathan commits 

to discover Saul's intent regarding David and to communicate that to David. In Jonathan's 

discussion with Saul, Saul's anger flares up at Jonathan and he throws his spear at 

Jonathan. Then, Jonathan knows that his father has "made up his mind against" David. 
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Saul's violence is unpredictable, even to the extent that, in a sudden outburst, he tnes to kill 

his son. Thus, it is possible to see B's phrase "made up his mind against" as henneneutic, a 

cornrnentary on Saul's violent kingship. 

In B alone, the Gibeonites describe Sad  as one who "deceived them-" As already 

mentioned, this charge sets up ironic resonances between this and other biblical stones of 

deception. In Josh. 9, the ancestors of the Gibeonites won their place in Israel by a ruse. 

They whose descendants were deçeptive now cornplain about SauI's deception. In ISarn. 

19, Saul's daughter Michai deceived Saul by helping David escape when Saul's men were 

trying to kilI David. Like father, like daughter. Finally, in 1Sam. 28, Saul deceived the 

witch at Endor to cal1 up Samuel from the grave. Saul's duplicity reveaIs his chancter the 

night before his death. Sad was a deceiver and as such was a pitiful example for an 

Israelite king. 

The cumulative affect of B'S connections to other biblical stories as mentioned 

above, presents a quite negative portrait of Sauf: Saul is guilty; he hlled with "bloody 

violence"; he pursued; he deceived to utterly destroy the Gibeonites. It may be inferred 

from this that B'S ideological context perceived Sad  as an exampie of what happens when 

an illegitirnate king cornes to power in Israel; his kinpship is characterizcd by violence and 

deception. 

Legirimare K i q p  Serve Like Moses 

Seeing the verbal connections that B'S version has with other biblical stories raises 

the possibility that B'S elegant 1st penon singular aorist subjunctive kQAa.aowpat, "1 might 

atone," is another such connection. i%lnaoopa~ occun only in Ex. 3 2 3 0  where Moses 

proposes to make propitiation for the people of Israel after they made the golden calf. In the 

context, Moses functions as a priest, interceding for God's people who are about to be 
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destroyed because of their idolatry. If we can assume a connection, David may be cast in 

the pnestly function here similar to Moses. 

W. Pro-msed Settings for M. m. and B 

This study has attempted to show that the M s s  M m and B present different versions 

of the biblical story found in 2 Samuel 21:l-14, which reflect different theological and 

political interests. These distinct versions have k e n  shrouded in the last one hundred and 

fi fty years primaril y because critical scholars and translators have fixated on recreating a 

hypotheticd oldest text. However, these different versions are avaiiable to the modem 

reader because group(s) of people preserved them as sacred Scripture. Unfortunately, there 

is not enough data independent of these narratives, to locate the different versions of the 

story within particular historicai and religious settings. if a linear relationship between the 

three versions can be assumed, a chronological sequence which makes sense of the data is 

M, B, and nt, as I will explain below. Whether M and B correspond to the OG and the kaige 

recension is beyond the scope of this work. Since the discovery of the manuscnpts in the 

Judean Desert proved that more than one type of Hebrew text of Samuel existed in 

Palestine during the first century B.C., a linear relationship among the three versions is not 

required. At the lest, M, B and IR are three different versions of the sarne story which 

reflect different theologicd and political interests. I will sumrnarize what is known about 

the three MsS traditions, propose a chronological sequence which makes sense of the data. 

and from that, propose settings for each version. 

A. The Dating and a Bricf Descrintion of MSS M. m. and B 

As already mentioned, the manuscripts discovered at Qumran verified that a 

plurality of Hebrew texts existed in Palestine between the third century B.C. and the first 

century A.D. After the destruction of the Jerusalem temple in A.D. 70 and the conflicts 
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between Jews and Chnstians about the variances between the Hebrew and LxX texts in the 

first and second centuries A.D., the Jews retranslated the Hebrew Bible into Greek to 

reflect the received Hebrew text, and the old LXx versions becarne the Bible for many 

Christians. It is no surprise thus that the MSS M and B were discovered among Christians 

and the m among Jews. 

Manuscript B, Codex Vaticanus, is the oldest manuscript of the three- It probably 

dates to the fourth century A.D.5 and has been housed in the Vatican Library, Rome, since 

at least the late fifteenth century except for a brief trip to Paris during the Napoleonic wars. 

B' s 759 leaves inch& every book of the Greek Old Testament6 except 1-4 Maccabees.' 

Manuscnpt M, Codex Coislinianus, dates to the sixth or seventh century A.D..8 

consists of 227 leaves and covers with lacrrna the Old Testament books Genesis 1:l- 

1 Kings 8 : N . g  It was acquired in the East in the middle of the 17th century and still resides 

at Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris. 

ni is represented i n  the Leningrad Codex B lgA which was written in A.D. 1008, 

and is the oldest manuscript of the complete Hebrew Bible. Atthough m's v o c d i z a t i o n ,  

accentuation, and the apparatus of the Masoretic notes were added during the Middle Ages, 

S ~ w e t e .  Introduction. 128; Jellicoe. Septuagint. 179. note 3. 

6~ lacks Gen. 1 : 146%. ?Sam. 25-7, 10- 13 and Ps. lO5:27- l37:6. 

'lellicoe points out that Rahlfs was the first to definitely associate B with Athanasius '*on 
ihe ground that the number and order of the books in both the Old and New Testaments of this manuscript 
correspond exactly to the Canon of  Scripture a s  given in his 39th Festal Letter of  A.D. 367. . .** Jellicoe. 
Septua-int, 178-79. citing A. Rahlfs. "Alter und Heirnat der vatikanischen Bibelhandschrift". NKGW. 
Phil.-hist. LI. i (1899). 72-79. 

s ~ .  Montfaucon, Bibliotheca Coisliniana, from Swete, Intro,, 140. 
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i ts consonantal framework reflects an ancient tradition that was in existence more than a 

thousand years earlier.I0 

B. The Chronoloeical Seauence of M, m. and B 

Dependency and development are required for establishing a chronoiogical 

sequence of the MSS. Although a great deal of the verbal dependency is apparent (88%), 

certainty about dependency among the three versions is still out of reach. Development, 

however, does seem apparent in two of the versions as 1 will discuss below. 

B Appears ro be a Developed Te- 

In B, the Gibeonites express their desire to kill the seven sons of Sad in "Gibeon of 

Saul," whereas, M and the ln, reflecting the sarne Hebrew consonants, have "on the hill of 

Saul" and "in Gi beah of Sad" respectively. Since the great majority of Greek MSS read "on 

the hill" and since the MSS which have "in Gibeon" are from the late recensions only, 

"Gibeon" is probably a late alteration of an earlier Greek text with "on the hill." The affect 

of the "Gibeon" reading on the story is to enhance the already negative description of Sad 

in  the LXX, reminding the reader of Saul's genealogy in Chronicles, and probably hinting at 

Saul's illcgitimacy as king of Israel- According to 1Chr. 9:35-39, SauI is the son of Kish, 

son of Ner, son of Jeiel, the father of Gibeon. The Hebrew book of Samuel, on the other 

hand, does not connect Sad with Gibeon. According to LSam. 9: 1, Sad is the son of 

Kish, son of Abiel, son of Zeror, son of Becorath, son of Aphiah, a Benjarninite. 

Chronicles, on the other hand, links Saul's ancestors twice with Gibeon.11 If Walters is 

correct, that the Chronicler links Saul to the ancient Canaanite city of Gibeon nther than to 

l0~manuel  Tov. Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible (Minneapolis: Fortress Press. 1992). 
23. 
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one of Jacob's twelve sons,i2 B'S version is quite negative toward Saul since Israelite 

kings are supposed to be selected only from arnong the Israelites P t .  17: 15). As such, B'S 

version presents Saul's kingship as illegitimate and explains ultimately why he was 

rejected, 

Two other developments in B present Saul also in a negative light. B's Greek phrase 

in 2Sam. 215, Saul "made up his mind against us," is found elsewhere only in 1Sam. 

20:33-34. The parallel draws into the story Saul's readiness to kill both David and 

Jonathan. In 2Sam. 215, B also refers to Saul as one "who deceived." As already noted, 

this reference sets up strong ironic resonances between this and other biblical stories about 

deceptiveness.13 Since these differences occur only in what are considered the late 

recensions, B appears to be a developed text and later than M in a chronological sequence. 

B also shows what is probably a development with the formal and elegant future 

subjunctive form of "bless" in vs. 3 where the rest of the ï-xx M s s  have the future 

indicative. B's form occurs elsewhere only in Ex. 3230 where Moses functions like a 

priest, proposing to rnake propitiation for the people of Israel after they made the golden 

calf. The fact that such a connection can be made in the Greek text, suggests that B is a 

developed text. If a connection was intended, David is cast into the priestly function here 

si miIar to Moses. 

nr Appears tu be a Developed Te,rt 

There are four rninuses in the Hebrew which point to intentional development in 

Ws version. In 2Sarn. 21:l of ln, God does not say that "guilt" rests upon Sad Iike ail 

Greek versions. Furthemore, the Gibeonites do not say that Saul "pursued/persecuted" 

IZ~alters,  "Saul and Gibeon." 6 1-76. 

13~osh. 9:22; 1 Sam. 19:17; 28:12 
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them, or planned "to utterly destroy" them in vs. 5. As already explained, the awkwardness 

of in's reading, especially with the absence of the "to utterly destroy" verb, may show 

evidence of revision from an dtemative Hebrew version. Also, in vs. 14, m has a minus 

where al1 LXX versions mention the burial of the bones of the Seven. The cumulative effect 

of these minuses points to intentionality and the development in the story toward a less 

negative description of Saul. 

Three other readings that occur only in rn point also to development in m. In 2Sam. 

2 1 5, m's vocalization of the b'destroy" verb is different from that of the L=. As a result, 

the Gibeonites Say, "we were destroyer rather than "let us destroy him." m's verb is 

awkward in the larger context and reverses the direction of the action "wipe out" so that the 

Gibeonites are not abIe to Say "let us wipe him out." M is probably a developed text here. 

In 2Sam. 21:6, m also has a different vocalization of the Hebrew consonants 

expected by M for the location of the execution of the Seven. M describes the Gibeonites 

requesting to kill the sons "on the hill" while m describes them requesting to kill them "in 

Gibeah." The "Gibeah" reading rillows the story to resonate with other Samuel passages 

about Saul and Gibeah, reminding the reader that Gibeah is positive for Saul. As well, m's 

"in Gibeah" does not occur in any LXX MSS, and in conjunction with !IZ's other pro-Saulide 

readings, it points to a developed text. 

Similarly, in 2Sam. 215 ,  m has the singular construct "chosen" while al1 LxX MSS 

exccpt the hexaplaric, expect the plural. The singular form identifies Saul rather than the 

Sevcn as the chosen of the Lord. The singular "chosen" reading c m  be added to the other 

pro-Saui readings of ln which point to development. 

Mu[erial Shared by  B utrd fi7 Poirtf IO Developrnent 

In 2Sam. 2116, B and in have the 3d person singular form of "give", whereas, M 

has the 2d person plural imperative, "you give." B and 2n appear to be developed texts here 



since M'S 2d plurai forrn is supported by a sirnilar forrn in 4QSama. As such, B and m 

present the Gibeonites as less demanding of David. 

In 2Sam. 2 1 : 10, B and m describe Rizpah pitching a sac kcloth tent "to the rock", 

whereas, M and other LXX MSS describe her making a bed "upon the rock." As already 

mentioned, !ll has glossed the words "to the rock" with the notation that they occur three 

times. The other passages in which "to the r o c k  occur are in 1s- 3029 and 5 1: 1 and it is 

possible to regard the notation as hermeneutic. The marginal reference associates the 

Samuel passage with prophetic oracles which emphasize disobedience, penitence, and 

restoration. As such, M and B appear to be developed versions of the story enricheci by 

their verbal connection with another Scripture. 

M as air Earlier Version in the Chronological Sequence 

Since much of the three versions of 2 Samuel 2l:l-14 is exactly the same (88%), 

and since M is the Ieast developed of the three versions, it is plausible to assume that M is 

the eruliest of the three versions in chronologicat sequence. According to cwrent theories of 

the history of Greek text, the oG is potentially found in readings different frorn the N, 

where the differences cannot be explained as transmissional errors and where the 

differences are not hexaplaric.14 According to such a theory, M'S would be closest to the 

OG. Certainty about M's connection with a supposed OG, however, is out of reach since M 

14~l though  M is hexaplaric in the Pentateuch (Swete. Jntroductio~, 140; Jellicoe, 
Septuaoint. 196-197). it rarely, if 3t all, is influenced by the Hexaplrr in 1 Samuel (Sebastian P. Brock. l 3 g  
Recensions S: & Se~tuitgjnt Versi- Samuel [Torino: Silvio Zrimorani, 19961, 305-306). and not at 
al1 in 2Sarn. 2 1 : 1 - 14. MSS Acx are the k t  witnesses to the hexaplaric text in 2Sarn. 1 1-24; Dominique 
Barthélemy, Les Devanciers D' Aquila (Leidcn: E. J. Brill, 1963), 138-139. M differs from the hexaplaric 
MSS Ax 36 times in 2Sam. 21:l-14. Of these, A agrees with B 23 times and the two times M agrees with 
Ax against B they are not hexaplaric. In 2.2 1:3. AxMN rell Thdt have kcthaaopai where only Bg have 
k~d&oopa~. In 2.21 :6. AMN rell &or& where Bhx have 6oro. In the latter, the hexaplaric MSS are split. 
In the former, the other MSS associated with the non-hexaplaric in Samuel, ya2Eth. have È C d a ~ o p ~ l .  
Brock's conclusions about 1 Samuel may be the case with 2 Samuel, that MN+ are of greatest importance 
and have frequently been overlooked as an excellent source for the original LXX; Brock, Recensions, 306. 
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has readings where such judgments cannot be made. Furthermore, it is not important to 

establish M as the ffi for this thesis. 

C. M'S Setting 

As already mentioned, M's theological and political interests include the following: 

Saul as a guilty aggressive king; David as a pious, innocent and cooperative king; God as 

an active participant; outsiders as pious, powerful instruments of Goci's judgment, and 

people who can prompt God to act  Although there is not enough independent data to 

establish a historical setting for M, M reflects a simikir political and theological milieu to that 

of the Chronicler. All the major emphases of M'S version of 2 S m .  21: 1-14 are emphases 

of Chronicles. 

According to Chronicles, Saul was a failure as a king. 1Chr. 10: 13-14 clearly States 

that Sa~l ' s  kingdom was taken from him and given to David: 

So Saul died for his unfaithfulness; h e  was unfaithful to the Lord in that he 
did not keep the command of the Lord; moreover, he had consulted a 
medium, seeking guidance, and did not seek guidance from the Lord. 
Therefore the Lord put him to death and tumed the kingdom over to David 
son of Jesse. 

A cornparison of the description of Saul's death in 1Chr. 10% with its parallel 

passage in 1Sarn. 3 1:6, indicates that the Chroniclers' negative view of Saul extends also to 

his descendants. In 1Chr. 10:6, Saul, his three sons and "al1 his house died together," 

whereas, 1Sam. 3 1:6 does not mention Saul's house dying. It was Saul's "armor-bearer 

and al1 his men" who died with Saul. Furthermore, after the description of Saul's rejection 

in 1Chr. 10:13-14, Saul's descendants are never mentioned again in Chronicles. By 

contrast, 2Sam. 1-4 describes Saul's son Ishbosheth as a rival king over Israel who wars 

against David for seven years and six months. Furthermore, Saul has seven descendants 

left who can die in 2Sam. 21. Thus, for the Chronicler, everything that happened to Saul's 

descendants after his death was insignificant for his purpose since he was a rejected king. 
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Chronicles, like M's version of 2Sam. 21: 1-14. describes David in positive 

terms.15 Although much of 1 Chronicles panllels 1 and 2 Samuel, the selective omissions 

and additions projeçt the positive aspects about David and ignore the negative. For 

example, most of the story of David's decline is rnissing (2Sarn. 9-20; 1 Kgs. 1- 2), 

including the story of his sin with Bathsheba. As well, the largest addition of new material 

in Chronicles presents David as the progenitor of the cultic traditions of Israel. 

Chronicles, like M'S version, presents G d  as an active participant: God puts 

people to death (1Chr. 10:14); He strikes people with diseases (2Chr. 26:20). God even 

uses outsiders to bring about destruction on the unfaithful Israelites (2Chr. 21: 16; 327; 

33:9,11). 

The concfusion drawn from M's similarities with Chronicles is that M is at home in 

the same ideological environment as that of the Chronicler. Chronicles was written during 

the Persian period (CU. 538-333 B.C.), possibly ca. 400 B.C.16 This does not mean that 

hl's translation was completed during the time of the Chronicler. M could represent a 

Vorlage much older than the Chronicler, and M's translation could have occurred much 

later. It does, however, verify that M's ideological emphases are at home among some 

Jews before the third century B.C. 

1 5 ~ o s t  scholars agree that a central focus of the books of Chronicles is David and the 
Drividic dynristy. Representatives of this positive view of David in Chronicles include the following: AC.  
Welch. The Work of the Chronicler. Its Purpose and Its Date (London: Oxford, 1939); D. N. Freedrnan. 
"The ChronicIer's Purpose." CR0  23 (196 L), 436-442; R. North. 'Theology of the Chronicler." 82 
( 1963). 369-38 1 ; P. R. Ackroyd. "The Theology of the Chronicler," Lexin ton Theologjcal Ouanerl~ 8 
( 1973). 101- 1 16; Jacob M. Myers. J Chronicle~; AB 12 (Garden City, NY: Doubleday. 1973); H. G. M. 
Williamson. NCBC (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans. 1982). 

1 6 ~ y c r s ,  1 Chronicles. LXXXVIII-LXXXIX. 



D. ~ I ' s  Setting 

It is not surprising that m's version of 2Sarn. 21: 1-14 is refiected in rabbinic 

literature.17 The discovery of the MSS in the Judean Desert provided evidence that there 

was more than one form of many biblical books in Palestine between the third century B.C. 

and the first century A.D. At some point near the end of the first century A.D. or during the 

first part of the second century A.D., the proto-Masoretic text seems to have became fixed 

or at least much less fluid. There is no  evidence that the solidification of the Hebrew text 

took place because of the work of an official council at Jamnia as many have assumed-'8 

The situation was probably as Tov argues: 

There was no stabilization . . . or standardization bringing about what is 
often cailed the 'victory of the proto-Masoretic family.' The situation was 
probably an outcome of political and socio-religious factors. . . It is not that 
! ï ~  triumphed over the other texts, but nther, that those who fostered it 
probably constituted the only organized group which survived the 
destruction of the Second Temple. 

The proto-!n was sustained by this group and was accepted as authoritative by al1 Jewish 

communities from the 2d century onward. It was out of this group that rabbinic Judaism 

came. Ws similarities with rabbinic literature are summarized below. 

Sarrl is Appreciated 

Like the m, the nbbinic litenture presents Saul in a less negative manner than the 

LXX. IR'S broader fwus for the reason for the famine than only Saul's guilt is similarly 

cxpressed in the rabbinic literature. The statement, "It has to do with Saul and his bloody 

house, because he kiHed the Gibeonites," is both a statement for and against Saul. "For 

'A critical analysis of nbbinic interpretation is beyond the scope o f  this thesis. I have used 
as my source a simplified forrn of  the rabbinic litcrature as found in Louis Ginzbcrg's, Lezends of the Jews 
(Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society of Arnerica. 1942) and the English transiaiion of the Babylonian 
Talmud. ediicd by Rabbi Dr. 1. Epstein (New York: Traditional Press). 

I 8 ~ o v ,  Textual Criticism, 195. 
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Saul" means because Sad was not moumed for in a proper manner.19 This statement 

broadens the reason for the famine to include David and the Israelites for not providing 

proper bunal for Saul. "Because he killed the Gibeonites" refers to Saul's killing the 

inhabitants of Nob, the city of the priests, whereby he indirectly killed the Gibeonites since 

the priests supplied them with water and food?0 Although justice for Saul's wrong against 

the Gibeonites still needed to be served, rabbinic literature describes Sad as forgiven for 

this -wrong since Samuel said, "'~omorrow shah thou and thy sons be with me,' and Rabbi 

Johanan said: 'With me means, in my cornpartment [in Paradise]."'*l Saul's innocence is 

further substantiated by a divine affirmation. When the Gibeonites Say, "We will hang them 

unto the Lord in Gibeah of Saul, the chosen of the Lord," it was a divine voice and not the 

Gibeonites that proclaims Saul "the chosen of the Lord."= 

David is Perceived Negatively 

According to the rabbinic literature, David was in the wrong because he did not 

provide proper burial for Sad, because he gave his gifts to only one priest and because h e  

did not use his wealth to relieve people-s suffering dunng the famine. As mentioned above, 

rabbinic literature indicts David and the Israelites for not mourning properly for Saul. 

According to rabbinic literature, David searched three years for the reason for the famine 

and finally concluded that the matter "depends entirely upon me pavid]."z David 

I9~ebamoth  78b 

2 0 ~ a b a  Kamma 119a; Yebrimoth 78b 

21~erekorh  12b 

??1bid. 

23~ebrimoth 78b 



concludes it  is too late to arrange for Saul's mourning since a year has passed.24 Another 

Talrnudic reference indicates David inquired of the Lord about the reason for the famine and 

God replied, "Was not Saul a king anointed with holy oil, did he not abolish idolatry, is he 

not the companion of Samuel in Paradise? yet, while you al1 dwell in the land of Israel, his 

is 'outside of the land."'x David and the Israelite leaders respond by bringing the remains 

of Saul and Jonathan back to the land and in solemn procession beating them through the 

whole land of Israel, finally burying them in Benjamin. As a result, 'The tributes of 

affection paid by the people of Israel to its dead king aroused the compassion of God, and 

the famine came to an end? 

David is also indicted for the famine because he  gave his gifts to only one pnest: 

R. Abba B. Zabda stated: Whoever gives his priestly gifts to one priest 
[only] bnngs famine into the world. For it is said in Scripture, Ira the Jairiie 
ivas priest ro David. Now was he priest to David atone and not to al1 the 
world? But the meaning is that David sent to him his priestly gifts; and this 
is followed by the text, And there ivos a famine in the duys of David.*? 

David is also wrong because he did not use his private wealth to ameliorate the 

people's suffering during the three year famine. Instead, he saved his wealth for the 

temple. As a result, "God said, 'Thou didst refrain from rescuing human beings from 

death, in order to Save the money for the Temple. Verily, the Temple shall not be built by 

thee, but by solo mon."'^^ 

*%'ebamoth 79a 

Z5~ inzburg .  k e n d s ,  vol.  IV. 110. 

26~bid.  

27 '~n ib in  63a 

28~inzburg.  Leeends. vol. IV. 1 1 1. 
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Tlie Gibeonites are Described Negatively 

Rabbinic literature presents the Gibeonites also in a negative light for demanding the 

death of the Seven. While justice for Saul's wrong to them needed to be exacted, the 

Gibeonites' insistence on killing seven sons resulted in their exclusion from the community 

of Israel. David's statement, "Now the Gibeonites were not of the children of Israel" 

(2Sarn. 2 12)  is taken as a decree of prohibition against the Gibeonites.29 David issued this 

decree because he tried to pacify them but they would not be pacified: 

Thereupon he said to them: This nation is distinguished by three 
c haracteristics: They are merciful, bashful and benevolent. 'Merci ful' , for it 
is written, And shew tliee mercy, and have compassion upon thee, and 
niulripty rhee. 'Bashful', for it is written, That His fear niay be before you. 
'Benevolent', for it is written, That he may command his children und iiis 
horiseiiold etc. Only he who cultivates these three characteristics is fit to join 
this nation.30 

By implication, the Gibeonites' vengeful and vindictive response excluded them from the 

people of Israel. Stated directly, "In the course of events it became obvious that the 

Gibeonites were by no means worthy of k i n g  received into the Jewish communion, and 

David, following Joshua's example, excluded them forever, a sentence that will remain in 

force even in the Messianic time."3' 

Miscellarzeoics Incorzgmities betrveerz .!il witii otlzer Scriptures are Solved 

The incongmity regarding the mother of the five in 2Sa.m. 21:s is solved in rabbinic 

literature by describing Merab as the mother but Michal as the one who raised the five. The 

Talmud presents Rabbi Joshua ben Korha's answer to the problem: 

Was it then Michal who bore them? Surely it was rather Merab who bore 
them! But Merab bore and Michal brought them up; therefore they were 



called by her narne. This teaches thee that whoever brings up an orphan in 
his home, Scripture ascribes it to him as though he had begotten him.3' 

Similarly, TJ soIves the problern right in the text, "And the five sons of Merab, whom 

Michal the daughter of Saul raised, whom she bore to Adriel the son of Barzillai who was 

from Meholath." 

The rabbis also solved the problem of the extended exposure of the bodies and Dt. 

2 1:23 which States that "bodies should not remain al1 night on the tree": 

Rabbi Johanan replied in the name of Rabbi Simeon ben Jehozadak: It is 
proper that a letter be rooted out of the Torah so that thereby the heavenly 
name shall be publically hallowed. For passers-by were inquiring, 'What 
kind of men are these?'-- 'These are royal princes'. 'And what have they 
done?' --'They laid their hands upon unattached strangers'. Then they 
exclaimed: 'There is no nation in existence which one ought to join as much 
as this one. If M e  punishment ofJ royal princes was so great, how much 
more that of cornmon people; and if such [was the justice done for] 
unattached proselytes, how much more so for Israelites.'33 

The result of their exposure was that a huncired and fifty thousand men irnmediately joined 

Israel.3J 

Concerning the problem of sons k i n g  put to death for their father (Dt. 24: 16), "R. 

Wyya b. Abba replied in the name of R. Johanan: It is better that a letter be rooted out of 

the Torah than that the Divine name shall be publically profaned."35 

It is significant that al1 of m's particular readings and none from the narrative 

tradition attributed onIy to M can be found in rabbinic literature. Whether a Iinear 

connection between the LXX versions can be established or not, there is no question that 
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m's version, even difficult readings, were accepted as the authoritative Hebrew text by 

Judaism after the second century A.D. 

E. B's Setting 

If a linear rdationship is assumed regarding the three versions, then 9 probabl y 

represents an intennediary revision of M's kemel story toward the proto-Masoretic text. 

Like M, B has a negative view of Saul's kingship. It also describes David as a pious, 

innocent and cooperative king and God as  actively involved in the story. B agrees with m 

and disagrees with M regarding the role of outsiders: m and B have the 36 person rather 

than 2d person request for David to give seven sons (vs. 6); the request to hang up the 

Seven rather than to atone by them (vs. 6); Rizpah's vigil did not bring about divine min 

but only water out of sky (vs. 10). 

Where B is different frorn ln, the di fferences fa11 into two categories: those where 

B 's version represents developments in Greek and those which represent developments in 

n's version. As already noted, most of B'S developments create resonance with other 

biblicd passages presenting Saul in a more negative way than even M. m's developments 

present S a d  in a less negative and even a positive way. It can be argued that B is an 

intermediary revision of the proto-lm since some of m's developments are found in B. 

However, since some of m's developments are not represented in any of the LxX versions, 

!Il could possibly represent a later revision than B's Hebrew. In other words, if B's version 

foliowed a Vorlage exactly like m, then why does B not have al1 of ln's characteristics. As 

well, if  in's pro-Sad readings were represented in the Vorlage used by the  LXX uanslators, 

then why would no Greek text have at least some of m's pro-Saul readings. The answer 

that makes sense of al1 the data is that B represents an intermediary revision and that III's 

Hebrew is later than that represented by the LXX versions. 
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If B is an intermediary revision, itsVorlage dates to somewhere between the time of 

M's kemel story, after 250 B.C., and before the final acceptance of m by Jews in the latter 

part of the first century A.D. 

Based on its sirnilarities and differences between M and m, it is possible to 

speculate about the setting which embraced B's version. First, those who embraced B's 

version had a very negative view of Saul's kingship. AIthough M was already negative 

about Saul, B was even more negative. Saul's association with Gibeon reminds the reader 

of his genealogy in 1Chr. 8 and 9 where his ancestors are described as Canaanites rather 

than from one of the twelve tribes (see above). As such, B hints that Saul's kingship is 

illegitimate since Dt. 17: 15 requires that Israelite kings not be foreigners. Second, B'S 

agreements with m where they differ frorn M, suggest B's community may have been 

uncomfortable with the powerful and pious role outsiders played in M's version. Third, 

since B's  developments create resonance with other Scriptures, it is likely that B's audience 

was strongly affected by the consciousness of a body of authoritative writings. The group 

who held a more negative view of Saul, a less positive view of outsiders and a heightened 

awareness of authoritative writings is still out of reach. 

Corzcl~isions 

Based on the developments in both B and m and assuming a linex relationship 

among M, 111 and B, it is possible to argue that M is the earliest of the three versions of 

?Sam. 21: 1-14. As such, M shares a similar ideological milieu with Chronicles and a third 

century B.C. date for its VorZuge is plausible. B may represent an early proto-in revision 

since it shares some but not al1 of in's distinct characteristics. The reason and date for such 

a revision is beyond the scope of this study. m's version is probabiy the Iatest version of 

the three versions since its pro-Saul readings are not found in any of the LXX MSS. Ill's 

version is reflected in and embmced by later Judaism. 



m. ConcIusions 

1 have attempted to show that MS M, m and B represent three specific versions of 

the story in 2 Samuel 21: 1-14. Although there are many sirniladies arnong M, nr and B, 

t here are distinct differences. Some of the differences are transmissional and sty listic while 

others point to different Hebrew texts. Far from haphazard, these differences cluster 

around certain theological and political issues: Saul's kingship, David's involvement in the 

killings, God's involvement, and the rote of outsiders in Israelite cornmunity. M, !R, and B 

address the theological and political issues from different perspectives and point to different 

ideolo@cal contexts which nurtured them. M's context embraced a story that was negative 

about Saul and sympathetic towards proselytes and social outsiders. 's context embraced 

a story that emphasized Saul's connection with the prophetic movement and the importance 

of his burial in the land. IR'S context also embraced a story that had a depreciated view of 

the Davidic kingship and outsiders. B'S context embraced a version that hints at Saul's 

kingship as illegitimate, depreciates the role of outsiders. and emphasizes the interpretive 

potential this story has when read with other biblical stories in view. B also hints that David 

is a Moses type figure who can bnng hope in the rnidst of disaster. Whether a linear 

relationship among the three versions c m  be estüblished is still yet to be detemined. 

Having discovered three distinct versions of 2Sam. 21:l-14 in M s s  M, ln, and %, and 

having explored the theological and political emphases of each, 1 will now examine the 

implications of this study for future biblical and theological research. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 

1. The Com~arative Method: Its Vaiue and Results 

Using the comparative method in 2Sam. 21: 1-14.1 have shown that MSS M, rn, 

and B represent the discrete versions of the biblical story which have different theological 

and political interests. These versions are simila. at many points, sharing the same words 

88% of the time and always following the s m e  word order. The differences can be 

explained sometimes as transmissional errors and stylistic improvernents but others times 

as different Hebrew texts. Far from haphazard, the significant differences cluster around 

theological and political issues which each version addresses from a different perspective. 

The comparative method does not solve the problem of diverse texts. The value of 

the comparative method is that it  insists that readers interpret the diverse actual texts that do 

exist rather than creating a hypothetical reconstmcted one that one may wish existed. It 

takes seriously the fact that each text served as sorneone's Bible, and, as such, deserves a 

hearing. 

n. Imdications for Textual Criticism 

The different versions of 2 S m .  21: 1-14 described in this study were not clearly 

identified or heard for at least a century because modem critical scholars fixated on 

reconstructing a hypothetical "oldest" text. Since al1 manuscnpts arc defective, it was 

assumcd that only an eclectic text can corne closest to the "original." Kyle McCarter 

sumrnarizes this prospective: 



Only an ectectic reconstruction can bypass the haplopphic defectiveness of the 
received Hebrew text on the one hand and the expansionistic conflatedness of the Old 
Palestinian tradition on the other, and arrive at an approximation, however rous~h, of 
the primitive text of Samuel.1 

Unfortunately, instead of adrnitting there is insufficient data to reconsuuct 

confidently an oldest text, however, critical scholars at times have made textual 

emendations that were not based on plausib!e transmissional solutions. Two such 

examples in 2Sam. 2 1: 1- 14 cm be highlighted. Critical commentators2 and recent English 

versions, including the NRSV, have accepted Wellhausen' s reconstruction of 2Sam. 2 1 :6 

which read, "in Gibeon on the mountain of the Lord."3 Wellhausen does explain the 

transmissional process. F? simply States that "chosen" deteriorated into 7.7 
"mountain" and that liS?333 "in Gibeon" came to be understood as 51~t~ i  nY333 "in 

Gibeah of Saul." J While it is orthographically possible to confuse Ïi for 3, no Hebrew or 

Greek manuscript attests Y?=. Furthemore, if Cross's theory of recensionai development 

is correct. the textual evidence for the place narne is split between older and later versions; 

"in Gibeon" occurs in the later recensions5 and "on the hi11 / in Gibeah" in the earlier 

version. It is unusual for text cntics to choose readings attested only by the Iate witnesses 

especially when they conflict with both the "oldest" Greek and the Hebrew. As well, 

nowhere does the Greek offer "Gi beon" as an alternative to ln's "Gibeah," or vice versa. 

Also, every Ms includes the name of "Saul" which the emendations al1 drop. Thus, 

Wellhausen's proposed reading "in Gibeon on the mountain of the Lord is a hypothetical 

McCarter. 1 Samuel, S. 

'wellhausen. Der Text der Bücher Samuelis, 209; Driver, Notes. 35 1-352; McCaner. 
Samuel, 435; Anderson. 2 Samuel. 247. 

4~et lhausen.  Bücher Samuelis. 209. 

5~~~ B and A 
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reading for which there is no textuai evidence. Rather, there are at least two and possibly 

three versions of the story, one with "hililGibeah" and another with "Gibeon," and al1 

versions include the reference to "Saul." 

The emendation of the name of the mother of the five from "Michal" to "Merab" 

(2Sam. 21:8) was also not based on a plausible transmissional solution. m apparently has 

an incorrect narne of the mother "Michal" since the larger context desctibes Michal as 

childless to her death (2Sa.m. 6:23). Critical commentators and most English translations6 

have adopted "Merab as a better reading. In support of this emendation, M N reii and two 

Hebrew MSS have foms of "Merab." According to the reconstructive theory "Merab" is 

preferred because it is the "oldest" text. This emendation, however, was not based on a 

plausible transmissional explanation. How did the and B become the more difficult 

MichaI reading? Thenius's solution, that "Menb" was mistakenly written as "Michal," is 

problematic because the names are not sirnilar enough.' A better explanation is that altemate 

versions of the story exists, one with "Merab" and another with "Michal." 

In the examples mentioned above, critical scholars emend the text where there is 

insufficient data to do so. By doing this, commentators reconstruct an eclectic story that 

probably never existed in any MS. Such dubious reconstructions are "not textual criticism, 

but textual improvement, with the cornrnentator's literary sense the standard."g And. the 

actual versions of the story that do exist lay submerged in a sea of text critical notes. 

Based on the conclusions of this study, the following recornrnendations for textual 

criticism can be made: 

%.g, RSV. NEB. JB. TEV. NIV. 

'~henius .  p i e  Bucher Sarnuels. 230. 

8 ~ l a n l e y  Walters, review of 1 Samuel. by P. Kyle McCartcr. in 101 (1982): 137. 
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1. Text critical scholars should be cautious about ernendatior,~. Text criticism can help 

explain transmissional errors or stylistic improvements but it has not been able to solve the 

problem of multiple versions. Where ciifferences in the MSS cannot be explained by 

plausible transmissional solutions, the texts should not be emended. To do othewise is to 

nsk creating a hypothetical text which never existed and destroying the real texts that do. 

2. Text critical scholars should rethink the critena for emendations. Emendations should 

not be done based on extemal evidence aione. This study has shown that m's dissonance 

gives it  its distinctive shape. For example, the Gibeonites never ask to wipe out Saul but 

David gives the Seven anyway. The Gibeonites, Saul's enemy, also cal1 Saul "chosen of 

the Lord." According to the larger narrative, Michal could not have been the mother of the 

five. Finally, the Iack of burial of the bones of the Seven shows that m 's story ernphasizes 

David's negligence and Saul's positive status. AI1 of these aspects of m's distinctive 

readings are lost if is emended based on external evidence. 

3. Scholars should rethink the assumption that a reconstnicted eariiest text is necessarily a 

better text. This study has shown that B and m are developed texts. M, on the other hand, is 

less developed and probably earlier. To adopt what appears to be an earlier version of 

2Sam. 31: 1-14 would miss the distinct chmcter and richness of B and !n's homiletical 

readings. If we ridopt W s  qere ' based on the LXx, we would miss that Saul's descendents 

c m  fa11 "seven-fold and be associated with the disobedient and punishment like in Lw. 

26. We would also miss the intrabiblical connection created by Rizpah's stretching 

sackcloth "to the rock." The reading is unusual enough to invite the alert reader to associate 

God with "rock" and to read this story alongside Isaiah 30 and 5 1 where "to the rock" is 

also used in contexts which remind Israel they must repent during times of divine judgment 

to find deliverence. 



4. Scholars should explain the extant versions. Currently the extant MSs provide 

insufficient data for confidently reconstructing an earliest text of Samuel. As well, the 

extant MSS resist k i n g  interpreted as a single story with a synchronie story base. In some 

cases, the different versions provide instead a cacophony rather than a symphony. Text 

criticism as part of the comparative pnicess, can help explain the actual versions we do 

have. 

This study argues that the diversity of texts in 2Sam. 21: 1-14 works against the 

two main emphases of textual criticism-to reconstmct the earliest text and to establish the 

history of transmission. While text critics have made F a t  strides in explaining some 

difficult readings, to reconstmct a single eclectic text from the extant M s s  is to skew the 

data. Though text criticism is important, this study suggests its role will be limited until 

there is more data. The value of traditional text criticism in the future will be its ability to 

explain how diverse versions of a text came to exist. 

III. Imnlications for the Literaxy Ap~roach  to the Bible 

This work shares some of the same concems as Robert Alter's work, namely, to  

provide a close reading of the actual biblical story.9 Alter describes his literary approach to 

the text as "the manifold varieties of minutely discrirninating attention to the artful use of 

I ringuage, to the shi fting play of ideas, conventions, tone, sound, imagery, syntax, 

narrative viewpoint, compositional units, and much else."'o Alter's work provides a good 

corrective to modern biblical cnticism which he says focuses on the "excavative" at the 

expense of the final literary fom.  Although he  does not deny the historical nature of the 

9~obert  Alter. The Art of Biblical Narrative (New York: Basic Books, Inc.. Publishers. 
IgSI ). 
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text, his central approach to the narratives is literary and not histoncal. In this way, he 

challenges the presupposition of historical-criticism that the meaning of the text lies in its 

histoncal origins. He approaches the text as a unified literary art piece, " . . . a coherent 

unfolding story in whicii the meaning of earlier data is progressively, even systematically, 

revealed or enriched by the addition of subsequent data." 1 

The strength of Alter's literary approach is its emphasis on interpreting an actual 

bibIical narrative. The weakness of the literary approach is the insistence that these 

narratives are a unity and always coherent. This study has shown there are at least three 

versions of of 2Sarn. 2 1 : 1- 14 that resist k ing reduced to a synchronie story base. m's 

version, for example, resists k ing  read as a coherent unfolding story: Michal is the wrong 

mother of the five; the Gibeonites cal1 Sad "chosen of the Lord" imrnediately after asking 

to kill his seven sons; David gathers up the bones of Saul and Jonathan and those of the 

Seven but it never mentions the buriai of the Seven. 

J. P. Fokkelman's work on 2Sam. 21:l-14 illustrates the problem with assuming 

coherence.12 Fokkelman argues, against McCarter, that 2Sam. 21 : 1-14 is an integrated 

unit. He proceeds to demonstrate acute attention to the details of the !R where many modem 

cornmentaries adopt readings from the L=: "bloodguilt" and not "iniquity" (vs. 1); 

"devised and not "deceived or "planned (vs. 5); "we were exteminated not "let us 

exterminate" (vs. 5); "Gibeah of Saul" and not "Gibeon of Saul" (vs. 6); Saul and not the 

men are "chosen of the Lord  (vs. 6); "from the beginning of the harvest" and not "in the 

beginning of the harvest" (vs. 10). 

Where Fokkelman describes MS in, his analysis is sirnilar to the conclusions of this 

study. Because his approach presupposes coherency, however, he cannot resist replacing 

i i  lbid., 1 1. 

I2.J. P. Fokkelrnan. Narrative An and Poetry in the Books of Samuel. vol. 111. Throne and 
Citv; II  Sam. 2-8 & 2 1-23 (Assen, Netherlands: Van Gorcum, 1990). 27 1-292. 
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Michal with Merab and he insists that the bones of the Seven were buried- To his credit, 

Fokkelman acknowledges he has broken with the text, but, nonetheless, he changes m's 

story to fit his expectation of a coherent story. Regarding the change of Michal, he writes, 

"Like so many others 1 too see myself forced to restore the name Merab at the place where 

the MT has Micha1."l3 Regarding the burial of the bones of the Seven he writes, "1 am of 

the opinion. . . that the remains of the seven hanged are placeci next to the bones of the king 

and his son, even though the text of 14a on this is elliptic."l4 By burying the Seven, 

Fokkelman misses one of the distinguishing features of m, narnely, the importance of 

Sad's burial in the land and the positive affects this has on the image of Saul; m is not 

concemed about the burial of the Seven. Fokkelman's analysis of 2Sam. 21:l-14 ihstrates 

one of the hazards of the literary approach; it assumes coherency when the diverse MSS 

resist it. 

The implications of this study for the literary approach are as follows: 

1. Those who use a litenry approach should at least interpret the extant MSs. This study 

has shown there are at least three versions of 2Sam. 21: 1-14 and that the diverse MSS resist 

being reduced to a synchronic story base. 

2. Coherence should not be forced on the nmtives.  Sometimcs their dissonance creates 

tension, emphasizing the distinct shape of a story. 

IV. Suggestions for Further Research 

Careful comparative research necds to be done on other biblical narratives to see if 

there are other places where multiple forms of narratives exist. If there are, instead of 

13~okkelman, Narrative Art in Samuel. 282 n. 11. 

141bid.. 289. 
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dismantling the stocks to reconstnict a hypothetical version, commentaries should describe 

the similarities and differences of the multiple versions. Modem translations would need to 

decIare the particular version they are following. A plunform Bible, perhaps like Origen's 

Hexapla, with parallel columns of m and LxX, might be in order.15 

Scholars also need to continue to wrestle with the question, "What makes a text 

authontative?" Is it the oldest available version of a narrative? 1s it the m? It is incumbent 

upon us to corne to grips with the fact that the various versions served as authoritative texts 

for their respective communities. The Jews accepted the m as authoritative for alrnost two 

miilennia. Christians used various versions as authori tative texts from the beginning. The 

question still begs to be asked of Christians, "Is there a single authoritative version of 

2Sam. 21:l-14?" 

Regardless of the answer to these questions, the fact remains the extant Greek and 

Hebrew manuscripts present multiple forms of the biblical story found in 2 S m .  2 1 : 1 - 14 

which reflect different theological and political interests. This study attempted to compare 

and contrast these versions in order to hear each of their messages more clearly. 

1 5 ~ .  A. Sanders suggests this possibility in his recent article 'The Hebrew University Bible 
and Biblia Hcbraicri Quinta," 1 18 (1999): 525. 
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